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BRITISH COLLEGE OF HEALTH, 
NEW ROAD, LONDON. 

NOTICEWhereas a most unfair system of oppression is manifested by the lower grade of Medical 
Practitioners towards Mr. Morison and his Medicines, we, the undersigned, hereby declare, that we have 
for some years past used ourselves, and administered to others, the before-mentioned Medicines in all cases 
of disease, and are of opinion, first, that they are a cure for all curable diseases, and secondly, that the 
theory upon which such Medicines are administered is the only truc one ; the whole of which we are ready 
and willing to verify whenever called upon. In conclusion, we cannot but regret that in such an important 
question to mankind generally, the Medical Profession should cautiously abstain from all fair and impartial 
investigation of the subject. 

ROBERT LYNCH, M.D. 
RICHARD TOTHILL, Surgeon to the Exeter Hygeian Dispensary, Heavitree, near Exeter. 
JOHNSON LINCOLN, Surgeon, R.N., Northallerton, Yorkshire. 

September 21, 1838. 

To James Morison, Bsg., President of the British College of Health, London. 
sut,rt is now two years since you appointed me your general Agent for the counties of Somerset and Dorset. It 

might justly appear extraordinary that such an appointment should be conferred on a female. To many it might 
seem like presumptuous arrogance and a love of notoriety, while by others a desire of profit may be assigned as the 
reason. I fesd it then a duty to myself, to you, and to the cause I advocate, to state why I, an unprotected woman, 
leaving my native retirement and home, thus boldly, as it might, seem, come forward and place myself so conspicuously 
before the public. The details of my case and cure having been already published in the Morisoniana, &c., I will 
merely state that in the year 1832, after a whole life of suffering, I became (accidentally) acquainted with your medi- 
cines, but from being always accustomed to take only what my medical attendants suggested, I was prejudiced against 
everything which did sot emanate from them. From the earliest age I had never been free from illness, in some form 
or other. erysipelas, amounting to blindness, and consequent internal and external inflammation ; frequent and violent 
spasm/ ; diseased liver, with gall-stones. Then laid down for months with hip-joint malady, afterwards a cripple on 
crutches then rheumatic fever and enlargements of the joints ; then aphthm, or thrush ; and after this, tic doloureux, 
typhus fever, &c., until what with my diseases and the severe treatment which was deemed necessary to attack them, 
viz., bleeding, blistering, cupping, leeching, salivating by calomel, &c. &c., I may truly add, gallons of medicines, I 
became an emaciated, useless, helpless creature, and life itself a burden. The medical men who attended me cannot, 
If this statement meets their eyes, contradict or deny the truth of these assertions. I received from the utmost of 
their skill, kindness, and attention ; but, like the poor woman in the Gospel, "I was not bettered, but rather grew 
worse, having suffered many things of many doctors," and should hare, like her, spent all my substance in my anxious 
search after health, had 1 not providentially heard of your medicines. To be brief, I took them, without intermission, 
many months, and without allowing the opinions or persuasions of those opposed to them to prejudice my mind, I 
suffered long, but before a year elapsed all my former maladies were gone, as by a charm ! I became a new creature 
And now what remained for me to do ? How could I testify my gratitude to Him who had permitted your medicines ta be thus blessed to one of the most unworthy of His creatures? All my sisters, six in number, had, after equal 
sufferings with myself, been laid in their tombs, in the bloom of life, and here was I, after a fortune spent in vain, thus 
marvellously, thus mercifully raised to enjoy robust health, and capable of the utmost bodily or mental exertion ! In 
whose service ought these possess, so freely, so newly givra, to be employed ? Was I to content myself with selfishly sitting down, like a miser, to hoard my acquired treasure, or by a public devotedness to the alleviation of my fellow- creatures' sufferings, demonstrate the sincerity of my gratitude ta Him " who has left us an example that we should trace his steps." I could not hesitate, and here I am a living monument, with the instrument which He lins blessed in my possession, your invaluable medicines; and I should feel myself a recevant from my duty as a Christian, did I allow any selfish feeling, any false delicacy or shame, to prevent me from thus again publicly testifying my obligation. I am aware that this may be called enthusiasm ; be it so. I can only say, that amidst the hundreds of cases of cure and of relief from suffering which 1 have witnessed by your medicines, I have derived more heartfelt delight than I ever did from all the praise, or pleasure, or friendship of the world. The time is coming when every man's work will be proved, and I wait with assured humble hope for that period, remaining, most faithfully, your obedient servant, Crewkerne, Somersetshire, Sept. 24, 1338. HARRIET BEANHAM. 

PROJECTED INTERFERENCE WITH THE RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE. At the meetings of Medical Associations, measures have recently been adopted for what its members (overflowing with erudition and philanthropy) are pleased to term the suppression of Quackery, supported by articles which have recently appeared in a medical publication termed the " Lancet." Now, that all means have justly failed to put down MORISON'S PILLS, and that the errors of medical practice have been fully exposed, these champions of Es. galopins are about petitioning Parliament to put down by force what they term " Quark Medicines," without consi. dering that the greatest Quackery is to lue found in their tottering profession, which they are so vainly endeavouring to support. But will not the public ask, what is it that in this enlightened age calls for legislative interference in 81/ch mottera? Is it that as knowledge is diffused to the people the medical profession retrogrades, andin compelled, for Its Support, to seek the assistance of Parliament, in order to make the public at large subservient to its cupidity ? Surely any act which would have for its effect the coercion of public opinion in such matters, would not only be an encroach- ment on the liberty of the subject, but a disgrace to, the Statute-book.British College of Health, New-road, London, October I, 1838, 

CAUTION. 
WHEREAS spurious imitations of my Medicines are now in circulation, I, JAMES MORISON, the Hygeist, hereby give notice, That I am in no nise connected with the following Medicines purporting to be mine, and sold under the various names of" Dr. Morrison's Pills," "The Ilygeian Pills," " The Improved Vegetable Universal Pills," "The Original Montons Pills, as compounded by the late Mr. Moat," " The Original Hygeian Vegetable Pills," " The Original Morison's Pills," &c. 8m. That my Medicines are prepared only at the British College of Health, Hamilton Place, King's Cross, and sold by the General Agents to the British College of Health and their Sub-Agents, and that no Chemist or Druggist is authorized by me to dispose of the same. None can be genuine without the words " MORI- SON'S UNIVERSAL MEDICINES" are engraved on the Government Stamp, in white letters upon a red ground. In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand. JAMES MORISON, the Hygeist. British College of Health, No. 2, Hamilton Place, New Moud, King's Cross, May, 1838. General Agent for the United States of AmericaDr. George Taylor, 6, Wall-street, New York. Mr. Thomas Gardner, Calcutta, General Agent for India.... 
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NICKLEBY ADVERTISER. 
MESSRS. A. H. BAILY AND CO. 

HAVE JUST PUBLISHED THE FOLLOWING BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED WORKS* 

THE AMARANTH 
A MISCELLANY OF ORIGINAL PROSE AND VERSE, 

I. 

coNTRIBUTED BY SOME OF THE 
MOST DISTINGUISHED POETS AND TALE-WRITERS OF THE DAY,3,. 

ELIZABETH B. BARRETT. 
CAROLINE BOWLES. 
The ReV. WILLIAM LISLE BOWLES. 
The Rev. W. H. BROOKFIELD. 
HENRY F. CHORLEY (AlithOT of " Conti"). 
BARRY CORNWALL. 
ALLAN CUNNINGHAM. 
The Rev. THOMAS DALE. 
EBENEZER ELLIOTT (AllIhOT: of 44 Corn-Law 

Rhymes"). 
E. M. FITZGERALD. 
Jomst GRAHAM (Author of" A Vision of Fair 

Spirits,'' &c.). 
W. H. HARRISON (Author of " Tales of a 

Physician "). 
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EDITED BY T. K. HERVEY, ESQ. 
The work is printed on Imperial Quarto Paper, elegantly bound, and illustrated by 

THIRTEEN FINE STEEL ENGRAVINGS. 
Price £1 Ils. 6d., or with Proof Impressions of the Plates on It/dia Paper, price £2 12s. 6d. 

CONTRIBUTORS TO THE VOLUME. 
T. K. HERVEY. 
THOMAS HOOD. 
MARY HOWITT. 
DOUGLAS JERROLD. 
SHERIDAN KNOWLES. 
W. H. MAXWELL. 
JAMES MONTGOMERY (Sheffield). 
JOHN POOLE. 
WINTHROP MACKWORTH PRAED. 
HORACE SMITH (Author of the " Rejected 

Addresses," " BrambIetye House," &c.) 
CHARLES SWA/N. 
T. F. TRIEBNER. 
CHARLES WHITEHEAD (Author of " The 

Solitary "). 
A few Large Sets of the Plates will be taken tr on Indium paper, price 2/. 2s. in a Portfolio. 

THE ORACLE OF RURAL LIFE; 
AN ALIVI.A.NACII. 

FOR SPORTSMEN AND COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, 
FOR THE YEAR 1839, 

BY NIMROD, TOM OAKLEIGH, M. WARDEN, &c. 
CONTAINING 

FOURTEEN SPLENDID ILLUSTRATIONS ON STEEL, 
AND 

NINETY-S1X PAGES OF LETTER-PRESS, 
Price 2s. 6d. ; or, with Proof Impressions of the Plates, price 4s. 

III, gi NIMROD'S" NEW WORK, "SPORTINC," 
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED. 

DED/CATED, EY PERMISSION, TO HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF CLEVELAND. 
In One volume, imperial 4to, handsomely bound, price V. 2s. ; or elegantly bound in scarlet morecco 

price £2. 12s. 6d. 

"SlIORTZNary" Blr 66 NZDE o rb 
USTR 4TED BY 

TWENTY-FOUR SUPERB ENGRAVINGS ON STEEL, AND FIFTEEN VIGNETTES, 
Engraved by the first Artists, from Pictures by 

T. GAINSBOROUGH, R.A.; EDWIN LANDSEER, R.A. ; A. COOPER, R.A. ; CHARLES HANCOCK ; 
J. F. LEWIS ; W. BARRAUD, &C. &C. &C. 

hsig 
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In One Volume, post 8vo, elegantly bound, price one guinea, or royal 8vo, India proofs, 21. 12s. 6d. 

CAUNTER'S & DANIELL'S ORIENTAL ANNUAL 
1839. 

EAS'I'ERN LEGENDS. 

!BY THE REV. HOBART GAUNTER, BD. 

With twenty-two engravings, from drawings by the late WILLIAM DANIELL, ESQ., R.A. 

The Rev. Mr. Counter and the late Mr. Daniell, R.A., have, as the public are perfectly- aware, for the 

last five years, furnished the designs and the literary portion of " The Oriental Annual." Neither of these 

gentlemen contributes to that Annual for the ensuing year ; and the present one has been undertaken to 

enable the admirers of their productions to possess an additional work from the sonic pen and pencil. 

The drawings have been selected from several, specially designed by Mr. Daniell, for publication in "The 

Oriental Annual ;" and his representatives are desirous that they should be presented to the public, in the 

present form. 
Mr. Counter's literary productions are too well appreciated to require comment. 

The illustrations have been intrusted to engravers of acknowledged repute, and have been superintended 

by the eminent and popular artist, E. T. Porno, Esq. 

Proof impressions of the plates, price 21. 2s. ; or before lette?s, 31. 3s. in a portfolio. 

The Nickleby Advertiser. 

ILLUMINATED FAMILY PRAYER-BOOK. 

In a few days will be published, elegantly bound in morocco, royal 18mo, 31s. 6d. ; demy San, 42s.; 

illustrations separate, on large paper, 31s. 6d. 

THE LOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, 
And Administration of the Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies of the Church, according to the 

Use of the United Church of England and Ireland. Together with the Psalter, or Psalms of David. With 

Notes, and Sixteen illuminated Plates, and Fourteen ornamental Letters. 

LATIN AND ENGLISH VERSE. 

Just ready, in cloth, 12mo, 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TRANSLATION 
OF ENGLISH POETRY 

a Into Latin Elegiacs and Hexameters. 

BY THE REV. F. E. GRETTON, B. D., 
MASTER OF STAMFORD GRAMMAR SCHOOL. 

FREE. I. ENGLISH VERSION, a, cloth.Fasc. II. LATIN VERSION, 3s. 

,,Bound together, 6s., cloth.1 

Just ready, royal 18mo, price 3s. cloth, \ 

THE WRITER'S & STUDENT'S' GRAMMAR 
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE ; 

After the model of that written by the late WILLIAM CORBETT, Es., but divested of all political illustra- 

tions and offensive personal allusions. In a series of Letters from a Father to his Son, arranged in num- 

bered sections ; with numerous Questions on each Letter, A Guide to Correct Punctuation, &c. 

By the Author of the " Writer's and Student's Assistant." 

Also, a rifsw Edition, with very considerable Additions and Improvements, with an Index of every Word, 

price 3s. in cloth, 

THE WRITER'S & STUDENT'S ASSISTANT 
Or, a Compendious Dictionary of English Synonyms ; rendering the more common Words and Phrases 

into the more elegant or scholastic ; and pointing out the distinction between such of the words as are 

frequently, in error, used synonytnously. 

" This little work is calculated at once to accelerate literary composition, and to assist in establishing a correct and 

elegant style, both in speaking and writing."Gcallemun's Magazine. ',- BURR'S GEOLOGY. 

New Edition, considerably enlarged, in 1 vol., fcap. 8vo, illustrated with Plates and Woodcuts, 

price 6s. 6d. cloth, 

THE ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL GEOLOGY, 
Connecting the established Facts and Theoretical Deductions of the Science, with its Applications to 

Mining, Engineering, Architecture, &c.; and embracing a comprehensive View of the internal Structure of 

Great Britain. with Notices of its Mines and Mineral Productions. 
BY FREDERICK BURR.' 

WHITTAKER & CO., AVE1MARIAL ÂNE.. 
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THE FLOWER CARDEN ; 
Its Cultivation, Arrangement, and General Manage- 

ment ; with copious lists of the finest species. Arranged 
according to their height, colour, and time of flowering. 
Illustrated by numerous coloured engravings and wood- 
cuts. Price 10s. 6./. cloth, lettered, gilt edges. 

THE GREENHOUSE, HOT- 
HOUSE, & STOVE. 

Containing Instructions for the Cultivation of every 
Species of Exotic Flowering Plants. By CHAR4ES 
Mc INTOSH, C.F.C.H.S. With nineteen groups of flowers, 
carefully Coloured after Nat ure, and numerous engravings 
on Wood. Price 10s. 6.1. cloth, lettered, gilt edges. 

MAN, IN HIS PHYSICAL 
ADAPTATIONS; 

Including Self.Knowledge, and the Education and Use 
of the Powers of Observation and Action. By ROBERT 
MUM& Price 8s, cloth, lettered, with a coloured vig- 
nette and frontispiece. 

LETTERS ON THE NATURAL 
HISTORY OF THE INSECTS 

Mentioned in Shakspeare's Plays. By KOBER I' PATTER- 
SON, Esq., Belfast. Small 8vo, price 6s. 6.1. cl., lettered. 

THE ENTOMOLOGIST'S 
TEXT BOOK. 

A Guide to the Natural History, Habits. and Classifi- 
cation of Insects. By J. O. Wasywoon, F.L.S., secretary 
to the Entomological Society of London. Price 8s. 6.1. 
coloured, and 6s. Gd plain, cloth, lettered. 

A BOTANICAL LEXICON 
Of the Terms, Facts. and Doctrines of Vegetable Physio- 
logy. By the Rev. PAÏE/Cli KEITH, F.L.S. Demy 8vo, 
price 10s. 6.1. cloth, lettered. 

MODERN SCHOOL BOOKS. 
A PRACTICAL FRENCH 

GRAMMAR ; 
Being a concise Sy-tern of French Accidence and Syn- 

tax ; with copious Examples for reciprocal Translation. 
By L. E. Pot EHMAN, M.D. Price 5s. roan, lettered. 

A PRACTICAL LATIN 
CRArVIIVIAR ; 

With instructive Reading Lessons, analytically ex- 
pained. By L. E. PEITHMAN, M.D. Price fis. mati, 
lettered. 

POCKET DICTIONARY OF THE 
FRENCH LANGUAGE, 

Edited, and the Prononciation of the difficult Words 
added, by J. R. ROW BOTHAM. Price 3s, roan, lettered. 

JOHNSON'S DICTIONARY OF 
THE ENGLISH LANCUACE ; 
With Walker's Pronunciation of the difficult or doubt- 

ful Words [Currall's Diamond Edition.] Price In. 
roan, lettered. 

THE GRAMMATICAL SPELLINC 
BOOK, 

Intended to facilitate the Acquisition of Orthography 
and Grammar, simultaneously. Price In. 6.1. sheep, 
lettered. 

WM. S, ORE & CO., 

CLEANINGS OF NATURE; 
Being correct Delineations of Fifty-Seven Groups of Animals, etched by Mr. F. Landseer ; and of Flowering 

Plants, carefully coloured after Nature; with POpular 
Descriptions of their Habits and History. By ROBERT Munie. Imperial 8vo, price 16,, cloch, gilt edges. 

THE NATURAL HISTORY & 
ANTIQUITIES OF SELBORNE; 

With a Naturalist's Calendar ; a Map of the Localiiy, beautifully engraved on Steel by Power ; and abuut 200 Engravings of Animals and Scenery, and Notes by En- 
WARD KLYTH. Small 8m, price &s. Dr!. cloth, lettered. 

POPULAR MATHEIVIATICS ; 
Being the First Elements of Arithmetic, Algebra, and 

Geometry, in their Relations and Uses. By ROBERT 
MUDIE. Small 8vo, price 9s. 6d. cloth, lettered. 

THE EARTH ; rrs PHYSICAL 
CONDITION, 

And most remarkable Phenomena. By W. M. 'booms. F.G.S. Small tivo, price 9s. 6d.,cloth. 

POPULAR ASTRONOMY 
For Schools, Families. and Private Learners. By Ro- 
DER r Alma. Small 8vo, price 9s. 6d. 

DRAWING & PAINTING IN 
WATER COLOURS ; 

With Twenty-four Engravings. By JOHN CLARY: 
Small 8vo, price 8s. 6.1. cloth, gilt edges. 

THE CHILD'S ARITHMETIC. 
A Mauna] of Instruction for the Nursery, and Infant 

Schools. Vol. I, Svo, sewed. price I,. 

PRACTICAL LOCIC FOR 
POPULAR USE; 

With numerous illustrative Examples. By CHARLES 
WALL. 

A GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE 
ATLAS OF THE EARTH ; 

Containing Fifty-one Maps, each with Letrer-pre,s De. 
sen puions of the Country, its Physical Features, Nature, 
Productions, and general Statistics. By W. M. IliooiNs 
F.G.S. In 1E1 450, price 21. 2s. half-bound Rus,ia' 

DOWER'S GENERAL ATLAS 
OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY ; 
Containing Fifty-one Maps, carefully engraved from 

the best authorities ; with a copious consulting Index. 
Price One Guinea, half-bound. 

DOWER'S SCHOOL ATLAS; 
Containing Thirty-six Maps, including all the recent 

Discoveries, and a copious Index. Royal 8vo, price 12s.. 
lialf-bound, coloured. 

DOWER'S SHORT ATLAS; 
Containing a Selection of Twelve Maps, for the Use of 

Younger Pupils. Price 5s. half-bound coloured.. 
PATERNOSTER ROW. 

34. 61.; holy 
Bmollo: 

ANS .ATIO 

The Niekleby Advertiser. 

WORKS RECENTLY PUBLISHED. 



The Nichleby Advertieer. 

LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S 

POCKET-BOOKS WIT ALMAN CKS, 
FOR 1839, 

PUBLISHED BY PENNY & SON, BOW LANE, LONDON, NOVEMBER 1sT, 1838. 

THE ROYAL POCKET-BOOK ALMANAC K. 
Compiled for the use of Ladies Of Gentlemen. Embellished with a faithful view of the Coronation Procession of 
Queen Victoria, also portraits of the Duke of Wellington, Marshal Soult, and other eminent characters, engraved on 

Steel plates. Contents;State and Parliamentary Guide, Royal Family of Great Britain, Sovereigns of Europe, her 
Majesty's Ministers, List of the House of Peers, according to their rank and seniority, with their residences in town, 

Officers of the House of Peers, List of the House of Commons, with their town residences, Officers of the House of 
Commons, Principal Officers or State, Officers &c. of Her Majesty's Household, Ladies of the Household, Privy Council, 
Lords Lieutenant, Court Intelligence, Heralds' College, Knights of the Garter, Knights of the Thistle, Order of the 
Bath, Knights Grand Cross, Knights Commanders, Knights of St. Patrick, Law Intelligence, Law Terms and Quarter 
Sessions, Law Courts, Inns of Court, Poor-Law Commissioners, Official Assignees, Prisons, University of Oxford. Uni- 
versity of Cambridge, London University, King's College, Army and Navy Department, Army Agents, List of the 
Army, Navy Agents, List of the Navy, City and General Information, Aldermen of London, Bankers in London, Com- 
panies, Griserai Post Office, Railways, Public Offices, City Offices ; a Diary for Memorandums and Engagements, with 
Almanach and Chronological Notices ta each day, Cash Account and Summary for each month, Table to calculate 
Wag,es, Interest Table, Weather Table, Ready Reckoner, and other useful information. 

Bound in elegant Embossed Leather Case, with Tuck and Pockets, price 28. Gd. 

THE LAD I ES' H ISTO R I CAL POCKET-BOOK ALMANACK. 
Embellished with a highly-finished frontispiece of the Death of Wat Tyler, and Vignette, with four other interesting 
Historical Subjects, and four chaste Views, all engraved on Steel. Containing,, Fifty-seven ruled pages for Memo- 
randums and Engagements, with Chronological Notices for each day, Fifty-three ruled pages for Cash Account, Cash 
Summary, Almanach for year 1839, Astronomical Notices. Tas-ESsThe Earl of Strafford, the last Days of Charles 
the First, and Joan of Arc. POETRY :The Primrose, the Daphne Indics, Go tell to Another, the Progress of the 
Seasons, Touch not that First-born Flower of Spring, the Bravo's Appeal to Death, and the Snow-drop. SONGS :The 
Ploughshare of Old England, My early Home was there, and the White Cliffs of England, the Pearls of the Sea. List 
of Commercial Stamps, Ready Reckoner, Wages Table, &c. &c. 

Bound in elegant Etnbossed Leather Case, with Tuck. and Pockets, price 2s. 6d. 

THE CHRISTIAN POCKET-BOOK ALMANACK. 
With a Frontispiece of Christ's Passion in the Garden, and four other Engravings on Steel ; the contents compiled by 
an eminent author, suitable to all religions denominations ; and contains, Scripture Subjects for 1838, consisting of 
Texts for every day in the year ; Prayers,a Private Frayer, a Social Prayer, a Frayer with the Sick, a Prayer before 
reading the Scripture, a Prayer before public Worship, a Prayer on a Journey ; with a Selection of Moral and Religious 
Poetry, from the most eminent authors ; fifty-seven pages for Memorandums and Engagements ; fifty-three ruled pages 

for Cash Account, Cash Summary, Alreanack.for year 1839, Astronomical Notices, Commercial Stamps, Ready Reckoner, 
Wages Table, &c. 

Bound in Roan Tuck, with Pockets, price2s. 

FOR HOUSEKEEPERS, 

THE DOM ESTIC ACCOUNT-BOOK FOR 1839. 
QUARTO SIZE. 

ontainsFifty-three ruled pages for Accounts of Family and Domestic Expenditure for every day in the year, Twenty- 
three ruled pages for a Daily Diary, or Memorandums, Almanach for 1839, Astronomical Notices for 1839, Phases of 
She Moon. Directions for Trussing and Carving, with illustrative engravings, Forms for placing Dishes on Table, Bill 
of Fare for Twelve, Dinner Party of Fourteen, Receipts l'or making Puddings, Pies, &c. Receipts for Soups, &c. 
General Marketing Tables, Table to calculate Wages, Rates of Porterage of Parcels from Inns, and Receipts for Savoury 
SouTe end Neucee_ 

In Stiff Covers, price 2s. 

THE LADIES' SUPERB POCKETBOOK ALMANACK. 
eight beautiful Views, all on Steel. Containing, Fifty-seven ruled pages for Memorandums and Engagements, Fifty- 
three ruled pages for Cash Account, Cash Summary, Ainaanack for 1839, Astronomical Notices. Answers to Enigmas, 
Charades, and Transpositions of last Year. Rose Malcolm, and the Two Knights of St. John. POETRY :May, Ode 
to the Memory of a Young Lady, the March of Mind, the Widowed Heart, and the Lover's Reverie in a Ball-room. 
SONGS Fairy Blessings on our Youthful Queen, Sleep on, sleep on, my Darling, Faire Daffodils, On the Lake where 
drooped the Willow, Tby Glance is of the Brightest, My Mountain Pine, There be none of Reality's Daughters, flee 
thatte loves a rosie cheeke, the Sun, As I walk'd by Myself, From Italy, Sieep, my Child, the Village Pride, With 

: 

Beating Heart and Tretnbling Step, and My Bridal Day. Enigmas, Charades, Transpositions, List of Commercial 

- 
Embellished with a spirited engraved Frontispiece and Vignette of Bose Malcolm, with Poetical description ; also 

hut:k7H' Stamps, Beady Reckoner, Viiages Table, &c. &c. 4eld,T 4010, 

Bound in an elegant Embossed Leather Case, with Tuck and Pocket, price 28. Gd. Ref 
kA 

191cleile:! 
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The Niekteby Actreptieer. 

PENNY AND SON'S POCKET-BOOKS(Continoed). THE GENTLEMAN'S POCKET-BOOK ALMANACK NVith an elegant Frontispiece, a View of the City of London Schools ; contains, a comprehensive Suinrnary of the Act abolishing Imprisonment for Debt, the Act for Legalising Contracta made by Companies with which Clergymen are connected, Recovery of Possession of Tenements under £20, and other A cts passed during 838; Royal Family of Great Britain, Sovereigns of Europe, Her Majesty's Ministers, List of the House of Peers and Commons, and their Officers, with their Town residences, Law IntelligenceTernis, Quarter Sessions, Courts, Inns of Court, Poor-Law Commis- sioners, Official Assignees, Prisons, Heralds' College, Lords Lieutenants, Aldermen of London, Companies, Public Offices, Army and Navy Agents Societies, Bankers in London, Country Bankers in England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, and the Houses they draw upon in London, the Birmingham, Southampton, and Great Western Railway Sta- tions and Fares; a Diary, of one hundred and twelve pages for Memorandums, Engagements, Cash Account, and Summary, for every day throughout the year, Almanach, with original information, and Astronomical Notices, for 1839, with other useful Commercial and General information. 
nL Size, 5 in. by 3, bound in Mock Russia, or coloured Roan, with Tuck and Pockets, price 2s. 6d: 

PENNY'S IMPROVED COMMERCIAL POCKET-BOOK. WITH ALUTANACK. Carefully arranged, and adapted to the use of the Private Gentleman, Merchant, Trader, and Farmer, with a view of the new Houses of Parliament; containing a Summary of the Act abolishing Imprisonment for Debt, the Act for Legalising Contracts made by Companies with which clergymen are connected, the Act for recovering Possession of Tenements under .Z20 per annum, Repeal of certain Duties, and other Acta passed in the year 1838State and Par- liamentary Intelligence, Royal Family of Great Britain, Sovereigns of Europe, 1Ier Majesty's Ministers, List of the Members of the Houses of Lords and Commuais, with their Town residences, Officers of the two Houses. Officers of State, Re., Officers of Her Majesty's Household, Ladies of the Household, Her Majesty's Privy Council, the Lord Lieu- tenants, Heralds' College; Law IntelligenceTerms, Law Courts, Inns of Court, Official Assignees, Poor-Law Com- missioners, Prisons ; List of the Army, General Officers, Marine Corps, List of the Navy, Army and Navy Agents; Commercial and General information: Bankers in London, Country Bankers in England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, Aldermen, Companies, Offices, Re. of London, Mails made up in London, General and Twopenny Pont, Birmingham, Southampton, and Great Western, Railway and Stations Fares, Public Offices, Societies, Window Duties, Parlers Fares, High-water Table, Astronomical Notices for 1839, Almanack for 1839, a Diary, of one hundred and twelve ruled pages for Memorandums and Cash Account for every day in the year, with a Cash Summary, and other useful infor- mation, Tables, Re. 
Mee 6 in. by 4, bound in Mock Russia, or coloured Roan, with Tuck and Pockets, price 3s. 6d. 

CHEAP ANNUAL PRESENTS, 
REWARDS FOR GOOD CONDUCT. 

THE DIAMOND POCKET-BOOK ALMANACK 5 With five elegant Plates. ContainsFifty-four Engagement pages for the year, Cash Account for each month, Cash Summary, Almanack for 1839, Astronomical Notices. Answers to Enigmas and Charades of last year, Tales of the Young Robber, and Laconics. POETRY :Rules for Exquisites, Forget Thee, a Song, On receiving a Portrait, Sunshine Sketch, To my Books, Do 1 remember it ? and the Exile, Enigmas, Charades, New and Fashionable Dances, Bill and Receipt Stamps, Wages Table, Ready Reckoner, Bre, 

In Embossed Cover, Tuck and Pockets, price ls. 
DITTO, WITH NINE PLATES, Embossed Roan Cover, Tuck, and Pockets, price ls. Gd. 

THE PEARL POCKET-BOOK ALMANACK5 With Five elegant Plates. ContainsFifty-four Engagement pages for the year, Cash Account for each month, Cash Summary, Ahnanack for 1839, Astronomical Notices. Answers to Enigmas and Charades of last year. Tales of the Shepherd Boy, Rose Allan, and on Hope. POETRY :The Knight's Farewell, the French Governess, Sonnet,Song, And canot thou say Farewell, Love, Song by Miss Mitford, and a Song. New and Fashionable Douces, Conundrums, Enigmas, Bill and Receipt Stamps, Wages Table, Ready Reckoner, &c. 
In Embossed Cover, with Tuck, and Pockets, price ls. 

DITTO, WITH NINE PLATES, 
Embossed Roan Cover, Tuck, and Pockets, ,price ls. 6d. 

PENNY'S Edition of the. DIAMOND ALMANACK, price Id. each. Ditto, interleaved, gil t edged, 2d. ettah. PENNY'S Edition of REES'S DIARY, with Almanach, price 6d. each. 

The high character and ready sale which PENNY & Sox's Annual Pocket-Book Annuals have for many years sustained, the moderate retail price of each Book, and the very liberal allowance to the Trade, will cause, as heretofore, a heavy demand on the publishing day, and will oonsequtoitly Soiplls@ Oarly applica- tiowito siaase a oupply. 



HUME & SMOLLETT'S ENGLAND. 
Price 4s. each Vol. Now complete, in 19 cabinet Vols. (Hume 10, Smollett 6), with Historical Vignettes and 

Portraits, Si 4s. cloth, lettered. 

THE HISTORY OF ENCLAND, 
By HUME AND smoLLErr. 

Bach Author, or Volume, may be had separately. 
Vol. 1, of the Continuation, from the Death of George Il. ta the Accession of Victoria, by the Ber. HENRY SPEEDING, 

M.A. (to be completed in 4 Vols.), in the press, and will appear on January 1st. 

JOSEPEI RICKERBY, Sherbourn Lane, King William Street. 

This day is Published, in one vol. 18mo, cloih boards, 
ZS. 6d., Illustrated with 62 flue outline Engravings and 
Diatrams. 

PRA 
C TICAL FACTS' IN CHEMIS- 

TRY. 
" It unfolds the principles of the science in plain and 

concise language, and will encourage that spirit of inge- 
nuity and perseverance by which difficulties, apparently 
insurmountable, may be easily overcome."Dr. Ryan's 
Landais Medical Journal. 

"''Pracrical Facts in Chemistry is precisely what an 
elementary work of this nature ought to be."Liverpaol 
Mail. 

" Michael Faraday in Miniature." Bury and Suffolk 
Herald. 

"A beautifully printed pocket volume, by which the 
principles of the science may be easily, safely, and suc- 
cessfully demonstrated, at the smallest possible cost." 
John Bull. 
John Ward, 79, Bishopsgate-street Within; Thos. Tegg 

and Simphin, Marshall, & Co., London. 

. SPLENDID PICTORIAL A L ANA.C.K. 
Now Publishing, price I' wnpence ; mounted on Card 

1 Board, Sixpence. 
VERYBODY'S ALMANACK for 

1839, embellished with an Allegorical Represen- 
tation of the various Stages of Humaa Life, from In- 
fancy to the respective ages of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 
70, 80, 90, 100 years; de,igned by Holbein, and engraved 
by Landells. Also Four exquisite Vignettes, illustrating 
Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter ; with an admi- 
rable figure of Tune and his Chariot, designed by Jac. 
Callot. The whole surmounted by a beautiful Border, 
with the Signs of the Zodiac, &c. EVERYBOD Y'S 
A LMANACK contains the most accurate Calendar, and 
a Statistical Table, shovving 

How long everybody may expect to live. 
Sold by Sherwood, Gilbert, Piper, & Co, Paternoster 

Itow, and the Agents of the Weekly Chronicle. 

FINE ARTSSCULPTURE. 
November 1st will be Published, on tinted paper, price 

lu. 64., No. IV. 

OUTLINES 
OF CELEBRATED 

WORKS, from the Best Masters or Ancient and 
Modern Sculpture. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, contain some of 
the finest Specimens of Art from Bacon, Baily, Canova, 
Flaxman, Tuorwaldsen, Sc. Sc. Published by C. Mur- 
ton, 12, St, Martin's Court, and all Print and Book- 
sellers. 
This day is Published, Part I., price 2.9., of the French 

Translation ot 

THE 
TALES OF ONE THOUSAND 

AND ONE NIGHTSLES MILLE ET UNE 
NUITSCONTES ARABES. With 2000 Illustrations 
after Original Drawings by German and French Artists. 
To be continued Monthly, and completed in 20 parts. 

Also 
DON QUIXOTE DE LA MANCH, with 800 En- 

gravings, Parts XVII. and XVIII., price each 2s. 6d. 
CIL BLAS (Second Edition), with 600 Engravings, 

Na, XIX., price 2s. 
London: J. T. Dubochet & Co., 75, Old Brood-street, 

The Niekleby Advertiser. 

Just Poidished, for November, Part II., price 64., of the 

LIBRARY 
OF ANECDOTE, Con- 

tainal4 Remarkable Sayings, Effowts of Genius, 
Wir and Hain sir, Eccentricities or Coudait, Private 
Reminiscences, and Historiettes of Celebrated Persans of 

all Ages, Countries, and Conditions ; forming, a Filed of 

Rational Amusement and Interesting Information on 

Men and Manners, Mind, Matter, and Morality. 
Steill, Pateraoster Row ; and Sold by all Booksellers. 

Just Published, 8vo, 5s. cloth, 

ELEVEN 
Chapters on Nervous or Men- 

tal Complaints, and on Two Great Discoveries, 
by which Hundreds have been and all may be Cured 
with as much certainty as water quenches thirst, by W. 

Witus MOSELEY, A.M. LL.D., and Author of a Memoir 
on translating the Scriptures into the Chinese Language 
Treatise on Consumption, Scrofula, Sc. 

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationers Court. 

UNIFORM WITH THE FAIRY LIBRARY. 
Just published. in 2 vols, cloth, price 5s. 

The ADVENTURES of ROBINSON 
CRUSOE. Illustrated with numerous Engrav- 

ings, from Designs by GEO,GE CRUIKSHANK. 

Also, just published, in 6 volumes, price 158. 

THE CHILDS FAIRY LIBRARY, 
London: Joseph Toomas : T. Tegg; and Sirapkin& Co. 

ELEGANT FAMILY AND SCHOOL PRESENTi. 
This day are published, new Editions, highly embel- 

lished, of the 

FIABLES 
of ESOP and GAY, in 

royal 32mo, viz., the Fables of Esop, with 153 

beautiful Woodcuts, in I vol. price 3s. 6d, in boards; and 
the Fables of Gay, with 109 beautiful Woodcuts, I vol. 

price 3s. in boards. 
London: Printed for Booker and Dolman, 61, New 

Bond-street ; Whittaker and Co. ; Simpkin, Marshall, 
and Co. ; T. Tegg ; and C. Whittingham. 

CHEMICAL & PHILOSOPHICAL APPARATUS. 
Just published, with upwards of 100 Engravings, 

pALVIER'S 
NEW CATALOGUE of 

CHEMICAL and PHILOSOPHICAL APPA- 
RATUS, manufactured and said by him, at 103, Newgate- 
street, London, where it may ho bad, price Is.; or through 
any of the Booksellers, or Wholesale Druggists. 

JESSIE,New 
Ballad ; sling by Mr. 

Hobbs, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Russell, &c. ; written and 

composed by SAMUEL LOVER, Esq., price 20. HAPPY 
LAND,Tyrolienne ; smog by Miss Shireff, Miss Bruce, 
Miss Taylor, Sec. ; composed by E. F. REMBAULT, prive 2s. 

MERRY TAMBOURINE(Song) ; sung by Miss Rain- 

forth, Sec.; written and composed by GEORGE LINLEY., 

Esq., price 2s. AILEEN MAVOURNEEN,Ballad ; 
sung by Miss Taylor, 'Miss Shireff, Miss Bruce, Sc. ; com- 
posed by A. D. ROCHE, price 2s. 

The above very popular songs, now being sung with 

the greatest success in all parts of the kingdom, naay be 
had of the principal music-sellers. 

London; J. Dud & co., 65, Oxford Street. 
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The Nickleby Advertiser. 

THE FOLLOWING NEW WORKS ARE PUBLISHED BY 
S. & J. FULLER, 34, RATHBONE PLACE. 

IMITATIONS OF DRAWINGS IN COLOURS, 
AFTER THOMAS SIDNEY COOPER. 

Part I. Fitted up in a folio, gilt and lettered, price 21. 12s. Gd., 
A SERIES OF TEN IMITATIONS OF DRAWINGS, MOUNTED, AFTER 

THOMAS SIDNEY COOPER. 
Consisting of a variety of subjects illustrative of Rural Scenery, adapted for the use of the Artist, and for 

the amusement oflthe Amateur. - 

Part II. Consisting of 
TEN IMITATIONS OF DRAWINGS, 

As above, price 21. 128. Gd. 

A NEW SERIES OF STUDIES OF CATTLE, DRAWN FROM NATURE, BY T. S. COOPER. 
Now publishing, in Monthly Numbers, price 4s. each, or half-bound, price 2/. 2s., 

A NEW SERIES OF STUDIES OF CATTLE 
BY T. S. COOPER. 

This beautiful work has the peculiar advantage of giving the most perfect imitation of Original Drawings 
by a process in Lithography, in winch several tints arc produced ; and will compose, not only the various 
Cattle seen in England, but also groups of rustic figures and rural character. 

THE PETIT COURIER DES DAMES, 
OR JOURNAL OF FRENCH F_ASHION. 

S. &J. FULLER respectfully inform the Nobility and Gentry that the above elegant Journal, illustrated 
tvith Figures of Female Costume, and other departments of Fashionable Dress, beautifully coloured, arrives 
from Paris every week, and delivered to the Subscribers at 12s. the quarter, or 2/. Sa. the year, forming 
a most useful work of reference of elegant Female Costume. 

STEEPLE CHASE, FOX DAUNTING, & HORSE RACING. 
S. and J. FULLER beg to inform their Friends and the Sporting World, that, having, for many years past published 

some of the must favourite and popular Peints of STEEPLE CHASE, FOX HUNTING, HORSE RACING, .d 
other subjects of the British Field Sports, with their much-admired and esteemed Portraits of the celebrated Winners 
of the Great St. Leger Stakes at Doncaster, and the Derby Stakes at Epsom, from the pencils of Messrs. HERRING. 

AMC EN, POLLARD, and other favourite Masters, many of these esteemefi and favourite productions they have ready 
framed and varnished, in a novel kind of Frame, in imitation of the French, and which they can render, at very low 
prices, well adapted for the embellishment of the Shooting Box or Sportsman's Hall. 

N.B. Orders fur the East and West Indies, and the Colonies, executed at the shortest notice. 

A SUPERIOR COLLECTION OF THE ANNUALS:FOR 1835. 

SUPERIOR WORKS ON THE ART OF DRAWING, 
NOW PUBLISHING BY S. & J. FULL' it. ji 

Studies of Cattle, drawn from Nature by Thomas 
Sidney Cooper; consisting of Oxen, Bulls, Cows, Sheep, 
Asses, Goats, Deer, RUELie Figures, Be. 

David Cox's Treatise on Landscape Painting and 
Effect in Water Colours, with Examples in Outline, 
Effect, and Colouring. 

Cox's Progressive Lessons. 
Cox's Young Artist's Companion for Drawing of 

Landscapes. 
Cipriani's Rudiments for Drawing the !Liman Figure, 

,DRAWINGS LENT TO COPY. 

S. and J. FULLER have always on Sale an extensive Collection of LITHO G RAN IIC PRINTS frons Paris, whicla. 
are forwarded to them as soon as published, adapted for the new and ingenious Art of Transferring Prints to Wood. 
White Wood Articles of every description for the above, as Work Boxes, Card Boxes, Glove Boxes, Face Screens, Pole 
Screens, Chess Boards, Fier Tables, Work Tables, Baskets, Card Racks, Be. Flo were, Ornaments, &c. decorative 
and useful, for the Embellishment of Rooms. 

N.B. Their new-invented TRANSFER VARNISH, solcl in Bottles, with directions, price la. and '2a. each ; or fitted 
up in Boxes, with everything complete for the purpose, price 7s. 65. 

They continue to publish New Lithographie Prints, Medallions, Borders, &c.7&c. weekly.1 
S. and J. FULLER have on Sale a superior Collection of fine Drawings, by Modern Masters ;'and many Drawings 

on the Sports of the Field, by HENRY ALKEN and others. 

es staved by F. Bartolozzi, front the First Rudiments to 

the r 11110 hed Figure. 
Studies of Trees, by S. Lines. 
George Harley's Progressive Drawing Book of Land.. 

scapes, in 12 numbers, price One Shilling each. 
Alken's New Sketch Book. 
Alken's Rudiments for Drawing the Horse. 
Alken's Illustrations for Landscape Scenery. 
With numerous other Works on the Art ell Drawing. 
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NEW ANNUAL FOR 1839. 
OKEti This day is published, THE 

r% 

ANNUAL OF BRITISH LANDSCAPE SCENERY. 11110 
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EMBELLISHED WITH TWENTY PLATES, 
FROM DRA1VINGS BY COPLEY FIELDING, D. COX, &e. 

The Literary part by L. A. TWAMLEY. Large 8vo, 129. handsomely bound.' 

" This is a most beautiful work. The illustrations are chiefly from Drawings by those eminent artists, Cox and 
Fielding, the whole of which are admirably engraved. The letter-press by the author of the Romance of Nature,' 
is highly interesting ; many of the descriptions being at once graphic, eloquent, and full of poetic feeling. Nor is its 

excellence its sole recommendationfor here we have a large volume, with twenty plates, elegantly bound, for twelve 
shillings "Plymouth Herald. 

" The present season, we suspect, will produce few more entertaining Annuals than the one now before us."--Sun. 
" A very lively and unaffected account of scenes of picturesque beauty."Spectator. 
" The volume is, altogether, a welcorne one, and deserving of commendation.".4thenceum. 
" This is a desirable addition to the number of our Annuals, and one which will doubtless meet with as mueh success 

as_any one of them."Court Journal. 
" Chepstow Castle, Tintern Abbey, Goodrich Court and Castle, Monmouth, the Caldwell Rocks, and, indeed, all the 

most striking passages, wherever tradition is likely to carry the curious, or pastoral beauty to attract the lover of 
nature, are touched upon in succession by our author, whose rapid and lively pen brings before us a series of travelling 
experiences of a most varied and agreeable character." Atlas. 

" There are landscapes in this volume of most exquisite character. * 5 We can conscientiously recommend the 
wor k " Examiner. 

ORR and CO., London ; and WRIGHTSON and WEBB, Birmingham ; sold by GEORGE SIMMS, Manchester; 
and all Booksellers in the United Ringdom. 

THE PEOPLE'S EDITIONS. 
Just published, abridged from Mr. CURTIS'S Works on the Ear, Eye, &c. 

THE PRESERVATIO OF HEARING 7 

With Remarks on Deafness, and other Diseases of the Ear ; containing, an Account of the best Instruments for assist- 
ing Hearing, including the Acoustic Chair, &c. Price Is. 

THE PRESERVATION OF SIGHT ; 
With Remarks on Ophthalmic Diseases, Defective Vision, &c. ; Advice how to choose Spectacles ; and showing the 

Injurious effects of small Oval and Coioured Glasses. Price 

THE PRESERVATION OF HEALTH IN INFANCY, YOUTH, 
MANH OD, AND ACE; 

Showing the best Means of prolonging Life, and promoting Human Happiness. Second Edition, price 3s. 661.. 

cloth, boards. 
Full of judicious and sensible observations."Literary Gazette. 

"A digest of all that is worth knowing, as to a general rule of life, so as to prolong to the utmost in activity and in 
health."Metropolitan Magazine. 

" At once brief, clear, and intelligent. Curtis is clever ; and hi s little book is alike amnsing and well informed." 
Neva Monthly Magazine. 

" The advice to the sedentary and the studious is deserving of attention."Morning Chronicle. 
London a H. Renshaw, 356, Strand ; Edinburgh, Bell & Bradfute ; Dublin, Curry & Co. 

Just published, in one thick vol. Seventh Edition, price 16s. 

Every Disease in titis Edition has reccived additions, and the whole is much improved. 

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE : 
A Popular Treatise, exhibiting the Symptoms, Causes, and most efficacious Treatment of Diseases ; with a copious 

Collection of approved Prescriptions, Medical Management of Children, Doses of Medicines, &c. The whole forming 
comprehensive Medical Guide for the Clergy, Families, and Invalids. By T. J. GRAHAM, M.D., &c. 
" We shall preserve it as the advice of an invaluable friend, tu which we can refer in the hour of need, without any 

oubt of being benefited by its wisdom."Literary Chronicle. 
" It is altogether deserving, of permanent popularity."London Weekly Review. 
" One of the very best and most useful books published in modern times."Monthly Olio. 
" The public demand for this svork is a proof that its value is duly appreciated. Every disease that flesh is heir to, 

with its remedies, are so minutely described, that mistake is scarcely possible."Bristol Journal. 
Published by SIMPKIN & CO., Paternoster Row ; and HATCHARDS, 187, Piccadilly. 

Also, by the same Author, in 8vo, Second Edition, enlarged, price Ils. boards. 

2, ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES : 
A Treatise illustrating their Symptoms, Causes, Varieties, and Treatment ; with numerous Cases ; including the 

Diseases and Management of Pregnancy and Lying-in ; with Engravings, and a Glossary of Medical Terms. Designed 
s a Companion to the Authw's " Modern Domestic Medicine." Containing also au Appendix ou the Symptoms and 

Treatment of DISEASES OF THE Maur, and on the proper Treatment of EPILEPSY. 
" It is an admirable performance, and should had a place in every family establisnment.°'Bath Herald, Nay 3, 1834. 

"4 mort desirable acquisition,"Recoling Mercury, June 2. 
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Just published, 

ACKERMANN'S ANNUALS 
FOR 1839. 

THE 
BOOK OF ROYALTY; or, Cha- 

racteristics of British Palaces. Edited by Mrs. 
S. C. HALL. Containing thirteen fac-similes, illustrating 
incidents during various reigns of the British Court, after 
coloured drawings by W. Perring and J. Brown. Ele- 
gantly bound in scarlet morocco, richly emblazoned, and 
forming the most splendid Annual hitherto produced. 
Imperial 4to, price 21. I2s. bd. 

Elegantly bound in maroon morocco, Price 12s. 

FORGET ME NOT, FOR 1839, 
A CHRISTMAS, NEW YEAR'S, AND BIRTHDAY 
PRESENT. Edited by FREDERIC SHOBERL. Contain- 
ing engravings by C. and H. Rolls, Davenport, Simmons, 
Outrim, Stocks, Periam, Allen, and Hinchliff: from paint- 
ings and drawings by Cooper, RA., Parris, Barrett, 
Jones, Middleton, Joy, Nash, Jennings, Mrs. Allan, Miss 
Adams, and Bell ; and literary compositions by T. K. 
Hervey, D. Jerrold, Calder Campbell, P. H. Fleetwood, 
Esq.. M. P., Dr. Mackenzie, H. F. Chorley, Swain, 
Michell, Richard and Mary Howitt, Miss London, Miss 
Lawrance, Mrs. Lee, Mrs. Sigourney, Miss Gould, Mrs. 
Walker, Miss M. A. Browne, Miss L. H. Sheridan, &c. &c. 

HINTS ON LIGHT AND SHADOW, 
COMPOSITION, &c., as applicable to Landscape 
Painting. Twenty Plates, containing Eighty-three Ex- 
amples, executed in the present improved method of 
Two Tints. By SAMUEL PROUT, Esq., F SA,, Pointer 
In Water Colours in Ordinary to her Majesty. Imperial 
4to, cloth lettered, 21. 2s. 

London : Ackermann and Co., 96, Strand. 

T ; 
This day is published, price 2s. 6h., to be continued 

monthly, and completed in Twelve Parts, Part I. of 
12,Pcul61",00 pAUL AND VIRGINIA and THE 

INDIAN COTTAGE, translated from the French 
youN, of St. Pierre. Illustrated with Five Hundred exqui- 

' sitely-finished Engravings on Wood, printed from the 
same blocks as the magnificent Paris edition. 

, Sena Blin, prioolo0 London W. S. Orr Sc Co., Paternoster Row. 

PREMIER 
COURS DE LITTERA- 

TITRE, from Malherbe to Voltaire, with Notes, or 
French Poetical Gift, with numerous Portraits, 3s. 6d. 

Just published, handsomely got up, 5s. 
DE PORQUET'S FRENCH AND ENGLISH 

DICTIONARY, with Tables of Monies, Weights, and 
Measures. 5th Edition. Also, 

FRENCH GENDERS ad Petit Vocabulaire, printed 
In two colours, 3s. 6d. 

Ditto, in black, 2s. 6d. 
KEY, or PARTIE FRANCAISE, with Grammatical 

Annotations, or Sequel to Trésor, or turning English 
Idioms into French, at sight. 

NOUVELLES CONVERSATIONS PARISIENNES, 
or Causeries des Salons, French and English, pp. 290, 
price 3s. 6d. Third Edition. 

The same, silk and gilt, 4s. 6d. 
London De Porquet, Publisher, 11, Tavistock-street, 

Covent Garden, and all Booksellers. 

The Sixty-First Edition. Price 5s. 6d. boards. 

ANEW SYSTEM OF DOMESTIC 
COOKERY, founded upou Principles of Economy 

and Practical Knowledge, and adapted to the Use of 
Private Families. By a LADY. 

No critical recommendation of the Domestic Cookery 
can give so just an idea of its merits and popularity, as 
the mere statement of the fact, that more than One 
Hundred and Seventy-five Thousand copies have been 
sold of it. 
John Murray, Albemarle-street. Sold by every Book- 

seller and Newstnan. 

FOR FULL PARTICULARS 
OF.,BULL'S NEW SYSTEM 

OF 
SUPPLYING ALL WORKS, MAGAZINES, 8CC.1 

FOR PERUSAL, 
TO BOOK-SOCIETIES & PRIVATE FAMILIES, 

Throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland, see the 
First Page of Nickleby Advertiser for last Month, 
Oct. I ; or apply to Mr. Bum., Librarian, 19, Holies- 
street, London. 

This day is published, price I3s. cloth lettered, 
QKETCHES IN LONDON. By the kJ Author of the Great Metropolis, Random Recol- 
lections, &c. Illustrated by twenty-four Plates, etched 
by Phiz and others. 

London : W. S. Orr & Co. 
Just published, 

THE DUBLIN REVIEW, No. X.- 
Price Gs. CONTENTS. 

I. Anglican Claims to Apostolical Succession. 
France-Equality and Centralization. 
Shakspeare's Autobiographical Poems. 
Writings of Carlyle-French Revolution. 

b. Life of Sir Walter Scott. 
The Visible and Invisible-Note on Mesmerism. 
Eloquence in the Reformed Parliament. 
Belgium and Holland. 
Retribution due to Ireland. 
Religious Novels-Geraldine, &c. &c. 

London ; Booker and Dolman, 61, New Bond-street 
Dublin, M. Staunton ; Edinburgh, W. Tait. 

LAW AND PRACTICE. 
TO ARTICLED CLERKS. 

In the press, and shortly will be published, in I Volume, 
8vo, containing several thousands of questions & answers, 

PRINCIPLES 
and PRACTICE of 

the Laws of England, in the various Departments ; 
and also the Practice of the Superior Courts, in the form 
of Question and Ans:ver, for the Assistance of Articled 
Clerks, in preparing for Examination ; and incidentally 
for the Use of Practitioners. By a SOLICITOR. 

London: William Crofts, 19, Chancery Laue. 

Lately Published, price Ss., with Maps and Authentic 
Table of the Time and Charges of Foreign Steam- 
boats, &c. 

CLARIDGE'S 
GUIDE ALONG 

THE DANUBE, to Vienna, Constantinople, 
Athens, the Ionian Islands, &c. Travellers contem- 
plating this route, will gain considerable information 
from this little book, showing how the expense may be 
considerably abridged, and comfort gained. 

F. C. Westley, Child's Place, Temple Bar, and all 
Booksellers. 

Published this day, in 2 vols. Avo, 

rJIHREE EXPEDITIONS INTO 
THE INTERIOR OF EASTERN AUSTRA- 

LIA, with Descriptions of the recently explored region 
of AUSTRALIA FELIX, and of the present colony of 
NEW SOUTH WALES, by Major T. L. Mitchell, 
F.G.S. & M.B.G.S., Surveyor General. 

" The illustrations amount to the number of ninety in 
the two volumes. Even in this age of typographical 
splendour it is one of the most complete and perfect 
gems which has fallen from the press within our recollec- 
tion."- Torch. 

"As a leader of exploring parties in unknown regions, 
Major Mitchell appears to us to stand unrivalled."- 
Athena:um 

We have here a work worth hundreds of the volumes 
of those trading tourists who travel for the purpose of 
bookmaking."- United Service Gazette. 

T, & W. Boone, 29, New Bond Street, 



FURS. 

BOURNE 
& SON, 244, Regent-street, 

beg leave most respectfully to inforrn the Nobility 
and Gentry that they have manufactured for the approach- 
ing season, from full-seasoned and perfect skins, a large 
variety of Victoria Shawls, Capes, Muffs, and Boas, in 
Russian, Hudson's Bay, Canadian, and Martin sable; 
Miniver, Ermine, Chinchilla, Mink, Squirrel, and all 
other Fashionable Furs. Also a large variety of Dress 
Boas, consisting of Russian Fox, Swan, Marabout, and 
Ostrich Feather, with the Novel and Fash'onaffie Pari- 
sian Muffs in every quality, and at prices that wi.l ensure 
future patronage. 

Ladies and Gentlemen's Fur Travelling Boo's and 
Gloves, Foot Muffs, Cloak Linings, and Elegant R ego for 
the Drasving-room or Carriage. 

The largest variety in the trade of Cuffs, Collars, and 
Trimmings. 

1 All Furs Warranted, and Exchanged if not approved of. 
N.B.Furs Cleaned, Altered, and Repaired, or the full 

value allowed in Exchange.And all Furs purchased of 
B. and Son will be kept free from moth during summer 
without charge. 

The Nickleby Advertiser. 

OLIVER TWIST. 
On the 7th instant, in Three Volumes, with Twenty-four Illustrations by 0-want CtunKSHANK, 

Price Twenty-five Shillings, 

OLIVER TWIST. 
BY CHARLES DICKENS, ESQ. 

(BO Z). 
RICHARD BENTLEY, NEW BURLINGTON STREET. 

THE DUCHESS OF KENT. 

TO PEDESTRIANS, SPORTSMEN, &c: 

pA.TENT 
PEDOMETERS for the 

Waistcoat Pocket, at PAYNE'S, 163, New Bond 
Street, opposite Clifford Street. Pedometers for Ladies. 

STOVE-GRATE, AND FURNISHING IRONMON. 
GERY WAREHOUSE, 134, OXFORD-STRF,ET. 

CVINER begs to call the atten- 
tion of families furnishing, ta his newly selected 

stock of goods in the above hue, which are all of the best 
manufacture, and lowest possible prices. Smith's Work, 
Bell Hanging, Repaira, Ac., promptly attended to. 

IIRAFT 
AND BRIEF PAPERS_ 

Fine Laid Draft, 9s. per reamFine Glazed 
Draft, 10s. 6d.Fine 36 Lined Brief, 18sFine Fools- 
cap, 17s.Fine Glazed Bath Post, 10s. 6d. 

The above papers are warranted ta bear Ink or Fluid 
without sinking. Three-slit Peruvian Nibs 6d. per card 
of One Dozen and ;Holder, a most serviceable and dura- 
ble pen. J.D. COCK, Stationer, 4, High Holborn, corner 
of Gray's Irhs-lane. 

ESPECIALLY PATRONISED BY IIER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY 
LQUEEN VICTORIA, 

AND LIER ROYAL II1GDNE5,, 

too 

R. B. EDE'S HEDYOSIVIIA 
OR, CONCENTRATED PERSIAN ESSENCE; 

Combining all the Fragrant Properties of the Celebrated Odoriferous Compound: being a powerful and colourless 
Esprit for the Handkerchief and Toilet, and extracted from that much-extolled and highly-popular Perfume by 

ROBERT BEST EDE, Chemist and Perfumer by Appointment ta the Queen. 
Wholesale !London Dep6t, 79, Bishopsgate-street ; by Barclay & Sons, Farringdon-street ; Evan Edwards, 67, St. 
Paul's Church-yard ; the Wholesale Druggists, &c., in Fancy Boxes, containing Four Bottles, retailing, 2e. 64. each.; 

The Testimonial of Royal Approbation is affixed ta each Bottle, as a guarantee of its being genuine. 

T. COX SAVORY, WATCHMAKER, 47, CORNHILL, LONDON. 
SILVER WAITERS, IN GREAT VARIETY, 

And at very low prices. 
SILVER TEA AND COFFEE SERVICES, AND SILVER PLATE 

Of every description. Plated Goods, Ike. arranged in 
THREE EXTENSIVE SIIOW BOOMS. 

THE NEW FLAT GOLD WATCHES 
Are offered 

in engine-turned cases, with vertical movements, jewelled, for Seven Guineas each, 
or with highly-finished horizontal movements, warranted, sit Nine Guineas esokz.7' 

T. COX SAVORY'S, 
Working Goldsmith, Silversmith, and Watchmaker, 47, Cornhill, London. 

THE HORIZONTAL CONSTRUCTION IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED FOR ITS SUPERIOR 
ACCURACY. 

A Pamphlet, illustrated witn Engravings of the most useful ana ornamental Article 
in Silver-Plate, Plated Goods,, Watches, Clocks, Jewellery, Re. with the weight and 
prives affixed, may be obtained Gratis, or will be transmitted in answer to a post paid 
application. 
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THE DOUBLE PATENT PEN ap- 
proaches nearer to the quill than any Metallic 

Pen hitherto invented, and when used in conjonction 
with the PA CENT PERRYIAN ELASTIC HOLDER 
is a most perfect writing instrument, gliding pleasantly 
over the paper, without scratching, or cutting it, and 
relieving the hand and wrist of that fatigue to which it 
is subjected by the use of the ordinary steel pen. Sold 
by al Stationers, and at the Manufactory, 37, Red Lion 
Square, London. 

PA.TE 
SALUTAIRE, for Coughs, Colds, 

Hoarseness, and all Affections of the Chest and 
Lungs, iavented expressly for her Most Gracions Majesty 
the Queen Dowager, by Toussaint, the Sole Manufac- 
turer (in England), for the last Sixteen Years, of the 
Genuine French " PATE PECTORALE DE JU- 
JUBES," too well known for its beneficial effects to 
require further comment. 
4 The PATE SALUTAIRE possesses Properties never 
yet combined (except in liquids), and has this advantage 
over them, that it can be taken at any hour, without the 
slightest trouble or inconvenience ; it affords the prompt- 
est relief in Coughs of the most violent description, and 
will also be Lund a valuable Stomachic, and preserva- 
tive against fog, and foul, or damp atmosphere. 

The PATE Salutaire is Sold in Boxes at le. Gd. each 
the PA PE Pectorale de Jujubes at Is.; and the PATE 
.de Guimauve at le. 3d. ; by Toussaint, No. 18, Hermes 
Street, Pentonville.(Private House.) 

MPORTANT DISCOVERY IN WA- 
TER-PROOFING GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHING, 

which renders it completely impervious to rain, without 
impeding the free escape of perspiration, altering its 
appearance, or imparting to it any objectionable property 
whatever. This invaluable process is applicable ta 
every description of material or garment, and, when 
generally known, will doubtless entirely supersede the 
unsightly and unhealthy articles flow in use. The gar- 
ments, al an unimportant extra charge, furnished, or the 
material (either before or after made up) rendered 
water-proof, by WALTER BERD OE, Tailor, 69, Corn. 
bill, Beware of substitutes. 

CHINA. 
TEA COMPANY, Established 

1837, for the SALE of the BEST TEAS only. 
it is well known to all judg,es of Tea that the inferior 
sorts always prove the dearest ta the consumer, as it 
requires a much larger quantity to yield either strength 
or flavour, and, though ever so liberally used, can never 
produce a good cup of tea. Those who deal in the infe- 
rior descriptions are open to the temptation of mixing 
them with tile better sorts, to increase their profit, and 
necessarily liable ta the suspicion of so doing. For 
these reasons the Proprietors of this Company have, 
from the commencement of their undertaking, rejected 
all inferior Teas, restricting their sales exclusively to the 
Two Best Sorts from the original chests. Those they 
continue to supply at prices for which very common Teas 
are extensively palmed upon the Public as the Best. 

Best Black Tea imported . fis. Od. per lb. 
Green 

Finest IVIocha Coffee . . 28. Gd. 

Jamaica ditto . . 2s. Od. 

Chief Establishment, 106, Newgate-street, corner of 
Christ's Hospital ; West-end Branch, 315, Oxford-street 
(south side), a few doors west of Regent-street. 

AGENCY.- 
The Proprietors of this 

Company have determined to appoint ONE 
AGENT in every principal town for the SALE of their 
TWO BEST TEAS. They will be packed in lead and 
sealed, in pounds, halves, and quarters. The employ- 
ment may, without expense, be easily added to any light 
business, and requires no previous knowledge of the 
trade.Apply (if by letter, post paid). None but the 
most respectable parties need apply. 

The Nieldeby Advertiser. - 
BROWN BREAD.Important to In- 

valids. INutts's Brown Bread is not only easily 
pervaded by the juice of the Stomach, but performs na 
important IVfechanical duty on the Alimentary Organs. 

" INGLIS in New Street, Covent Garden, makes very 
good Brown Bread." See Graham on Diet and Rugi. 
men, last edition, price 9s. The most respectable Medi- 
cal References to be seen at the Shop. 

JJTYZACK begs to inform his numerous 
Friends (who have inquired where to procure 

his RHODORA SHAVING PASTE in London) that 
the Wholesale Depôt is at No. 1, Northampton Square. 
Country Shops and the Trade can be supplied asabove, 
or through the Patent Medicine and Wholesale Ware- 
houses. Sold Retail in covered jars, at le. 6., 2s. 6d.. 
and 3s. 6d. each. N.B.Liberalc Allowance to theTrade, 

:COALS. 
1. BELIEVE it to be a principle very 
J_ generally acted upon in the Cool Trade tu substi 
tute an inferior quality coal for that which is ordered by 
the buyer. 

Massy of the middling description of Coal will pass 
with a very large number of consumers and not be 
detected. (From the evidence of Mr. Richard Beard 
before the Select Committee of the House of Commons 
on the Coal Trade Bill.) 

BEARD and Co.'s trade, in accordance vvith the 
system upon which it has been conducted for nearly five 
years, continues to be exclusively confined to the sale of 
the Best Coula, vixHetton's, Stewart's, Lambton's, Brad- 
dyll's, Hartlepool's, and Haswell's; four tons of which 
are more serviceable, and will make a better fire, than 
five of the coals very commonly supplied under the naine 
of best. Beard and Co.'s cash price (after deducting 
discount) never exceeds 8s. per ton added to the market 
price, the quotations of which, under the head of " Coal 
Exchange," appear alternate days in the morning papers. 
Small separated therefrom, Ils, per ton less. Purfleet 
Wharf, Earl-street, Blackfriars, and Western Wharf, 
Edward-street, Regent's Park Basin. 

WINE BISCUITS. 
MANUFACTURED Re MACHINERY. 

DREID begs most respectfully to 
submit to the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, 

and the Public generally, the above Wine Biscuit, as 
they form,:from their nicety and vast variety of shape, an 
elegant appendage to the dessert table ; they are infinitely 
superior ta the old make, being much crisper, and will 
keep any length of time without losing, their flavour vvlien 
packed in tin. Sold Retail at Is. per pound; 71b. in a 

tin box, 8s. ; 141b. in ditto, I5s. 6d.; 20Ib, in tin cases, 
1 s.Manufactory, 10, Leadenhall-street. 

ALLNUTT'S 
FRUIT LOZENGES, 

for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, Hoarseness, 
Ike. &c., prepared solely by the proprietors, S. AL LNUTT 

and Soot, Chott, sts, Portsea, vvho return their best thanks 
to the public I the very extensive patronage which they 
have already eceived for their highly useful Fruit 
Lozenge ; and ' ?g to assure them that in this prepara- 
tion are concentrated, in _. he well- 
known virtues of the black currant ; and the proprietors, 
convinced that in point of efficacy and elegance of pre- 
paration they are sarpassed by none ever offered to the 

public, recommend them as very beneficial in the above 

complaints, the acidity of the fruit tending greatly to 

allay inflammation and te promote a free expectoration, 
and to alleviate a Isard dry cough. 

Public speakers and singera will find them particularly 
useful. They are perfectly harmless to the most delicate 
constitutions. Be careful ta ask for " Allnutt's Fruit 
Lozenges."Sold in boxes, Is. lid. each, by all medicine 
venders in the kingdom.; 
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HEAL AND SON'S FRENCH MATTRESSES. 
The very frequent inquiries for MATTRESSES made after the manner of the French, have induced F. HEAL and 

SON to turn their attention to the making of mattresses on the some principles. The essential difference between 
FRENCH MATTRESSES and ENGLISH EMISiStS ill the Materials of which they are made, and consequently a difference 
in the making. The French use long Fleece Wool, and therefore but little work is requisite, leaving to the Wool 
the whole of its elasticity. English Mattresses are made of short Wool, the refuse of other Manufacturings, and a 
great deal of work is necessarily required to keep the material together, which makes them comparative:y Non- 
Elastic. The advantages F. HEAL and SON possess by being exclusively Manufacturers of Bedding, enable thons 
to offer Mattresses offine long Wool, equal to the best that are made in France, at the same prices that are usually charged 
for those generally made in this Country.F. HEAL & SON, Bedding Manufacturers, 203, Tottenham Court Road. 

Nit RJ COLOSflES. 
J. SPARKES HALL begs to call the attention of Ladies 

and Gentlemen to his improved GOLOSHES for the pre- 
sent Season. For many years he has devoted considerable 
attention to the manufacture of this excellent article for 
keeping the feet dry and warm, and he now with confidence 
offers the most perfect Golosh yet invented. 

He bus succeeded in combining with the waterproof 
quality of Initia Rubber, the strength of Leather, peculiar 
lightness, elasticity, and neatness of make: if worn with a 
light pair of Shoes, such as the Leather Cloth, or over a 
thin French Slipper, perfect ease and comfort is secured, 
as they never draw the Feet, or check the insensible per- 
spiration. 

Ladies, Gentlemen, or Children, may be fitted, by 
sending a pattern-shoe, addressed J. SPARKES HALL, Patent 
Pannus Curium, or Leather Cloth Boot and Shoemaker, 
308, Regent-street, opposite the Polytechnic Institution. 

N.B. A liberal allowance to the Trade. 

MOSLEY'S SUPERIOR METALLIC PENS. 
RD. MOSLEY & CO. beg to call the attention of mercantile men and the public in general, to their Superior 

Metallic Pens. They possess the highest degree of elasticity and flexibility, and are found perfectly free from all 
those inconveniences which have hitherto prevented so many persans making use of Metallic Pens. RD. MOSLEY 
& CO., having considerably increased their various qualities, degrees, &c. every description of writer may be suited. They are sold at all respectable Stationers throughout the kingdom. 

Observe, that every Pen is stamped R. MOSLEY & CO., London. 

PIERCE'S ECONOM ICAL RADIATING STOVE-GRATE 
MAN U FACTO RY, 

No. 5, JERMYN STREET, REGENT STREET. 
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully solicited to examine a variety of new and elegant Stove Grates upon 

his so-Much-approved Radiating Principle, front his own Designs, being the real Manufacturer of them. These Grates 
combine the useful and ornamental, blending Economy with Comfortdisplay a cheerful Fire and a clean Hearth- 
lessen materially the consumption of Fueldiffuse a genial Warmth throughout the Apartment, and are adapted for 
general use. They retain the Heat many hours alter the Fire is outare executed in every style of Architecture- 
Grecian, Elizabethan, Louis Quatorze, and Gothic, agreeable to any Design. 

W. P. has a grate expressly made for the Cure of Smoky Chimneys, and will guarantee its success. He invites 
attention to his Improved Method of Heating with Hot Water ; also to the Domestic Pure Warm-Air Safety Stove, for 
Churches, Mansions, Houses, Galleries, Entrance-Halls, &c., with Pure Air, which may he seen in daily use at Isis 
Show Rooms and Manufactory ; as well as an extensive assortment of Fenders, Fire-Irons, Ranges, Boilers, Patent 
Smoke-Jacks, Hot Plates, Broiling Plates, and all other articles of Kitchen requisites, with the latest Improvements. 
Baths of every Description, vie., Hot, Cold, Vapour, Douche, Shower, Leg, and Sponge ; also Jekyll's Portable Baths. 

MANUFACTURER OF D'S ARNOTT'S STOVE, 
(Which may be seen in use in various patterns,) adapted for Churches, Halls, and Offices. 

BEDS, FEATHERS, BEDTICKS, AND MATTRESSES. 
Seasoned Feather Beds, Mr. to ; Prime Dressed Feathers, fld. to 2s. 6d, per lb. ; Ticks, 3s. ta 24a. ; Field Tent Bedsteads, 20e.; Alva Marina Mattresses to fit, 10e.; Soft Wool Flocks, 2d., 3d., and 4d. per lb. Every descrip- 

tion of Bedsteads, Mattresses, Palliasses, and Bedding, full 30 per cent. cheaper. Merchants, Captains, Upholste- 
rers, Brokers, and Proprietors of Schools, supplied at D. TIMOTHY'S old-established Manufactory, No. 31, Barbican, corner of Redeross-street, City. 

THE BREATH-WARM1NG INSTRUMENT. 
MR. JEFFREY'S RESPIRATOR, for the Use of all Persons ta whom the breathing of Cold Air is Distressing or 

Injurious ; and for affording Rest at Night, where it is interrupted by Cough. It renders warm and genial the most 
cold or foggy air. Front the numerous communications the inventor lias been favoured with, describing, in strong 
terms, the relief afforded by the Respirator, he nord not hesitate to refer inquirers to any of the invalids in different 
parts of the kingdom, wearing the instrument, whose number amounts to many thousands ; and these will confer an 
obligation upon many a person needing its use, if they will make known ta the neighbouring agents the result of their 
own experience of the effects of the Respirator, during whatever period they may have used it. 

London Depots, 82, Cheapside ; and 198, Regent-street. Wholesale Office, Cheapside, In London, and the larger 
tOTVIS, certain respectable houses are also agents for the Respirator, 
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HOSIERY. 
POPE and Co. have removed from 28, Friday Street, to 

4, Waterloo Place, Pall Mall. 

THEY 
continue to manufacture every 

description of HOSIERY, in the old-fashioned 
substantial manner, the greatest attention being paid to 
Elasticity and Durability.Orders and Patterns to be 
forwarded to 4, Waterloo Place, or to their manufactory, 
Mount Street, Nottingham. 

A CERTAIN CURE FOR 
CORNSBUNIONS Ai 

ALLINGHAM'S IROTTERDAM 
plication. The universally-acknowledged efficacy of 
this extraordinary, safe, and never-failing remedy for the 
speedy and certain cure of Cars and Bunions, however 
obstinate and long standing, induces the Proprietor of this 
highly-important chemical discovery, to caution the Pub- 
lic against base and spurious imitations, injurious in their 
effect, and most dangerous to those who, either through 
ignorance, or the fraudulent pretences of others, are in- 
duced to apply them. The proprietor has received tes- 
timonials of its beneficial effects from the most respectable 
families in the kingdom. The genuine bas the signature 
of" J. A. Sherwood " on the outside wrapper. Sold at 
55, Bishopsgate-without ; and, by appointment, by San- 
ger, 150, and Chandler, 76, Oxford-street ; and must 
medicine venders. 
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PATRONISED BY THE ROYAL FAMILY AND 
THE NOBILITY. 

SHARP'S ROYAL BRITISH 
CERATES 84 LINIMENT. 

THESE 
valuable medical applications, 

long privately known, and highly appreciated by 
some of the most eminent medical men in the metropolis, 
constitute, in their various modifications, rapid and effec- 
tual remedies for Goutin some states, Rheumatic 
Affections, Lumbago, Glandular Swellings, many in- 
stances of Scrofulous Sures and Swellings, Tumours, Re- 
laxed Sore Throats, Swelled Face or Gums, some cases 
of Deafness, external Inflammationin all ils shapes, 
Boils, Ulcerated and other Wounds, Sprains, Bruises, 
Burns, Scalds, Erysipelas, Venomous Stings, Itch, Ring- 
worm, Scaldhead, Grocer's Itch, Chilblains, Bunions, 
Corns, Tender Feet, Paralysis of a local character, and 
Tic-douloureux. As no class of society is exempt from 
the liability tu some or other of these attacks, sa to every 
rank must access to such a powerful series of simple, but 
effectual, remedies be highly desirable. 

The series consist of a Liniment, with the Plain, and 
four combinations of CeratestNamely, No. 1, Plain 
No. 2, Camphorated ; No. 3, Emollient ; No. 4, Bal- 
samic ; and No. 5, Sulphurated ; severally applicable to 
the cure of the above diseases and injuries, in the manner 
clearly laid down in the full printed directions which 
accompany each packet. 

The Proprietors give their solemn assurance, 'that 
there is not a fact stated with respect to the powers of 
these substances, which is net fully established in every 
class of cases, in the private practice of medical men of 
great respectability in the metropolis and elsewhere ; and 
that each of the preparations, although most effectual in 
its remedial character, is in the highest degree innocent 
in its entire composition ; and may, consequently, be 
used with perfect safety. 

The Royal British Cerates are made up, in ail their 
modifications, in Boxes of four Sizes, at 131d., 2s. 9d., 

61., and I Is. each ; and the Liniment in Bottles of 
three Sizes, with ground-glass Stoppers, at 2s. 9d., 90. 
and Ils. each ; Stamps in all cases included. 

Sold by SHARP and Co., 153, Fleet-street, London, sole 
Proprietors, whose name and address are upon the 
Stamp ; and by the established Licensed Medicine Vend- 
ers throughout tile three kingdoms. 

YORK AND LONDON BRITISH 
AND FOREIGN ASSURANCE OFFICE. KING WILLIAM STREET, CITY. 

LONDON BOARD. 
GEORGE FREDERICK YOUNG, ESQ., Chairman. 
MATTHEW FORSTER ESQ., Deputy-Chairman. 

A. Bannerman, Esq.,M. P. J. Bulkeley Johnson, Esq. Lord Ernest Bruce, loi. P. Thomas H. Kerfoot, Esq. J. W. Childers, Esq.,M,P. John Norbury, Esq.' 
Sir James Eyre, M.D. John Parker, Esq., M.P. William Haigh Esq.! Edward T. Whitaker, Esq. 

Fire or Life Assurance on the lowest terms. No charge for Firfi Policies. Prospectuses may be had at the Offices in London or York, or of any of the Agents. 

ORNAMENTAL TIAIR. 
THE Public are requested to inspect 

the extensive and elegant assortment of all kinds of ORNAMENTAL HAIR at ROSS and SONS', 119, 
Bishopsgate Street, particularly their newly-invented 
ventilating Perukes and Head-Dresses, in which the use of both weaving and sewing silk is entirely superseded, thus rendering there the nearest imitation of the natural Hair of any extant. Importing their Foreign, and manu- facturing on their premises all their British Perfumery, 
including every description of Combs and Brushes, they are enabled to offer them of the ' most superior quality, and at a moderate price. A visit to their grand Neapolitan 
Saloon for cutting and arranging the Hair in, is requested. 

COMPOUND MICROSCOPES, 
With Six Powers, magnifying 0,000 

times, packed in a handsome mahogany case, 
, 2 

with apparatus complete, price Three Guineas, at J. 
CRICHTON'S, Manufacturing Optician, 112, Leadenhall 
Street, five doors from St. Mary Axe. ACHROMATIC 
TELESCOPES, to show objects distinctly at a distance 
of eight miles, 18s. ; twelve miles, 30a.; sixteen miles, 
42s. ; twenty miles, 41. Crichton's Improved Microscopie 
Phantasmagoria, which may be used either as a Phantas- 
magoria Lantern, or Lucerne] Microscope, magnifies 
figures with splendid effect to an extent of 14 feet, in case 
complete, vvith directions for use, Five Guineas. 

N.B. A large variety of Magic Lanterns and Sliders, 
including Comic, Astronomical, Natural History, and 
other subjects. 

NTOTICE.CISTERNS, TANKS, &C. 
_,Nd PURE WATER.LIPSCOMBE and CO. 
beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry that they have in. 
vented a supevior ASCENSION FILTER for Cisterns, 
Tanks, Water-butts, An., capable of producing from fifty 
ta two hundred gallons of the purest water per day; port- 
able, perfectly self-cleansing, and casa be placed in any 
situation at a small expense. Abss their Patent Porta- 
ble Filters, vvhich have been in extensive use for many 
years, and are allowed by the faculty and the numerous 
families who have them to excel all others known for 
purity and quantity of the water ; at prices from Ten 
Shillings.Families' orders from the country duly at- 
tended to. Filters repaired.-93, Regent-street, and at 
the Manufactory, Kentish Town. 

CENTLEIVIENYS DRESS COATS, 
FASHIONABLY MADE, 

Of olive brown or green cloth £2 5 0 
Best Saxony superfine - - - 3 0 0 
Frock coat, from - - - 2 10 0 to 3 18 0 
Beaver and Petersham Great-Cents 1 18 0 to 3 0 0 
Cassimere or buckskin trousers, from 0 16 0 to 1 8 0 
A variety of new articles for trousers 0 17 6 ta 1 8 0 
Young gentlemen's spencer or tunic 

suit, from _ . 1 15 0 to 3 0 0 
At J. ALBERT'S, Tailor and Draper, 

62, King William Street, London Bridge. 

11111111, Crysil!,...erc 

The Nieldeby Advertieer. 



FALCON GLASS WORKS, Holland Street, Blackfriars' Road, London. 

APSLEY PELLATT'S 
ABRIDGED LIST OF 

Net Cash Prices for the best Flint Glass Ware. 

DECANTEILS. 1- 25 Strong. quart Nelson shape decanters, 
cut all over, bold flutes and cut 
brim St stopper, P.7.5. each 10s6d. to 12 o 

26 Do. three-ringed royal shape, cut on 
and between rings, turned out stop, 
P.M. each 10 0 I 

Iii25 
Do. do. not coton or between rings, 
nor turned out stopper, P.M. ea. 8s to 9 0 

27 Fancy shapes, cut all over, eight flutes, 
spire stopper, &c. each, P.M. 16s. to IS o 

Do. six flutes only, each, P.M. 24s. to 27 0 

rasnrms. 
31 Dishes, oblong, pillar moulded, scolloped 

edges, cut star. 
5-in. 7-in. 9-in. 10-in. 

3s. 6d. 6s. 6d. Ils. 13s. each. 
32 Oval cup sprig, shell pattern, 

5-in. 7-in. 9-in. 11-in. 
7s. 6d. 9s. bd. 16s. 19s. each. 

33 Square shape pillar, moulded star, 
5-in. 7-in 9-in. 10-in. 

4s, Ss. 12s. 6d. 15s. each. 
I`INGEM CLIPS. 

37 Fluted finger-cups, strong, about 14 
oz. each 2 6 

Do. plain flint, punted, per doz lb 0 
Do. coloured, per doz 18s. to 21 0 

38 Ten-fluted round, very strong, each . 5 0 
Eight-fluted do., each 8 0 

39 Medicean shape, moulded pillar, pearl 
upper part, cut flat flutes, each 5 0 

PICIELES 
46 Pickles, half fluted for 3 in. holes,nm es. 4 6 
47 Strong, moulded bottom, 3-in, hole, 

cut all over, flat flutes, R.M. each . 5 0 
Best cut star do. for 31-im hole, cm ea. 7 6 
Very strong and best cut, mst. each 11 6 

W.LITMit 373 GS 
59 Quarts, neatly fluted and cut rings, 

each 14s. to lb 0 
60 Ewer shape, best cut handles, &c... 21 0 

61 Silver do. scolloped edges, ex. lar. flutes 25 0 7/ 

ZOTTLES 
70 Moulded pillar body, cut neck, each 3 0 
71 Cut neck and star 3 0 
72 Double fluted cut rings 3 6 
73 Very strong pillar, moulded body, cut 

neck and rings 5 6 

74 Grecian shape, fluted all over 7 0 

TITIVIBIAMILS 
7S 79 SO SI 52 83 81 85 86 87 

Tale 9e. 
Flint, te. les. I2s. Hs. log. 12g. 12g. 1Ss. I8s Doz. 

to to to to to to to to to 

Ss. I2s 14e. 15s. lis. ISs. Oie. 2Is Ses do. 

WEN n 
913 S9 93 95 92 93 91 9.1 Cr, 97 98 99 

7s. 7s. 7s 7s 8s. 11s los. 13s. 15s 18s. -21s. Sus. 
to to to to to 
Sa. 9s. 9s. 9s 

Glass Blotting, Cutting, and 
&' 

awning, y 
be inspected bn Purchasers, et Alr.Pellait's Ex- 
tensive Flint Glass and Steam Cutting Works, in 
Holland Street, ?tear Blackj riais' Bridge, any 
Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. 
Merehauts and the Trade supplied oit equitable 

Terms. 
No Ahat,neet from the above specified itcsrly Money Prices. 

No Conn r7.,-iosi with any other Establishment. 
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LABERWS BOTANIC CREAN'. 
By appointment, patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty, celebrated for strengthening and promoting the growth 

of Hair, and completely freeing it from Scurf.anid by the Proprietor, H. Labern, Perfumer to her Majesty, 49, 
Judd Street, Brunswick Square, in pots, le. 68., 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 58., and in.Bottles 3s. 6d. and 5s each, and by 
all Perfumers and Medicine Venders. Beware of counterfeits. Ask far' Labern's Botanic Cream." 

*** Trade Orders from the Country tu come through the London Wholesale Houses. 

AUTUMNAL INFLUENCES., 
That each season produces ils appropriate and peculiar effects, both in the animal and vegetable economy, is pretty 

generally admitted ; though in its more minute operations, a sufficient accuracy of observation has rarely been attained. 
On the subject of the Hair, and the relaxing agency exercised on it at this particular season, enough has recently been 
set forth, to show the necessity of directing especial attention to this point. A mild yet effectual stimulant is required 
to counteract this tendency ; and the popularity of OLDRIDGE'S BALM OF COLUMBIA points it out as the most 
salutary and efficient application. 

OLDRIDGE'S BALM causes whiskers and eyebrows to grow, prevents the Hair from turning grey, and the first 
application makes it curl beautifully, frees it from scurf, and stops it from falling off. Abundance of certificates 
from gentlemen of the first respectability are shown by the Proprietors, C. and A. OLDRIDGE, I, Wellington Street. 
Strand, where the Balm is sold, price 3s. 6d., 6s., and Ils, per bottle. No other prives are genuine. 

Some complaints have reached the Proprietors of a spurious Balm having been vended ; they again- caution the 
Public tu be on their guard against the base impostors, by especially asking for OLDRIDGE'S BALM OF COLUM- 
BIA, I, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON. 

PERRY'S ESSENCE FOR THE TOOTH AND EAR-ACHE, 
AND PAINS IN THE FACE AND JAWS. 

Sold in Batiks, lis., 2s. 9d., and Le. Id. 
PERRY'S ESSENCE bas long been patronised by the most distinguished personages in the kingdom, eulogised in 

numerous highly respectable Medical Journals, and sanctioned by the first Physicians in Europe, who have declared it 
to be the " best Medicine ever discovered for the Tooth-Ache and Ear-Ache." Excruciating pain is instantaneously 
relieved by it, and the progress of decay in teeth arrested ; loose teeth are fastened, and kept firm, sound, and ser- 
viceable to the latest period. It cures the scurvy in the gums, renders them healthy, effectually prevents Tooth-Ache, 
and also sweetens offensive breath. The Essence retains its virtues in all climates ; but it must be very well corked, 
or it will be good for nothing. By rubbing the hands &c. with pomatum, tallow, or spirits of wine, any stain made 
by the Essence will be removed. 

From Professor Hertz's Popular Treatise on the Management of Teeth.This eminent dentist, in bis valuable work 
dedicated to QTJEEN CHARLOTTE, recommends Perry's Essence as the only specific ever discovered for the Tooth- 
Ache ; and from the experience he lias had with it, he states positively," That the composition is innocent, and it 
appears to check the progress of decay, instead of increasing it, which it is well known that remedies for the Tooth- 
Ache, from their caustic qualities, are apt to do."See Fourth Edition of Hertz's Dissertation on Teeth, p. 19. 

From the Monthly Gazette of Health, for October, 1818." The most effectual remedy for the Tooth-Ache with which 
we are acquainted is the Essence prepared by Mr. PERRY, of Farnham, in Surrey. The remedy is perfectly mild, 
allays the pain almost immediately on being introduced into the carious Tooth, and by lining the internal surface with 
a resinous gum, it keeps off that disease, and checks the progress of decay." 

Extract from the Medical Guide,for I817." PERRY'S ESSENCEThis composition, applied to the painful Tooth by 
means of lint, generally affords immediate relief, and is, no doubt, the most efficacious remedy for the Tooth-Ache 
that has been discovered, having been first prepared by Mr. PERRY, of Farnham." 

From Dr. Reece's Dictionary of Medicine, 1813, sanctioned by his late Majesty, KING GEORGE THE FOTJRTH. " I have made trial of a remedy for the Tooth-Ache, first recommended by Mr. PERRY, of Farnham, which in every 
instance (some of which were very violent) afforded instantaneous relief." 

Extract from Dr. Jackson, 1806." Having had frequent opportunities of applying PERRY'S Essence to decayed 
Teeth, and from the instantaneous relief which it afforded to almost all to whom it has been administered, I do not 
hesitate to declare that it is, in my opinion, the best remedy for the Tooth-Ache, arising from decay, ever discovered." 

Philosophical Journal for July, 1820." In an early Number we have given an analysis of PERRY'S Essence : the 
favourable reports we have received from different parts of the country confirm the character we have given of it as a 
remedy for the Tooth-Ache. It is free from aisy caustic quality, and is certainly incapable of doing any injury to 
the Teeth. In cases of Caries, it appears to suspend the process of decomposition or decay." 

Fimm the Monthly Gazette cd'Health, for 1816.The Editor, in his Preface, on the subject of" Proprietary Medicines," 
in remarking on the dangerous tendency of many of them, and of his exposure of their disgraceful practices, concludes 
by observing, that" Some Patent Medicines lie has discovered to possess merit superior to the London Pharmaco- 
poeia ; these he bus not hesitated to recommend ; and of this number is PERRY'S Essence for the Tooth-Ache." 

See also the Commendations in No. I., p. 30, of Me same valuable publication, under the head of " PERRY'S Essence 
for the Tooth-Ache and Pains in the Face."" This preparation does not contain any usinerai production. To allay 
pain in a hollow or carious Tooth, this composition, no doubt, affords an efficacious remedy ; in consequence of the de. 
composition which takes place, the internal surface of the caries is defended from the action of atmospheric air and 
acrid matter. This Essence was discovered by Mr. PERRY, of Farnham, who in the printed wrapper of the bottle, 
asserts, that thousands of cases can be given to prove that his Essence is an infallible remedy for the Tooth-Ache and 
Ear-Ache, as not one instance has yet been produced in which it has failed, and through the solicitations and sanction 
of respectable medical men, it is offered to the public ; though not till it had passed a severe trial of seven years in 
private practice, when the Faculty declared it to be the best thing ever discovered, an excellent preserver of the 
Teeth and Gums, and that it must be a great blessing to the afflicted world.' 

Sold by Messrs. Barclay and Sons, 95, Farringdon-street, London (Sole Agents); also, Wholesale, by E. Edwards, 
68, St. Paul's Churchyard ; Sutton and Co., Bow Churchyard ; and Retail, by Sanger, 150, Oxford street; Heude- 
bourck, Middle-rose, Holborn ; Barfield, 130, Strand ; Johnston, 68, Cornhill Willoughby, 61, Bishopsgate-street 
Without ; and by the principal Medicine Venders throughout the United Kingdorb, 

Y. 
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This article has been extensively and successfully used for some tirne past in 

populous Neighbourhood, and has proved to be an INSTANT CURE in most cases. 

The Selling Price to the Public bas been fixed purposely so low as 

to render the 

" N ST NT CAME FOR T TOOTIEnnAtCHIV 
accessible to all Classes. 

BEAUFOYDS 
INSTANT CURE FOR THE TOOTH-ACHE. 

IN , f kavebrought 
yen, Something Viet 

will cure it in. 
ur Instant ," 

MADE BY BEAUFOY CO., SOUTH LANIBETH, LONDON, 
And Sold by most Respectable Druggists and Patent Medicine Venders, 

in Town and Country. 

The Bottles, with ample Directions for Use, Price ls. id. each, Stamp included, 

[BRADBURY ANp EVANS, PRINTERS, WHITEPRIARS.] 
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NICHOLAS NICKLEBY 225 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

OF THE GREAT BESPEAK FOR MISS SNEVELLICCI, AND THE FIRST 
APPEARANCE OF NICHOLAS UPON ANY STAGE. 

NICHOLAS was up betimes:in the morning ; but he had scarcely 
begun to dress, notwithstanding; when he ,heard footsteps ascending 
the stairs, and was presently saluted by :the voices of Air. Folair the 
pantomimist, and Mr. Lenville, the tragedian. 

" House, house, house !" cried Mr. Folair. 
" What, ho ! within there !" said Mr. Lenville, in a deep voice. 

. Confound these fellows ! thought _Nicholas ; they have come to 
breakfast, I suppose. " I'll open the door directly, if you'll wait an 
instant." 

The gentlemen' entreated him not to hurry himself; and to beguile 
the interval, had a fencing bout with their walking-sticks on the very- 
small landing-place, to the unspeakable discomposure of all the other 
lodgers down stairs. 

" Here, come in," said Nicholas, when he had completed his toilet. "in the name of all that's horrible, don't make that noise outside." 
"An uncommon snug little box this," said Mr. Lenville, stepping 

into the front room, and taking his hat off before he could get in at alL 
" Pernicious snug." 

" For a man at all particular in such matters it might be a trifle 
too snug," said Nicholas; for, although it is undoubtedly a great con- 
venience to be able to reach any-thing you want from the ceiling or 
the floor, or either side of the room, without having to move from 
your chair, still these advantages can only be had in an apartment of 
the most limited size." 

" It isn't a bit too confined for a single man," returned Mr. Lenville. " That reminds me,nly wife, Mr. JohnsonI hope she'll have 
some good part in this piece of yours ?" "I glanced at the French copy last night," said Nicholas. " It 
looks very good, I think." 

" What do you mean to do for me, old fellow ?" asked Mr. Lenville, 
poking the struggling fire with his walking-stick, and afterwards 
wiping it on the skirt of his coat. " Anything in the gruff and 
grtunble way ?" 

" You turn four wife and child out of doors," said Nicholas; "and 
in a fit of rage and jealousy stab your eldest son in the library." "Do I though !" exclaimed Mr. Lenville. "That's very good business." " After which," said Nicholas, " you are troubled with remorse till 
the last act, and then you make up y-our mind to destroy yourself. But just as you are raising the pistol to your head, a clock strikes- 
ten." 

"I see," cried Mr. Lenville. " Very good." 



226 LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF 

" You pause," said Nicholas; " you recollect to have heard a clock 
strike ten in your infancy. The pistol falls from your handyou are 
overcomeyou burst into tears, and become a virtuous and exemplary 
character for ever afterwards." 

" Capital!" said Mr. Lenville: " that's a sure card, a sure card. 
Get the curtain down with a touch of nature like that, and it '11 be a 
triumphant success." 

" Is there anything good for me r inquired 3/r. Folair, anxiously. 
"Let me see," said Nicholas. " You play the faithful and attached 

servant; you are turned out of doors with the wife and child." 
" Always coupled with that infernal phenomenon," sighed Mr. 

Folair: "and we go into poor lodgings, where I won't take any wages, 
and talk sentiment, I suppose ?" 

" Whyyes," replied Nicholas ; "that is the course of the piece." 
"1 must have a dance of some kind, you know," said Mr. Folair. 

" You'll have to introduce one for the phenomenon, so you'd better 
make it a pas de deux, and save time." 

" There's nothing easier than that," said Mr. Lenville, observing the 
disturbed looks of the young dramatist. 

" Upon my word I don't see how it's to be done," rejoined Nicholas. 
" Why, isn't it obvious ?" reasoned Mr. Lenville. " Gadzooks, who 

can help seeing the way to do it?you astonish me! You get 
the distressed lady, and the little child, and the attached servant, into 
the poor lodgings, don't you ?Well, look here. The distressed lady 
sinks into a chair, and buries her face in her pocket-handkerchief- 
' What makes you weep, mama ?' says the child.'Don't weep, 
mama, or you'll make me weep too !'' And me!' says the faithful 
servant, rubbing his eyes with his arm. What can we do to raise your 
spirits, dear marna?' says the little child. ' Aye, what can we do ?' 
says the faithful servant. Oh, Pierre!' says the distressed lady; 
' Would that I could shake off these painful thoughts.'' Try, ma'am, 
try,' says the faithful servant ; rouse yourself, ma'am ; be amused.' 

I will,' says the lady, I will learn to suffer with fortitude. Do 
you remember that dance, my honest friend, which, in happier days, 
you practised with this sweet angel ? It never failed to calm my 
spirits then. Oh! let me see it once again before I die !'There it is- 
cue for the band, before I die,and off they go. That's the regular 
thina.; isn't it, Tommy ?" 

"9fhat's it," replied Mr. Folair. "The distressed lady, overpowered 
by old recollections, faints at the end of the dance, and you close in 
with a picture." 

Profiting by these and other lessons, which were the result of the 
personal experience of the two actors, Nicholas willingly gave them the 
best breakfast he could, and when he at length got rid of them applied 
himself to his task, by no means displeased to find that it was so 

much easier than he had at first supposed. He worked very hard all 
day, and did not leave his room until the evening, when he -went down 
to the theatre, whither Smike had repaired before him to go on with 
another gentleman as a general rebellion. 
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Here all the people were so much changed that he scarcely knew 

them. False hair, false colour, false calves, false musclesthey had 
become different beings. Mr. Lenville was a blooming warrior of most 
exquisite proportions ; Mr. Crummles, his large face shaded by a pro- 
fusion of black hair, a Highland outlaw of most majestic bearing; one 
of the old gentlemen a gaoler, and the other a venerable patriarch; the 
comic countryman, a fighting-man of great valour, relieved by- a touch 
of humour ; each of the master Crummleses a prince in lois own right; 
and the low-spirited lover a desponding captive. There was a gorgeous 
banquet ready spread for the third act, consisting of two pasteboard 
vases, one plate of biscuits, a black bottle, and a vinegar cruet ; and, 
in short, everything was on a scale of the utmost splendour and 
preparation. 

Nicholas was standing with his back to the curtain, now contem- 
plating the first scene, which was a Gothic archway, about two feet 
shorter than Mr. Crunamles, through which that gentleman was to 
make his first entrance, and now listening to a couple of people who were 
cracking nuts in the gallery-, wondering whether they made the whole 
audience, when the manager himself walked familiarly up and accosted 
him. 

" Been in front to-night ?" said Mr. Crummles. 
"No," replied Nicholas, " not yet. I am uoing to see the play." 
" We've had a pretty good Let," said Mr. C''rummles. "Four front 

places in the centre, and the whole of the stage-box." 
"Oh, indeed !" said Nicholas; "a family, I suppose ?" 
" Yes," replied Mr. Crummles, " yes. It's an affecting thing. There 

are six children, and they never come unless the phenomenon plays." 
It would have been difficult for any party, family or otherwise, to 

have visited the theatre on a night when the phenomenon did not play, 
inasmuch as she always sustained one, and not uncommonly two or 
three, characters every night ; but Nicholas, sympathising with the 
feelings of a father, refrained from hinting at this trifling circumstance, 
and Mr. Crumrnles continued to talk uninterrupted by him. 

"Six," said that gentleman ; "Pa and Ma eight, aunt nine, gover- 
ness ten, grandfather and grandmother twelve. Then there's the 
footman, who stands outside, with a bag of oranges and a jug of toast- 
and-water, and sees the play for nothing through the little pane or 
glass in the box-doorit's cheap at a guinea ; they gain by taking 
a box." 

"I wonder you allow so many," observed Nicholas. 
" There's no help for it," replied Mr. Crummles ; " it's always ex- 

pected in the country. If there are six children, six people come ta 
hold them in their laps. A family-box carries double always. Ring 
in the orchestra, Grudden." 

That useful lady did as sloe was requested, and shortly afterwards 
the tuning of three fiddles was heard. Which process having been 
protracted as long as it was supposed tloat the patience of the audience 
could possibly bear it, was put a stop to by another jerk of the bell, 

Q. 2 
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which, being the signal to begin in earnest, set the orchestra playing a 
variety- of popular airs, with involuntary- variations. 

If Nicholas had been astonished at the alteration for the better 
which the gentlemen displayed, the transformation of the ladies was 
still more extraordinary-. When, from a snug corner of the manager's 
box, he beheld Miss Snevellicci in all the glories of white muslin with 
a gold hein, and Mrs. Crummles in all the dignity of the outlaw's 
wife, and Miss Brava,ssa in all the sweetness of Miss Snevellicci's con- 
fidential friend, and Miss Belvawney in the white silks of a page 
doing duty everywhere and swearing to live and die in the service of 
everybody, he could scarcely contain his admiration, which testified 
itself in great applause, and the closest possible attention to the busi- 
ness of the scene. The plot was most interesting. It belonged to no 
particular age, people, or country, and was perhaps the more delightful 
on that account, as nobody's previous information could afford the 
remotest glimmering of what would ever come of it. An outlaw had 
been very- successful in doing something somewhere, and came home in 
triumph, to the sound of sh;llits and fiddles, to greet his wifea lady of 
masculine mind, who talked a good deal about lier father's bones, which 
it seemed were unburied, though whether from a peculiar taste on the 
part of the old gentleman himself, or the reprehensible neglect of his 
relations, did not appear. This outlaw's-wife was somehow or other 
mixed up with a patriarch, living in a castle a long way off, and this 
patriarch was the father of several of the characters, but he didn't 
exactly know which, and was uncertain whether he had brought up 
the right ones in his castle, or the wrong ones, but rather inclined to 
the latter opinion, and, being uneasy, relieved his mind with a banquet, 
dining which solemnity somebody in a cloak said " Beware!" which 
somebody was known by- nobody (except the audience) to be the 
outlaw himself, who had come there for reasons unexplained, but 
possibly with an eye to the spoons. There was an agreeable little 
surprise in the way of certain love passages between the desponding 
captive and Miss Snevellicci, and the comic fighting-man and Miss 
l3ravassa; besides which, Mr. Lenville had several very tragic scenes 
in the dark, while on throat-cutting expeditions, which were -all baffled 
by the skill and bravery of the comic fighting-man (who overheard 
whatever was said all through the piece) and the intrepidity of Miss 
Snevellicci, who adopted tights, and therein repaired to the prison of 
lier captive lover, with a small basket of refreshments and a dark 
lantern. At last it came out that the patriarch was the man who had 
treated the bones of the outlaw's father-indaw with so much disrespect, 
for which cause and reason the outlaw's wife repaired to his castle to 
kill him, and so got into a dark room, where, after a great deal of 
groping in the dark, everybody got hold of everybody else, and took 
them for somebody besides, which occasioned a vast quantity of confu- 
sion, with some pistolling, loss of life, and torchlight ; after which the 
patriarch came forward, and observing, with a knowing look, that lie 
know all about his children now, and would tell them when they got 
inside, said that there could not be a more appropriate occasion for 
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marrying the young people than that, and therefore he joined their 
hands, with the full consent of the indefatigable page, who (being the 
only other person surviviner) pointed with his cap into the clouds, and 
his right hand to the grounôd ; thereby invoking a blessing and giving 
the cue for the curtain to corne down, which it did, amidst general 
applause. 

" What did y-ou think of that ?" asked Mr. Crummles, when 
Nicholas went round to the stage again. Mr. Crummles was very red 
and hot, for your outlaws are desperate fellows to shout. 

"I think it was very capital, indeed," replied Nicholas; " Miss 
Snevellicci in particular was uncommonly good." 

" She's a genius," said Mr. Crummles ; " quite a genius, that girl. 
By-the-bye, I've been thinking of bringing out that piece of yours on 
her bespeak night." 

" When?" asked Nicholas. 
"The night of her bespeak. Her benefit night, when her friends 

and patrons bespeak the play," said Mr. Crummles. 
" Oh! I understand," replied Nicholas. 
" You see," said Mr. Crummles, " it's sure to go on such an occasion, 

and even if it should not work up quite as well as we expect, why it 
will be her risk, you know, and not ours." 

" Yours, you mean," said Nicholas. 
"I said mine, didn't I ?" returned Mr. Crummles. " Next Monday 

week. What do you say now ? You'll have done it, and are sure to 
be up in the lover's part long before that time." 

"I don't know about 'long before," replied Nicholas; "but by that 
time I think I can undertake to be ready." 

" Very good," pursued Mr. Crummles, " then we'll call that settled. 
Now, I want to ask you something else. There's a littlewhat shall 
I call ita little canvassing takes place on these occasions." 

" Among the patrons, I suppose ?" said Nicholas. 
" Among the patrons ; and the fact is, that Snevellicci has had so 

many bespeaks in this place, that she wants an attraction. She had a 
bespeak when lier mother-in-law died, and a bespeak when her uncle 
died ; and Mrs. Crummles and myself have had bespeaks on the anni- 
versary of the phenomenon's birthday and our wedding-day, and occa- 
sions of that description, so that, in fact, there's some difficulty in 
getting a good one. Now won't you help this poor girl, Mr. Johnson?" 
said Crummles, sitting himself down on a drum, and taking a great 
pinch of snuff as he looked him steadily in the face. 

" How do you mean?" rejoined Nicholas. 
" Don't you think you could spare half-an-hour to-morrow morning, 

to call with her at the houses of one or two of the principal people ?" 
murmured the manager in a persuasive tone. 

"Oh dear me," said Nicholas, with an air of very strong objection, 
" I shouldn't like to do that." 

"The infant will accompany lier," said Mr. Crummles. "The 
moment it was suggested to me, I gave permission for the infant to go. 
There will not be the smallest improprietyIVIiss Snevellicci, Sir, is the 
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very soul of honour. It would be of material servicethe gentleman 
from Londonauthor of the new pieceactor in the new precefirst 
appearance on any boardsit would lead to a great bespeak, Mr. 
Johnson." 

"I am very sorry to throw a damp upon the prospects of anybody, 
and more especially a lady," replied Nicholas ; "but really I must 
decidedly object to making one of the canvassing party." 

" What does Mr. Johnson say, Vincent ?" inquired a voice close to 
his ear ; and, looking round, he found Mrs. Crummles and Miss Snevel- 
licci herself standing behind him. 

"lie has sonie objection, my dear," replied Mr. Crummles, looking 
at Nicholas. 

"Objection !" exclaimed Mrs. Crummles. " Can it be possible ?" 
"Oh, I hope not !" cried Miss Snevellicci. " You surely are not so 

crueloh, dear me !Well, Ito think of that now, after all one's 
looking forward to it." 

" Mr. Johnson will not persist, my dear," said Mrs. Crummles. 
" Think better of him than to suppose it. Gallantry, humanity, all 
the best feelings of his nature, must be enlisted in this interesting cause." 

"Winch moves even a manager," said Mr. Crummles, smiling. 
"And a manager's wife," added Mrs. Crummles, in her accustomed 

tragedy tones. " Come, corne, you will relent, I know you wilk" 
"It is not in my nature," said Nicholas, moved by- these appeals, " to 

resist any entreaty, unless it is to do something positively wrong; and, 
beyond a feeling of pride, I know nothing which should prevent my 
doing this. I know nobody here either, and nobody knows me. So 
be it then. I yield." 

Miss Snevellicci was at once overwhelmed with blushes and expres- 
sions of gratitude, of which latter commodity neither Mr. nor Mrs. 
Crummles vvas by any means sparing. It was arranged that Nicholas 
should call upon her at lier lodgings at eleven next morning, and soon 
afterwards they parted : he to return home to his authorship ; Miss 
Snevellicci to dress for the after-piece ; and the disinterested manager 
and his wife to discuss the probable gains of the forthcoming bespeak, 
of which they were to have two-thirds of the profits by solemn treaty 
of agreement. 

At the stipulated hour next morning, Nicholas repaired to the lodgings 
of Miss Snevellicci, which were in a place called Lombard-street, at the 
house of a tailor. A strong smell of ironing pervaded the little passage, 
and the tailor's daughter, who opened the door, appeared in that flutter 
of spirits which is so often attendant upon the periodical getting up of 
a family's linen. 

" Miss Snevellicci lives here, I believe ?" said Nicholas, when the door 
was opened. 

The tailor's daughter replied in the affirmative. 
" Will you have the goodness to let her know that Mr. Johnson is 

here?" said Nicholas. 
"Oh, if you please, you're to come up stairs," replied the tailor's 

daughter, with a smile. 
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Nicholas followed the young lady, and was shown into a small apart- 
ment on the first floor, communicating with a back room ; in which, as 
he judged from a certain half-subdued clinking sound as of cups and 
saucers, Miss Snevellicci was then taking her breakfast in bed. 

" You're to wait, if you please," said the tailor's daughter, after a 
short period of absence, during which the clinking in the back room 
had ceased, and been succeeded by whispering" She won't be long." 

As she spoke she pulled up the vt-indow-blind, and having by this 
means (as she thought) diverted Mr. Johnson's attention from the room 
to the street, caught up some articles vvhich were airing on the fender, 
and had very much the appearance of stockings, and darted off. 

As there were not many- objects of interest outside the window, 
Nicholas looked about the room with more curiosity than he might 
otherwise have bestowed upon it. On the sofa lay an old guitar, several 
thumbed pieces of music, and a scattered litter of curl-papers : together 
with a confused heap of play-bills, and a pair of soiled white satin shoes 
with large blue rosettes. IIanging over the back of a chair was a half- 
finished muslin apron with little pockets ornamented with red ribbons, 
such as waiting-women wear on the stage, and by consequence are never 
seen with anywhere else. In one corner stood the diminutive pair of 
top-boots in which Miss Snevellicci was accustomed to enact the little 
jockey, and, folded on a chair hard by, was a small parcel, which bore 
a very suspicious resemblance to the companion smalls. 

But the most interesting object of all, was perhaps the open scrap- 
book, displayed in the midst of some theatrical duodecimos that were 
strewn upon the table, and pasted into which scrap-book vvere various 
critical notices of Miss Snevellicci's acting, extracted from different 
provincial journals, together with one poetic address in her honour, 
commencing- 

Sing, God of Love, and tell me in what dearth 
Thrice-gifted SNEVELLICC/ came on earth, 
To thrill us with lier smile, lier tear, her eye, 
Sing, God of Love, and tell Inc quickly why. 

Besides this effusion, there were innumerable complimentary allu- 
sions, also extracted from newspapers, such as" We observe from 
an advertisement in another part of our paper of to-day, that the 
charming and highly-talented Miss Snevellicci takes lier bencfit on 
Wednesday, for which occasion she has put forth a bill of fare that 
might kindle exhilaration in the breast of a misanthrope. In the 
confidence that our fellow-townsmen have not lost that high apprecia- 
tion of public ability and private worth, for which they have long 
been so pre-eminently distinguished, we predict that this charming 
actress will be greeted with a bumper." " To Correspondents.J. S. 
is misinformed when he supposes that the highly-gifted and beautiful 
Miss Snevellicci, nightly captivating all hearts at our pretty and com- 
modious little theatre, is n ot the saine lady to whom the young gentle- 
man of immense fortune, residing within a hundred miles of the good 
city of York, lately made honourable proposals. We have reason to 
know that Miss Snevellicci is the lady who was implicated in that 
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mysterious and romantic affair, and whose conduct on that occasion did 
no less honour to her head and heart, than do her histrionic triumphs to 
ber brilliant genius." A most copious assortment of such paragraphs 
as these, with long bills of benefits all ending with " Come Early," in 
large capitals, formed the principal contents of Miss Snevellicci's scrap- 
book. 

Nicholas had read a great many of these scraps, and was absorbed in 
a circumstantial and melancholy account of the train of events which 
had led to Miss Snevellicci's spraining her ancle by slipping on a piece 
of orange-peel flung by a monster in human form, (so the paper said,) 
upon the stage at Winchester,when that young lady herself, attired in 
the coal-scuttle bonnet and walking-dress complete, tripped into the 
room, with a thousand apologies for having detained him so long after 
the appointed time. 

"But really," said Miss Snevellicci, " my darling Led, who lives 
with me here, was taken so very ill in the night that I thought she 
would have expired in my arms." 

" Such a fate is almost to be envied," returned Nicholas, "but I am 
very sorry to hear it nevertheless." 

" What a creature you are to flatter !" said Miss Snevellicci, buttoning 
lier glove in rnuch confusion. 

" If it be flattery to admire your charms and accomplishments," 
rejoined Nicholas, laying his hand upon the scrap-book, " you have 
better specimens of it here." 

"Oh you cruel creature, to read such things as those. Fin almost 
ashamed to look you in the face afterwards, positively I am," said Miss 
Snevellicci, seizing- the book and putting it away in a closet. " How 
careless of Led ! How could she be so naughty !" 

"I thought you had kindly left it here, on purpose for me to read," 
said Nicholas. And really,it did seem possible. "I wouldn't have had you see it for the world !" rejoined Miss 
Snevellicci. "I never was so vexednever. But she is such a careless 
thing, there's no trusting her." 

The conversation was here interrupted by the entrance of the 
phenomenon, who had discreetly remained in the bedroom up to this 
moment, and now presented herself with much grace and lightness, 
bearing in her hand a very little green parasol with a broad fringe 
border, and no handle. After a few words of course, they sallied into 
the street. 

The phenomenon was rather a troublesome companion, for first the 
right sandal came down, and then the left, and these mischances being 
repaired, one leg of the little white trowsers was discovered to be longer 
than the other ; besides these accidents, the green parasol was dropped 
down an iron grating, and only fished up again with great difficulty and 
by dint of much exertion. However it was impossible to scold lier, as 
she was the manager's daughter, so Nicholas took it all in perfect good 
humour, and walked on with Miss Snevellicci, arm in arm on one side, 
and the offending infant on the other. 

The first house to which they bent their steps, was situated in a 
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terrace of respectable appearance. Miss Snevellicci's modest double- 
knock was answered by a foot-boy, who, in reply to her inquiry 
whether Mrs. Curdle was at home, opened his eyes very wide, grinned 
very much, and said he didn't knovv, but he'd inquire. With this, he 
showed them into a parlour where he kept them waiting, until the two 
women-servants had repaired thither, under false pretences, to see the 
play-actors, and having compared notes with them in the passage, and 
joined in a vast quantity of whispering and giggling, he at length went 
up stairs with Miss Snevellieci's name. 

Now, Mrs. Curdle was supposed, by those who were best informed 
on such points, to possess quite the London taste in matters relat- 
ing to literature and the drama ; and as to Mr. Curdle, lie had 
written a pamphlet of sixty-four pages, post octavo, on the cha- 
racter of the Nurse's deceased husband in Romeo and Juliet, with 
an inquiry whether he really had been a " merry man" in his lifetime, 
or whether it was merely his widow's affectionate partiality that 
induced her so to report him. He had likewise proved, that by 
altering the received mode of punctuation, any one of Shakspeare's 
plays could be made quite diffèrent, and the sense completely changed; 
it is needless to say, therefore, that he was a great critic, and a very 
profound and most original thinker. 

" Well, Miss Snevellieci,"said Mrs. Curdle, entering the parlour, " and 
how do you do ? " 

Miss Snevellicci made a graceful obeisance, and hoped Mrs. Curdle 
was well, as also Mr. Curdle, who at the same time appeared. 31 rs. 
Curdle was dressed in a morning wrapper, with a little cap stuck upon 
the top of her head ; Mr. Curdle wore a loose robe on his back, and 
his right fore-finger on his forehead after the portraits of Sterne, to 
whom somebody or other bad once said lie bore a striking resemblance. 

"1 ventured to call for the purpose of asking whether you would 
put your name to my bespeak, ma'am," said Miss Snevellicci, producing 
documents. 

" Oh ! I really don't know what to say," replied Mrs. Curdle. 
" It's not as if the theatre was in its high and palmy daysyou 
needn't stand, Miss Snevelliccithe drama is gone, perfectly gone." 

"As an exquisite embodiment of the poet's visions, and a realisation 
of huma,n intellectuality, gilding with refulgent light our dreamy 
moments, and laying open a new and magic world before the mental 
eye, the draina is gone, perfectly gone," said Mr.Curdle. 

" What man is there now living who can present before us all those 
changing and prismatic colours with which the character of Hamlet is 
invested ?" exclaimed Mrs. Curdle. 

" What man indeedupon the stage ;" said Mr. Curdle, with a 
small reservation in favour of himself. " Hamlet ! Pooh ! ridiculous! 
Hamlet is gone, perfectly gone." 

Quite overcome by these dismal reflections, Mr. and IVIrs. Curdle 
sighed, and sat for some short time without speaking. At length the 
lady, turning to Miss Snevellicci, inquired what play she proposed 
to have. 
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" Quite a new one," said Miss Snevellicci, "of which this gentleman 
is the author, and in which he plays ; being his first appearance on 
any stage. Mr. Johnson is the gentleman's name." "I hope you have preserved the unities, Sir ?" said Mr. Curdle. 

"The original piece is a French one," said Nicholas. " There is 
abundance of incident, sprightly dialogue, strongly--roarked cha- 
racters" 

" All unavailing without a strict observance of the unities, Sir," 
returned Mr. Curdle. "The unities of the drama before everything." 

" Might I ask you," said Nicholas, hesitating between the respect 
he ought to assume, and his love of the whimsical, "might I ask you 
what the unities are ?'' 

Mr. Curdle coughed and considered. "The unities, Sir," he said, "are 
a completenessa kind of a universal dove-tailedness with regard to place 
and timea sort of a general oneness, if I may be allowed to use so 
strong an expression. I take those to be the dramatic unities, so far 
as I have been enabled to bestow attention upon them, and I have 
read much upon the subject, and thought much. I find, running through 
the performances of this child," said Mr. Curdle, turning to the pheno- 
menon, "a unity of feeling, a breadth, a light and shade, a warmth of 
colouring, a tone, a harmony, a glow, an artistical development of 
original conceptions, which I look for in vain among older performers I don't know whether I make myself understood ?" 

" Perfectly," replied Nicholas. 
" Just so," said Mr. Curdle, pulling up his neckcloth. " That is 

my definition of the -unities of the drama." 
Mrs. Curdle had sat listening to this lucid explanation with great 

complacency, and it being finished, inquired what Mr. Curdle thought 
about putting down their names. "I don't know, my dear ; upon my word I don't know," said Mr. 
Curdle. "If we do, it must be distinctly understood that we do not 
pledge ourselves to the quality of the performances. Let it go forth 
to the world, that we do not give them the sanction of our names, but 
that we confer the distinction merely upon Miss Snevellicci. That 
being clearly stated, I take it to be, as it were, a duty, that we should 
extend our patronage to a degraded stage even for the sake of the asso- 
ciations with which it is entwined. Have you got two-and-sixpence 
for half-a-crown, Miss Snevellicci ?" said Mr. Curdle, turning over 
four of those pieces of money. 

Miss Snevellicci felt in adl the corners of the pink reticule, but there 
was nothing in any of them. Nicholas murmured a jest about his 
being an author, and thought it best not to go through the form of 
feeling in his own pockets at all. 

" Let me see," said Mr. Curdle ; " twice four's eightfour shillings 
a-piece to the boxes, Miss Snevellicci, is exceedingly dear in the pre- 
sent state of the dramathree half-crowns is seven-and-six ; we shall 
not differ about sixpence, I suppose. Sixpence will not part us, Miss 
Snevellicci ?" 

Poor Miss Snevellicci took the three half-crowns with many smiles 
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and bends, and Mrs. Curdle, adding several supplementary directions 
relative to keeping the places for them, and dusting the seat, and sending 
two clean bills as soon as tbey came out, rang the bell as a signal for 
breaking up the conference. 

" Odd people those," said Nicholas, when they got clear of the 
house. 

" I assure you," said Miss Snevellicci, taking his arm, " that I think 
myself very lucky they did not owe all the money instead of being six- 
pence short. Now, if you vvere to succeed, they would give people to 
understand that they had always patronised you ; and if you were to 
fail, they would have been quite certain of that from the very 
beginning." 

The next house they visited they were in great glory, for there 
resided the six children who were so enraptured with the public actions 
of the phenomenon, and who, being called down from the nursery to be 
treated with a private view of thaf young lady, proceeded to poke their 
fingers into her eyes, and tread upon fier toes, and show her many 
other little attentions peculiar to their time of life. 

"I shall certainly persuade Mr. Borum to take a private box," said 
the lady of the house, after a most gracious reception. "I shall only 
take two of the children, and will make up the rest of the party, of 
gentlemenyour admirers, Miss Snevellicci. Aug-ustus, you naughty 
boy, leave the little girl alone." 

This was addressed to a young gentleman who was pinching the 
phenomenon behind, apparently with the view of ascertaining whether 
she was real. 

"I am sure y-ou must be very- tired," said the mama, turning to 
Miss Snevellicci. "I cannot think of allowing you to go without first 
taking a glass of wine. Fie, Charlotte, I am ashamed of you. Miss 
Lane, my dear, pray see to the children." 

Miss Lalle was the governess, and this entreaty was rendered neces- 
sary by the abrupt behaviour of the youngest Miss Borum, who, having 
filched the phenomenon's little green parasol, was now carrying it 
bodily off, while the distracted infant looked helplessly on. "I am sure, where you ever learnt to act as you do," said good- 
natured Mrs. Bormn, turning again to Miss Snevellicci, "1 ca.nnot 
understand (Emma, don't stare so); laughing in one piece, and crying 
in the next, and so natural in alloh, dear !" 

"I am very happy to hear you express so favourable an opinion," 
said Miss Snevellicci. " It's quite delightful to think you like it." 

" Like it !" cried Mrs. Borum. Who can help liking it ! I would 
go to the play twice a week if I could : I dote upon itonly you're 
too affecting sometimes. You do put me in such a stateinto such fits 
of crying ! Goodness gracious me, Miss Lane, how can you let them 
torment that poor child so ?" 

The phenomenon was really in a fair way of being torn limb from 
limb, for two strong little boys, one holding on by each of her bands, 
were dragging her in different directions as a trial of strength. How- 
ever, Miss Lane (who had herself been too much occupied in contera- 
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plating the grown-up actors, to pay the necessary attention to these 
proceedings) rescued the unhappy infant at tins juncture, who, being 
recruited with a glass of wine, was shortly afterwards taken away by 
her friends, after sustaining no more serious damage than a 

flattenino.b of the pink gauze bonnet, and a rather extensive creasing of the white 
frock and trowsers. 

It was a trying mornino., for there were a great many calls to make, 
and everybody wanted a bdifferent thing; some wanted tragedies, and 
others comedies ; some objected to dancing, some wanted scarcely 
anything else. Some thought the comic singer decidedly low, and 
others hoped he would have more to do than he usually bad. Some 
people wouldn't promise to go, because other people wouldn't promise to 
go ; and other people wouldn't go at all, because other people went. 
At length, and by little and little, omitting something in this place, 
and adding something in that, Miss Snevellicci pledged herself to a bill 
of fare which was comprehensive enough, if it had no other merit (it 
included among other trifles, four pieces, divers songs, a few combats, 
and several dances) ; and they returned home pretty well exhausted 
with the business of the day. 

Nicholas worked away- at the piece, which was speedily put into 
rehearsal, and then worked away at his own part, which he studied 
with great perseverance and actedas the whole company saidto 
perfection. And at length the great day arrived. The crier was sent 
round in the morning to proclaim the entertainments with sound of 
bell in all the thoroughfares ; extra bills of three feet long by nine 
inches wide, were dispersed in all directions, flung down all the areas, 
thrust under all the knockers, and developed in all the shops ; they 
were placarded on all the walls too, though not with complete success, 
for an illiterate person having undertaken this office during the indis- 
position of the regular bill-sticker, a part were posted sideways and 
the remainder upside down. 

At half-past five there was a rush of four people to the gallery-door; 
at a quarter before six there were at least a dozen; at six o'clock the 
kicks were terrific ; and when the elder master Crummles opened the 
door, he was 

oblicrbed 
to run behind it for his life. Fifteen shillings were 

taken by Mrs. Grudden in the first ten minutes. 
I3ehind the scenes the sarne unwonted excitement prevailed. Miss 

Snevellicci was in such a perspiration that the paint would scarcely 
stay on her face. Mrs. Crummles was so nervous that she could hardly 
remember her part. Miss Bravassa's ringlets came out of curl with 
the heat and anxiety ; even Mr. Crummles himself kept peeping 
through the hole in the curtain, and running back every now and then 
to announce that another man had come into the pit. 

At last the orchestra left off, and the curtain rose upon the new 
piece. The first scene, in which there was nobody particular, passed off 
calmly enough, but when Miss Snevellicci went on in the second, 
a,ccompanied by the phenomenon as child, what a roar of applause 
broke out ! The people in the Borum box rose as one man, waving 
their hats and handkerchiefs, and uttering shouts of "bravo!" Mrs. 
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Borum and the governess cast wreaths upon the stage, of which some 
fluttered into the lamps, and one crowned the temples of a fat gentle- 
man in the pit, who, looking eagerly towards the scene, remained 
unconscious of the honour; the tailor and his family kicked at the 
panels of the upper boxes till they threatened to come out altogether ; 
the very ginger-beer boy remained transfixed in the centre of the house; 
a young officer, supposed to entertain a passion for Miss Snevellicci, 
stuck his glass in his eye as though to hide a tear. Again and again 
Miss Snevellicci curtseyed lower and lower, and again and again the 
applause came dovvn louder and louder. At length when the pheno- 
menon picked up one of the smoking wreaths and put it on sidewztys 
over Miss Snevellicei's eye, it reached its climax, and the play pro- 
ceeded. 

But when Nicholas came on for lus crack scene with Mrs. Crummles, 
what a clapping- of hands there was ! When Mrs. Crummles (who was 
his unworthy mother), sneered, and called him " presumptuous boy," 
and he defied her, what a tumult of applause came on ! When lie 
quarrelled with the other gentleman about the young lady, and pro- 
ducing a case of pistols, said, that if ho was a gentleman, he would 
fight him in that drawing-room, till the furniture was sprinkled with 
the blood of one, if not of twohow boxes, pit, and gallery joined in 
one most vigorous cheer ! When lie called his mother names, because 
she wouldn't give up the young lady's property, and she relenting., 
caused him to relent likewise, and fall down on one knee and ask ber 
blessing, how the ladies in the audience sobbed! When he was hid 
behind the curtain in the dark, and the wicked relation poked a sharp 
sword in every direction, save where lus legs were plainly visible, what 
a thrill of anxious fear ran through the house ! His air, his figure, his 
walk, his look, everything he said or did, was the subject of com- 
mendation. There was a round of applause every time lie spoke. 
And when at last, in the pump-and-tub scene, Mrs. Grudden lighted 
the blue fire, and all the unemployed members of the company came 
in, and tumbled down in various directionsnot because that had 
anything; to do with the plot, but in order to finish off with a tableau 
the audience (who had by this time increased considerably) gave 
vent to such a shout of enthusiasm, as had not been heard in those walls 
for many and many a day. 

In short, the success both of new piece and new actor was complete, 
and when Miss Snevellicci w as called for at the end of the play, Nicholas 
ied her on, and divided the applause. 
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CHAPTER XXV. 

CONCERNING A YOUNG LADY FROM LONDON, WHO JOINS THE COMPANY, 
AND AN ELDERLY ADMIRER WHO FOLLOWS IN HER TRAIN; WITH 
AN AFFECTING CEREMONY CONSEQUENT ON THEIR ARRIVAL. 

THE new piece being a decided hit, was announced for every evening 
of performance until further notice, and the evenings when the 
theatre was closed, were reduced from three in the week to two. 
Nor were these the only tokens of extraordinary success ; for on the 
succeeding Saturday Nicholas received, by favour of the indefatigable 
Mrs. Grudden, no less a sum than thirty shillings ; besides which sub- 
stantial reward, lie enjoyed considerable fame and honour, having a 
presentation copy of Mr. Curdle's pamphlet forwarded to the theatre, 
with that gentleman's own autograph (in itself an inestimable treasure) 
on the fly-leaf, accompanied with a note, containing many expressions 
of approval, and an unsolicited assurance that Mr. Curdle would be 
very happy to read Shakspeare to mm for three hours every morning 
before breakfast during his stay in the town. 

" I've got another novelty, Johnson," said Mr. Crummles one morning 
in great glee. 

" What's that ?" rejoined Nicholas. "The pony ?" 
"No, no, we never come to the pony till everything else has failed," 

said Mr. Crummles. "I don't think we shall come to the pony at all 
this season. No, no, not the pony." 

"A boy phenomenon, perhaps ?" suggested Nicholas. 
" There is only one phenomenon, Sir," replied Mr. Crummles impres- 

sively, "and that's a girl." 
" Very true," said Nicholas. "I beg your pardon. Then I don't 

know what it is, I am sure." 
" What should you say to a young lady from London ?" inquired 

Mr. Crummles. "Miss So-and-so, of the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane ?" 
" I should say she would look very well in the bills," said Nicholas. 
" -You're about right there," said Mr. Crummles ; "and if you had 

said she would look very well upon the stage too, you wouldn't have 
been far out. Look here ; what do you think of that ?" 

With tins inquiry Mr. Crummles severally- unfolded a red poster, and 
a b/ue poster, and a yellow poster, at the top of each of which public 
notification was incsribed in enormous characters" First appearance of 
the unrivalled Miss Petowker, of the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane !" 

" Dear me !" said Nicholas, " I know that lady." 
" Then you are acquainted with as much talent as was ever com- 

pressed into one young person's body," retorted Mr. Crummles, rolling 
up the bills again ; " that is, talent of a certain sortof a certain sort. 
'The Blood Drinker," added Mr. Crummles with a prophetic sigh, 

The Blood Drinker' will die with that girl; and she's the only sylph 
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I ever saw who conic' stand upon one leg, and play the tambourine on 
her other knee, like a sylph." 

" When does she corne down ?" asked Nicholas. 
" We expect her to-day," replied Mr. Crurnmles. " She is an old 

friend of Mrs. Crununles's. Mrs. Crummles saw what she could do- 
always knew it from the first. She taught her, indeed, nearly all she 
knows. Mrs. Crummles was the original Blood Drinker." 

" Was she, indeed ?" 
" Yes. She WaS obliged to give it up though." 
" Did it disagree with lier?" asked Nicholas, smiling. 
" Not so much with her, as with her audiences," replie'd Mr. Crurnmles. 

" Nobody could stand it. It was too tremendous. You don't quite 
know what Mrs. Crummles is, yet." 

Nicholas ventured to insinuate that he thought he did. 
"No, no, you don't," said Mr. Crummles; " you don't, indeed. / 

don't, and that's a fact ; I don't think her country will till she is dead. 
Some new proof of talent bursts from that astonishing woman every 
year of her life. Look at hermother of six childrenthree of 'em 
alive, and all upon the stage !" 

" Extraordinary !" cried Nicholas. 
"Ah! extraordinary indeed," rejoined Mr. Crummles, taking a com- 

placent pinch of snuff, and shaking his head gravely. "I pledge you 
any professional word I didn't even know she could dance till her last 
benefit, and then she played Juliet and Helen Macgregor, and did the 
skipping-rope hornpipe between the pieces. The very first time I saw 
that admirable woman, Johnson," said Mr. Crummles, drawing a little 
nearer, and speaking in the tone of confidential friendship, " she stood 
upon her head on the butt-end of a spear, surrounded with blazing fire- 
-works." 

" You astonish me !" said Nicholas. 
" S he astonished me ! " returned Mr. Crummles, with a very serions 

countenance. " Such grace, coupled with such dignity ! I adored her 
from that moment." 

The arrival of the gifted subject of these remarks put an abrupt ter- 
mination to Mr. Crummles's eulogium, and almost immediately after- 
wards, Master Percy Crummles entered with a letter, which had arrived 
by the General Post, and was directed to his gracious mother ; at sight 
of the superscription whereof, Mrs. Crummles exclaimed, " From 
Henrietta Petowker, I do declare !" and instantly became absorbed in 
the contents. 

" Is it-- ?" inquired Mr. Crummles, hesitating. 
"Oh yes, it's all right," replied Mrs. Crummles, anticipating the 

question. " What an excellent thing for her, to be sure !" 
" It 's the best thing altogether that I ever heard of, I think," said 

Mr. Crummles ; and Bien Mr. Crummles, 1VIrs. Crumnales, and Master 
Percy Crummles all fell to laughing violently. Nicholas left them to 
enjoy their mirth together, and walked to his lodgings, wondering very 
muc,li what mystery connected with Miss Petowker could provoke such 
merriment, and pondering still more on the extreme surprise with which 
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that lady would regard his sudden enlistment in a profession of which 
she was such a distinguished and brilliant ornament. 

But in this latter respect he was mistaken ; forwhether Mr. Vincent 
Crummles had paved the way, or Miss Petowker had some special reason 
for treating hirn with even more than her usual amiabilitytheir 
meeting at the theatre next day was more like that of two dear friends 
who had been inseparable from infancy, than a recognition passing 
between a lady and gentleman who had only met some half-dozen times, 
and then by mere chance. Nay, Miss Petowker even whispered that 
she had wholly dropped the Kenwigses in lier conversations with the 
manager's family-, and had represented herself as having encountered 
Mr. Johnson in the very first and most fashionable circles ; and on 
Nicholas receiving this intelligence with unfeigned surprise, she added 
with a sweet glance that she had a claim on his good-nature now, and 
mi2Irt tax it before long. 

*icholas had the honour of playing in a slight piece with Miss 
Petowker that niglot, and could not but observe that the warmth of her 
reception was mainly attributable to a most persevering umbrella in the 
upper boxes ; he saw, too, that the enchanting actress cast many sweet 
looks towards the quarter whence these sounds proceeded, and that 
every time she did so the umbrella broke out afresh. Once lie thought 
that a peculiarly shaped hat in the same corner was not wholly unknown 
to him, but being occupied with his share of the stage business lie 
bestowed no great attention upon this circumstance, and it had quite 
vanished from his memory by the time lie reached home. 

He had just sat down to supper with Smike, when one of the people 
of the house came outside the door, and announced that a gentleman 
below stairs wished to speak to Mr. Johnson. 

" Well, if lie does, you must tell him to come up, that's all I know," 
replied Nicholas. "One of our hungry brethren, I suppose, Smike." 

His fellow-lodger looked at the cold meat, in silent calculation of the 
quantity that would be left for dinner next day, and put back a slice 
lu-o had cut for himself, in order that the visitor's encroachments might 
be less formidable in their effects. 

" It is not any-body who lias been here before," said Nicholas, "for 
lie is tumbling up every stair. Come in, come in. In the name of 
wonderMr. Lillyvick !" 

It was, indeed, the collector of water-rates who, regarding Nicholas 
with a fixed look and immoveable countenance, shook hands with most 
portentous solemnity- and sat himself down in a seat by the chimney- 
corner. 

" Why, when did you come here ?" asked Nicholas. " This morning, Sir," replied Mr. Lillyvick. " Oh ! I see ; then you were at the theatre to-night, and it was 
y-our umb 

"This umbrella," said Mr. Lillyvick, producing a fat green cotton one 
with a battered ferrule : " what did you think of that performance ?" 

" So far as I could judge, being on the stage," replied Nicholas, "I 
thought it very agreeable. 

1 
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actresses, did I see a diviner one than is Henrietta Petowker." 
I( tres east many sweetNicholas had much ado to prevent himself from laughing ; not 

trusting himself to speak, he merely nodded in accordance with Mr. Proceeded, ad that 
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Nee he thought "Let me speak a word with you in private," said Mr. Lillyvick. 11 I not whollv 
unknown Nicholas looked good-humouredly at Smike, who, taking the hint, Ilk stage 6ine.es he disappeared. 

M (e, ad it had quite "A bachelor is a miserable wretch, Sir," said Mr. Lillyvick. 
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rietta Petowker, the talented Henrietta Petowker, lias a fortune in lier- 
self; and I am going to." 

" To make her Mrs. Lillyvick ?" suggested Nicholas. 
"No, Sir, not to make lier Mrs. Lillyvick," replied the collector. 

" Actresses, Sir, always keep their maiden names, that's the regular 
thingbut I'm going to marry lier; and the day after to-morrow, too." "I congratulate you, Sir," said Nicholas. 

" Thank you, Sir," replied the collector, buttoning his waistcoat. "I shall draw her salary, of course, and I hope after all that it's nearly 
as cheap to keep two as it is to keep one ; that's a consolation." 

" Surely you don't want any consolation at such a moment ?" 
observed Nicholas. 

"No," replied Mr. Lillyvick, shaking his head nervously : " no 
of course not." 

"But how come you both here, if you're going to be married, Mr. 
Lillyvick ?" asked Nicholas. 

" Why, that's what I came to explain to you," replied the collector 
of water-rate. "The fact is, we have thought it best to keep it secret 
from the family." 

"Family !" said Nicholas. " What family r 
"The Kenwigses of course," rejoined Mr. Lillyvick. "If my niece 

and the children had known a word about it before I came away, 
they'd have gone into fits at my feet, and never have come out of 'em 
till I took an oath not to marry anybodyor they'd have got out a 
commission of lunacy, or some dreadful thing," said the collector, quite 
trembling as lie spoke. 

" To be sure," said Nicholas. " Yes; they would have been jealous, 
no doubt." 

" To prevent which," said Mr. Lillyvick, " Henrietta Petowker (it 
was settled between us) should come down here to her friends, the 
Crummleses, under pretence of this engagement, and I should go down 
to Guildford the day before, and join her on the coach there, which I 
did, and we came down from Guildford yesterday together. Now, for 
fear you should be writing to Mr. Noggs, and might say anything 
about us, we have thought it best to let you into the secret. We shall 
be married from the Crummleses' lodgings, and shall be delighted to see 
youeither before church or at breakfast-time, which you like. It 
won't be expensive, you know," said the collector, highly anxious to 
prevent any misunderstanding on this point ; " just muffins and coffee, 
with perhaps a shrimp or something of that sort for a relish, you 
know." 

" Yes, yes, I understand," replied Nicholas. " Oh, I shall be most 
happy to come ; it will give me the greatest pleasure. Where's the 
lady stoppingwith Mrs. Crummles ?" 

" Why, no," said the collector ; " they couldn't very well dispose of 
her at night, and so she is staying with an acquaintance of hers, and 
another young lady ; they both belong to the theatre." " Miss Snevellicci, I suppose ?" said Nicholas. 

" Yes, that's the name." 
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"And they'll be bridesmaids, I presume ?" said Nicholas. 

Why," said the collector, with a rueful face, " they will have four 
bridesmaids ; afraid they'll make it rather theatrical." 

"Oh no, not at all," replied Nicholas, with an awkward attempt to 
convert a laugh into a cough. "Who may the four be ? Miss 
Snevellicci of courseMiss Ledrook" 

"Thethe phenomenon," groaned the collector. 
" Ha, ha !" cried Nicholas. "I beg your pardon, I don't know 

what I'm laughing atyes, that'll be very prettythe phenomenon- 
who else ?" 

" Some young woman or other," replied the collector, rising ; " some 
other friend of Henrietta Petowker's. Well, you'll be careful not to 
say anything about it, will you ?" 

" You may safely depend upon me," replied Nicholas. " Won't you 
take anything to eat or drink ?" 

"No," said the collector ; "I haven't any appetite. I should think 
it was a very pleasant life, the married oneeh ?" 

" I have not the least doubt of it," rejoined Nicholas. 
" Yes," said the collector ; " certainly. Oh yes. No doubt. Good 

night." 
With these words, Mr. Lillyvick, whose manner had exhibited 

through the whole of this interview a most extraordinary compound 
of precipitation, hesitation, confidence and doubt; fondness, misgiving, 
meanness, and self-importance, turned his back upon the room, and 
left Nicholas to enjoy a laugh by himself if he felt so disposed. 

Without stopping to enquire whether the intervening day appeared 
to Nicholas to consist of the usual number of hours of the ordinary 
length, it may be remarked that, to the parties more directly interested 
in the forthcoming ceremony, it passed with gTeat rapidity, insomuch 
that when Miss Petowker awoke on the succeeding morning in the 
chamber of Miss Snevellicci, she declared that nothing should ever per- 
suade her that that really was the day which was to behold a change 
in lier condition. 

" I never will believe it," said Miss Petowker ; "I cannot really. 
It's of no use talking, I never can make up my mind to go through 
with such a trial !" 

On hearing this, Miss Snevellicci and Miss Ledrook, who knew per- 
fectly well that their fair friend's mind had been made up for three or 
four years, at any period of which time she would have cheerfully 
undergone the desperate trial now approaching if she could have found 
any eligible gentleman disposed for the venture, began to preach corn-- 
fort and firmness, and to say how very proud she ought to feel that it 
was in her power to confer lasting bliss on a deserving object, and how 
necessary it was for the happiness of mankind in general that women 
should possess fortitude and resignation on such occasions ; and that 
although for their parts they held true happiness to consist in a single 
life, which they would not willingly exchangeno, not for any 
-worldly considerationstill (thank God), if ever the time should come, 
they hoped they knew their duty too well to repine, but would the 

It 2 

- 
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rather submit with meekness and humility of spirit to a fate for which 
Providence had clearly designed them with a view to the contentment 
and reward of their fellow-creatures. 

"I might feel it was a great blow," said Miss Snevellicci, "to break 
up old associations and what-do-you-callems of that kind, but I would 
submit my dear, I would indeed." 

" So would I," said Miss Ledrook ; "I would rather court the yoke 
than shun it. I have broken hearts before now, and I'm very sorry 
for it : for it's a terrible thing to reflect upon." 

" It is indeed," said Miss Snevellicci. " Now Led, my dear, we 
must positively get her ready, or we shall be too late, we shall indeed." 

This pious reasoning, and perhaps the fear of being too late, sup- 
ported the bride through the ceremony of robing, after which, strong 
tea and brandy were administered in alternate doses as a means of 
strengthening her feeble limbs and causing her to walk steadier. 

" How do you feel now, my love ?" enquired Miss Snevellicci. 
"Oh Lillyvick !" cried the bride" If you knew what I am under- 

going for you!" 
"Of course lie knows it, love, and will never forget it," said Miss 

Ledrook. 
"Do you think he won't ?" cried Miss Petowker, really showing 

great capability for the stage. "Oh, do you think he won't ? Do you 
think Lillyvici will always remember italways, alway-s, always ? " 

There is no knowing in what this burst of fbeling might have 
ended, if Miss Snevellicci had not at that moment proclaimed the 
arrival of the fly, which so astounded the bride that she shook off divers 
alarming symptoms which were coming on very strong, and running 
to the glass adjusted her dress, and calmly declared that she was ready 
for the sacrifice. 

She was accordingly supported into the coach, and there " kept 
up" (as Miss Snevellicci said) with perpetual sniffs of sal volatile and sips 
of brandy and other gentle stimulants, until they reached the manager's 
door, which was already opened by the two master Crummleses, 
who wore white cockades, and were decorated with the choicest and 
most resplendent waistcoats in the theatrical wardrobe. By the com- 
bined exertions of these young gentlemen and the bridesmaids, assisted 
by the coachman, Miss Petowker was at length supported in a condi- 
tion of much exhaustion to the first floor, where she no sooner encoun- 
tered the youthful bridegroom than she fainted with great decorum. 

" Henrietta Petowker !" said the collector ; " cheer up, my lovely 
one." 

Miss Petowker grasped the collector's hand, but emotion choked 
her utterance. 

" Is the sight of me so dreadful, Henrietta Petowker ?" said the 
collector. 

" Oh no, no, no," rejoined the bride ; "but all the friendsthe 
darling friendsof my youthful days--to leave them allit is such a 
shock !" 

With such expressions of SOITOW, Miss Petowker went on 
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enumerate the dear friends of lier youthful days one by one, and te 
call upon such of them as were present to come and embrace her. 
This done, she remembered that Mrs. Crummles had been more than 
a mother to her, and after that, that Mr. Crummles bad been more 
than a father to her, and after that, that the Master Crummleges and 
Miss Ninetta Crummles had been more than brothers and sisters to 
her. These various remembrances being each accompanied with a 
series of hugs, occupied a long time, and they were obliged to drive to 
church very fast, for fear they should be too late. 

The procession consisted of two flys; in the first of which were Miss 
Bravassa (the fourth bridesmaid), Mrs. Crummles, the collector, and Mr. 
Folair, who had been chosen as his second on the occasion. In the other 
were the bride, Mr. Crummles, Miss Snevellicci, Miss Ledrook, and the 
phenomenon. The costumes were beautiful. The bridesmaids were 
quite covered with artificial flowers, and the phenomenon, in particular, 
was rendered almost invisible by the portable arbour in which she 
was enshrined. Miss Ledrook, who was of a romantic turn, wore in 
her breast the miniature of some field-officer unknown, which she had 
purchased, a great bargain, not very long before ; the other ladies dis- 
played several dazzling articles of imitative jewellery, almost equal to 
real ; and Mrs. °rummies came out in a stern and gloomy majesty, 
which attracted the admiration of all beholders. 

But, perhaps the appearance of Tvir. Crummles was more striking 
and appropriate than that of any member of the party. This gentle- 
man, who personated the bride's father, had, in pursuance of a happy 
and original conception, "made up" for the part by arraying himself 
in a theatrical wig, of a style and pattern commonly known as a brown 
George, and moreover assuming a snuff-coloured suit, of the previous 
century, with grey silk stockings, and buckles to Ms shoes. The 
better to support his assumed character he had determined te be 
greatly overcome, and, consequently, when they entered the church, 
the sobs of the affectionate parent were so heart-rending that the pew- 
opener suggested the propriety of his retiring to the vestry, and 
comforting himself with a glass of water before the ceremony began. 

The procession up the aisle was beautiful. The bride, with the four 
bridesmaids, forming a group previously arranged and rehearsed ; the 
collector, followed bY his second, imitating his walk and gestures, to 
the indescribable amusement of some theatrical friends in the gallery ; 
Mr. Crummles, with an infirm and feeble gait ; Mrs. Crummles 
a,dvancing with that stage walk, which consists of a stride and a stop 
alternatelyit was the completest thing ever witnessed. The cere- 
mony was very quickly disposed of, and all parties present having 
signed the register (for which purpose, when it came to his turn, Mr. 
Crummles carefully wiped and put on an immense pair of spectacles), 
they went back to breakfast in high spirits. And here they found 
Nicholas awaiting their arrival. 

" Now then," said Crummles, who had been assisting Mrs. Grudden 
in the preparations, which were on a more extensive scale than was 
quite agreeable to the collector. "Breakfast, breakfast." 
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No second invitation was required. The company crowded and 
squeezed themselves at the table as well as they could, and fell to, 
immediately : Miss Petowker blushing very much when anybody was 
looking., and eating very much when anybody was not looking; and 
Mr. Lillyvick going to work as though with the cool resolve, that since 
the good things must be paid for by him, he would leave as little 
as possible for the Crummleses to eat up afterwards. 

" It's very soon done, Sir, isn't it ?" inquired Mr. Folair of the 
collector, leaning over the table to address him. 

"What is soon done, Sir ? " returned Mr. Lillyvick. 
"The tying upthe fixing oneself with a wife," replied Mr. Folair. 

" It don't take long, does it? 
"No, Sir," replied Mr. Lillyvick, colouring. " It does not take 

long. And what then, Sir?" 
" Oh ! nothing.," saii the actor. " It don't take a man long to hang 

himself, either, eh ? ha, ha!" 
Mr. Lillyvick laid down his knife and fork, and looked round the 

table with indignant astonishment. 
" To hang lumself !" repeated Mr. Lillyvick. 
A profound silence came upon all, for Mr. Lillyvick was dignified 

beyond expression. 
" To hang himself !" cried Mr. Lillyvick again. " Is any parallel 

attempted to be drawn in this company between matrimony and 
hanging ?" 

"The noose, you know," said Mr. Folair, a little crest-fallen. 
"The noose, Sir?" retorted Mr. Lillyvick. "Does any man dare to 

speak to me of a noose, and Henrietta Pe" 
" Lillyvick," suggested Mr. Crummles. " and Henrietta Lillyvick in the same breath ?" said the collector. "In this house, in the presence of Mr. and Mrs. Crummles, who have 

brought up a talented and virtuous family, to be blessings and pheno- 
menons, and what not, are we to hear talk of nooses ?" 

" Folair," said Mr. Crummles, deeming it a matter of decency to be 
affected by this allusion to himself and partner, " I'm astonished at you." 

" What are you going on in this way at me for ?" urged the unfor- 
tunate actor. " What have I done ?" 

" Done, Sir !" cried Mr. Lillyvick, " aimed a blow at the whole 
frame-work of society" 

" And the best and tenderest feelings," added Crummles, relapsing 
into the old man. 

"And the highest and most estimable of social ties," said the col- 
lector. " Noose ! As if one was caught, trapped into the married state, 
pinned by the leg, instead of going into it of one's own accord and 
glorying in the act !" 

"I didn't mean to make it out, that you were caught and trapped, 
and pinned by the leg," replied the actor. I'm sorry for it; I can't 
say any more." 

" So you ought to be, Sir," returned Mr. Lillyvick ; "and I am glad 
to hear that you have enough of feeling left to be so." 
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The quarrel appearing to terminate with this reply, Mrs. Lillyvick 
considered that the fittest occasion (the attention of the company being 
no longer distracted) to burst into tears, and require the assistance of 
all four bridesmaids, which was immediately rendered, though not 
without some confusion, for the room being small and the table-cloth 
long, a whole detachment of plates were swept off the board at the very 
-first move. Regardless of this circumstance, however, Mrs. Lillyvick 
refused to be comforted until the belligerents had passed their words 
that the dispute should be carried no further, which, after a sufficient 
show of reluctance, they did, and from that time Mr. Folair sat in 
moody silence, contenting himself with pinching Nicholas's leg when 
anything was said, and so expressing his contempt both for the speaker 
and the sentiments to which he gave utterance. 

There were a great number of speeches made, some by Nicholas, 
and some by Crummles, and some by the collector ; two by the master 
Crummleses in returning thanks for themselves, and one by the pheno- 
menon on behalf of the bridesmaids, at which Mrs. Crummles shed 
tears. There was sonae singing, too, from Miss Ledrook and Miss 
Bravassa, and very likely there might have been more, if the fly-driver, 
who stopped to drive the happy pair to the spot where they proposed 
to take steam-boat to Ryde, had not sent in a peremptory message 
intimating, that if they didn't come directly he should infallibly demand 
eighteen-pence over and above lais agreement. 

This desperate threat effectually broke up the party. After a most 
pathetic leave-taking, Mr. Lillyvick and his bride departed for R,yde, 
where they were to spend the next two days in profound retirement, 
and whither they were accompanied by the infant, who had been 
appointed travelling bridesmaid on Mr. Lillyvick's express stipulation, 
as the steam-boat people, deceived by her size, would (he had previously 
ascertained) transport her at half price. 

As there was no performance that night, Mr. Crummles declared 
his intention of keeping it up till everything to drink was disposed of; 
but Nicholas having to play Romeo for the first time on the ensuing 
evening, contrived to slip away in the midst of a temporary confusion, 
occasioned by the unexpected development of strong symptoms of 
inebriety in the conduct of Mrs. Grudden. 

To this act of desertion he was led, not only by- his own incli- 
nations, but by his anxiety on account of Smike, who, having to 
sustain the character of the Apothecary, had been as yet wholly 
unable to get any more of the part into his head than the general idea 
that he was very hungry, whichperhaps from old recollectionslie 
had acquired with great aptitude. 

"I don't know what's to be done, Smike," said Nicholas, laying 
clown the book. " I am afraid you can't learn it, my poor fellow." 

"I am afraid not," said Smike, shaking lais head. "I think if you 
but that would give you so much trouble." 

" What ?" inquired Nicholas. " Never mind me." 
"I think," said Smike, "if you were to keep saying it to me in 

little bits, over and over again, I should be able to recollect it from 
hearing you." 
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"Do you think so ! " exclaimed Nicholas. " Well said. Let us 
see who tires first. Not I, Smike, trust me. Now then. Who 
calls so loud ?' " 

"'Who calls so loud ?' " said Smike. 
"'Who calls so loud ? '" repeated Nicholas. 
" 'Who calls so loud ? ' " cried Smike. 
Thus they continued to ask each other who called so loud, over 

and over and over again ; and when Smike had that by heart, Nicholas 
went to another sentence, and then to two at a time, and then to three, 
and so on, until at midnight poor Smike found to his unspeakable joy 
that he really began to remember something about the text. 

Early in the morning they went to it again, and Smike, rendered 
more confident by the progress he had already made, got on faster and 
with better heart. As soon as he began to acquire the words pretty 
freely, Nicholas showed him how he must come in with both hands 
spread out upon his stomach, and how he must occasionally rub it, in 
compliance with the established form by which people on the stage 
always denote that they want something to eat. After the morning's 
rehearsal they went to work again, nor did they stop, except for a hasty 
dinner, until it was time to repair to the theatre at night. 

Never had master a more anxious, humble, docile pupil. Never 
had pupil a more patient, unwearying, considerate, kind-hearted 
master. 

As soon as they were dressed, and at every interval when he wa,s 
not upon the stage, Nicholas renewed his instructions. They prospered 
well. The Romeo was received with hearty plaudits and unbounded 
favour, and Smike was pronounced unanimously, alike by audience and 
actors, the very prince and prodigy of Apothecaries. 

CFIAPTER XXVI. 
[IS FRAUGHT WITH SOME DANGER TO MISS NICKLEBY'S PEACE OF MIND. 

THE place was a handsome suite of private apartments in Regent- 
street ; the time was three o'clock in the afternoon to the dull and 
plodding, and the first hour of morning to the gay and spirited ; the 
persons were Lord Frederick Verisopht, and his friend Sir Mulberry IIawk. 

These distinguished gentlemen were reclining listlessly on a couple of 
sofas, with a table between them, on which were scattered in rich con- 
fusion the materials of an untasted breakfast. Newspapers lay strewn 
about the room, but these, like the meal, were neglected and unnoticed ; not, however, because any flow of conversation prevented the attractions of 
the journals from being called into request, for not a word was exchanged between the two, nor was any sound uttered, save when one, in tossing 
about to find an easier resting-place for his aching head, uttered an 
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exclamation of impatience, and seemed for the moment to communicate 
a new restlessness to his companion. 

These appearances would in themselves have furnished a pretty strong 
chie to the extent of the debauch of the previous night, even if there 
had not been other indications of the amusements in which it had been 
passed. A couple of billiard balls, all mud and dirt, two battered hats, 
a champagne bottle with a soiled glove twisted round the neck, to allow 
of its being grasped more surely in its capacity of an offensive weapon ; 

broken cane ; a card-case without the top ; an empty purse ; a watch - 
guard snapped asunder ; a handful of silver, mingled with fragments of 
half-smoked cigars, and their stale and crumbled ashes ;these, and 
many other tokens of riot and disorder, hinted very intelligibly at the 
nature of last night's gentlemanly frolics. 

Lord Frederick Verisopht was the first to speak. Dropping his 
slippered foot on the ground, and, yawning heavily, he struggled into a 
sitting posture, and turned his dull languid eyes towards his friend, to 
whom lie called in a drowsy voice. 

" Hallo !" replied Sir Mulberry, turning round. 
"Are we going to lie here all da-a-y ?" said the Lord. 
"I don't know that we're fit for anything else," replied Sir Mulberry; 

" yet awhile, at least. I haven't a grain of life in me this morning." 
" Life !" cried Lord Verisopht. "I feel as if there would be nothing 

so snug and comfortable as to die at once." 
" Then why don't you die ?" said Sir Mulberry. 
With which inquiry lie turned his face away, and seemed to occupy 

himself in an attempt to fall asleep. 
His hopeful friend and pupil drew a chair to the breakfast-table, and 

essayed to eat ; but, finding that impossible, lounged to the window, 
then loitered up and down the room with his hand to his fevered head, 
and finally threw himself again on his sofa, and roused his friend once 
more. 

" What the devin the matter ?" groaned Sir 1VIulberry, sitting upright 
on the couch. 

Although Sir Mulberry said this with sufficient ill-humour, lie did 
not seem to feel himself quite at liberty to remain silent ; for, after 
stretching himself very often, and declaring with a shiver that it was 
"infernal cold," lie made an experiment at the breakfast-table, and prov- 
ing more successful in it than his less-seasoned friend, remained there. 

"Suppose," said Sir Mulberry, pausing with a morsel on the point of 
his fork, "Suppose we go back to the subject of little Nickleby, eh ?" 

" Which little Nickleby ; the money-lender or the ga-a-l?" asked 
Lord Verisopht. 

" You take me, I see," replied Sir Mulberry. "The girl, of course." 
" You promised me you'd find lier out," said Lord Verisopht. 
" So I did," rejoined his friend; "but I have thought further of the 

matter since then. You distrust me in the businessyou shall find 
her out yourself." 

" Naay," remonstrated Lord Verisopht. 
"But I say yes," returned his friend. " You shall find her out 

4 
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yourself. Don't think that I mean, when you canI know as well as you that if I did, you could never get sight of her without me. No. I say you shall find her out shalland I'll put you in the way." " Now, curse me, if you ain't a real, deyvlish, downright, thorough- paced friend," said the young Lord, on whom this speech had produced a most reviving effect. 
" I'll tell you how," said Sir Mulberry. " She was at that dinner as a bait for you." 
"No !" cried the young Lord. " What the dey" 
"As a bait for you," repeated his friend ; " old Nickleby told me so himself." 
" What a fine old cock it is!" exclaimed Lord Verisopht; "a noble rascal!" 
" Yes," said Sir Mulberry, " he knew she was a smart little creature" " Smart ! " interposed the young lord. " Upon my soul, Hawk, she's a perfect beautya--a picture, a statue, a--aupon my soul 

she is !" 
" -Well," replied Sir Mulberry, shrugging his shoulders and mani- 

festing an indifference, whether he felt it or not ; " that's a matter of taste ; if mine doesn't agree with yours, so much the better." " Confound it !" reasoned the lord, " you were thick enough with her that day, anyhow. 1 could hardly get in a word." 
" Well enough for once, well enough for once," replied Sir Mul- berry ; "but not worth the trouble of being agreeable to again. If you seriously want to follow up the niece, tell the uncle that you must know where she lives, and how she lives, and with whom, or you are no longer a customer of his. He'll tell you fast enough." " Why didn't you say this before ? " asked Lord Verisoplit, " instead of letting me go on burning, consuming-, dragging out a miserable exist- 

ence for an a-age ?" 
"I didn't know it, in the first place," answered Sir Mulberry care- lessly ; "and in the second, I didn't believe you were so very much in earnest." 
Now, the truth was that in the interval which had elapsed since the dinner at Ralph Nickleby's, Sir Mulberry Hawk had been furtively trying by every means in his power to discover whence Kate had so suddenly appeared, and whither she had disappeared. Unassisted by Ralph, however, with whom he had held no communication since their angry parting on that occasion, all his efforts were wholly unavailing, and he had therefore arrived at the determination of communicating to the young lord the substance of the admission he had gleaned from that worthy. To this he was impelled by various considerations ; among which the certainty of knowing whatever the weak young man knew was decidedly not the least, as the desire of encountering the usurer's niece again, and using bis utmost arts to reduce her pride, and revenge 

himself for lier contempt, was uppermost in his thoughts. It was a 
politic course of proceeding, and one which could not fail to redound to his advantage in every point of view, since the very circumstance of his having extorted from Ralph Nickleby his real design in introducing 
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his niece to such society, coupled with his extreme disinterestedness in 
communicating it so freely to his friend, could not but advance his 
interests in that quarter, and greatly facilitate the passage of coin 
(pretty frequent and speedy already) from the pockets of Lord Frederick 
Verisopht to those of Sir Mulberry Hawk. 

Thus reasoned Sir Mulberry, and in pursuance of this reasoning he 
and his friend soon afterwards repaired to Ralph Nickleby's, there to 
execute a plan of operations concerted by Sir Mulberry himself, 
avowedly to promote his friend's object, and really to attain lois own. 

They found Ralph at home, and alone. As he led them into the 
drawing-room, the recollection of the scene which had taken place there 
seemedbto occur to him, for he caste a curious look at Sir Mulberry, 
who bestowed upon it no other acknowledgment than a careless 
smile. 

They had a short conference upon some money matters then in pro- 
gress, which were scarcely disposed of when the lordly dupe (in pur- 
suance of lois friend's instructions) requested with some embarrassment 
to speak to Ralph alone. 

" Alone, eh ?" cried Sir Mulberry, affecting surprise. " Oh, very 
good. I'll walk into the next room here. Don't keep me long, that's 
all." 

So saying, Sir Mulberry took up bis hat, and humming a fragment 
of a song disappeared through the door of communication between the 
two drawing-rooms, and closed it after him. 

" .Now, my lord," said Ralph, " what is it ?" 
"Nickleby," said his client, throwing himself along the sofa on 

which he had been previously seated, so as to bring his lips nearer to 
the old man's ear, " what a pretty creature your niece is !" 

" Is she, my lord ?" replied Ralph. " MaybemaybeI don't 
trouble my head with such matters." 

" You know she's a deyv'lish fine girl," said the client. " You 
must know that, Nickleby. Come, don't deny that." 

" Yes, I believe she is considered so," replied Ralph. " Indeed, I 
know she is. If 1 did not, you are an authority on such points, and 
your taste, my lordon all points, indeedis undeniable." 

Nobody but the young man to whom these words were addressed 
could have been deaf to the sneering tone in which they were spoken, 
or blind to the look of contempt by which they were accompanied. 
But Lord Frederick Verisopht was both, and took them to be com- 
plimentary. 

" Well," he said, "p'raps you're a little right, and p'raps you're a 
little wronga little of both, Nickleby. I want to know where this 
beauty lives, that I may have another peep at her, Nickleby." 

" Really" Ralph began in his usual tones. 
" Don't talk so loud," cried the other, achieving the great point of 

his lesson to a miracle. "I don't want Hawk to hear." 
" You know he is your rival, do you ?" said Ralph, looking sharply 

at him. 
" He always is, d-a-amn him," replied the client ; "and I want to 

steal a march upon him. Ha, ha, ha! He'll cut up so rough, 
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Nickleby, at our talking together without him. Where does she live, 
Nickleby, that's all ? Only tell me where she lives, Nickleby." "He bites," thought Ralph. "11e bites." 

"Eh, Nickleby, eh ?" pursued the client. " Where does she live ? " " Really, my lord," said Ralph, rubbing his hands slowly over each 
other, "1 must think before I tell you." 

"No, not a bit of it, Nickleby ; you mustn't think at all," replied 
Verisopht. " Where is it ?" 

"No good can come of your knowing," replied Ralph. " She has 
been virtuously and well brought up ; to be sure she is handsome, poor, 
unprotectedpoor girl, poor girl." 

Ralph ran over this brief sunlmary of Kate's condition as if it were 
merely passing through his own mind, and he had no intention to 
speak aloud ; but the shrewd sly look which lie directed at his compa- 
nion as he delivered it, gave this poor assumption the lie. 

" I tell y-ou I only want to see lier," cried his client. " A ma-an 
may look at a pretty woman without harm, mayn't he ? Now, where 
does she live? You know you're making a fortune out of me, Nickleby, 
and upon my soul nobody shall ever tae me to anybody else, if you 
only tell me this." 

"As you promise that, my Lord," said Ralph, with feigned reluctance, 
"and as I am most anxious to oblige you, and as there's no harm in itno harmI'll tell you. But you had better keep it to yourself, my 
Lord ; strictly to yourself." Ralph pointed to the adjoining room as 
he spoke, and nodded expressively. 

The young Lord, feigning to be equally impressed with the necessity 
of this precaution, Ralph disclosed the present address and occupation 
of his niece, observing that from what he hea,rd of the family they 
appeared very ambitious to have distinguished acquaintances, and that 
a Lord could, doubtless, introduce himself with great ease, if lie felt 
disposed. 

" Your object being only to see her again," said Ralph, " you could 
effect it at any time you chose by that means." 

Lord Verisopht acknowledged the hint with a great many squeezes 
of Ralph's hard, horny hand, and whispering that they would now do 
well to close the conversation, called to Sir Mulberry Hawk that lie 
might come back. 

"I thought you had gone to sleep," said Sir Mulberry, re-appearing 
with an ill-tempered air. 

" Sorry to detain you," replied the gull; "but Nickleby has been so 
ama-azingly funny that I couldn't tear myself away." "No, no," said Ralph ; " it was all his lordship. You know what 
a witty, humorous, elegant, accomplished man Lord Frederick is. 
Mind the step, my LordSir Mulberry, pray give way." 

With such courtesies as these, and many low bows, and the same cold 
sneer upon his face all the while, Ralph busied himself in showing his 
visitors down stairs, and otherwise than by the slightest possible motion 
about the corners of his mouth, returned no show of answer to the look 
of admiration with which Sir Mulberry Hawk seemed to compliment 
him on being such an accomplished and most consummate scoundrel. 
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There had been a ring at the bell a few moments before, which was 
answered by Newman Noggs just as they reached the hall. In the 
ordinary course of business Newman would have either admitted the 
new-comer in silence, or have requested him or her to stand aside while 
the gentlemen passed out. But he no sooner saw vvho it was, than as 
if for some private reason of his own, he boldly departed from the 
established custom of Ralph's mansion in business hours, and looking 
towards the respectable trio who were approaching, cried in a loud and 
sonorous voice, " Mrs. Nickleby!" 

" Mrs. Nickleby!" cried Sir Mulberry Hawk, as his friend looked 
back, and stared him in the face. 

It was, indeed, that well-intentioned lady, who, having received an 
offer for the empty house in the city directed to the landlord, had 
brought it post-haste to Mr. Nickleby without delay. 

" Nobody you know," said Ralph. " Step into the office, mymy- 
dear. I'll be with you directly." 

" Nobody I know ! " cried Sir Mulberry Hawk, a,dvancing to the 
astonished lady. " Is this Mrs. Nicklebythe mother of Miss 
Nicklebythe delightful creature that I had the happiness of meeting 
in this house the very last time I dined here ! But no ;" said Sir Mul- 
berry, stopping short. " No, it can't be. There is the same cast of 
features, the same indescribable air ofBut no ; no. This lady is too 
young for that." 

"I think you can tell the gentleman, brother-in-law, if it concerns 
him to know," said Mrs. Nickleby, acknowledging the compliment vvith 
a graceful bend, " that Kate Nickleby is my daughter." 

" Her 
daughter' 

my Lord!" cried Sir Mulberry, turning to his 
friend. "This lady's daughter, my Lord." 

" My Lord!" thought Mrs. Nickleby. " Well, I never did!" 
"This, then, my Lord," said Sir Mulberry, " is the lady to whose 

obliging marriage we owe so much happiness. This lady is the mother 
of sweet Miss Nickleby. Do you observe the extraordinary likeness, 
my Lord ? Nicklebyintroduce us." 

Ralph did so, in a kind of desperation. 
" Upon my soul, it's a most delightful thing, said Lord Frederick, 

pressing forward : " How de do ?" 
Airs. Nickleby was too much flurried by these uncommonly kind 

salutations, and her regrets at not having on her other bonnet, to make 
any immediate reply, so she merely continued to bend and smile, and 
betray great agitation. 

"Aand how is Miss Nickleby ?" said Lord Frederick. " Well, 
I hope?" 

" She is quite well, I'm obliged to you, my lord," returned Mrs. 
Nickleby, recovering. " Quite well. She wasn't well for some days 
after that day she dined here, and I can't help thinking, that she caught 
cold in that hackney coach coming home : Hackney coaches, my lord, 
are such nasty things, that it's almost better to walk at any time, for 
although I believe a hackney coachman can be transported for life, if 
he has a broken window, still they are so reckless, that they nearly all 
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have broken windows. I once had a swelled face for six weeks, my 
lord, from riding in a hackney coachI think it was a hackney coach," 
said Mrs. Nickleby reflecting, " though I'm not quite certain, whether it 
wasn't a chariot ; at all events I know it was a dark green, with a very 
long number, beginning with a nought and ending with a nineno, 
beginning with a nine, and ending with a nought, that was it, and of 
course the stamp office people would know at once whether it was a 
coach or a chariot if any inquiries were made therehowever that 
was, there it was with a broken window, and there was I for six weeks 
with a swelled faceI think that was the very same hackney coach, 
that we found out afterwards, had the top open all the time, and 
we should never even have known it, if they hadn't charged us a 
shilling an hour extra for having it open, which it seems is the law, or 
was then, and a most shameful law it appears to beI don't under- 
stand the subject, but I should say the Corn Laws could be nothing to 
that act of Parliament?' 

Having pretty well run herself out by this time, 1VIrs. Nickleby 
stopped as suddenly as she had started off, and repeated that Kate was 
quite well. " Indeed," said Mrs. Nickleby, "I don't think she ever 
was better, since she had the hooping-cough, scarlet-fever and measles, 
all at the saine time, and that's the fact." 

" Is that letter for me ?" growled Ralph, pointing to the little packet 
Mrs. Nickleby held in her hand. 

For you, brother-in-law," replied Mrs. Nickleby, "and I walked 
all the way up here on purpose to give it you." 

" All the way up here cried Sir Mulberry, seizing upon the chance 
of discovering where Mrs. Nickleby had come froni. " What a con- 
founded distance ! How far do you call it now?" 

" How far do I call it !" said Mrs. Nickleby. "Let me see. It's 
just a mile, from our door to the Old Bailey." 

"No, no. Not so much as that," urged Sir Mulberry. 
"Oh ! It is indeed," said Mrs. Nickleby. "I appeal to his lordship." "I should decidedly say it was a mile," remarked Lord Frederick, 

with a solemn aspect. 
" It must be ; it can't be a yard less," said Mrs. Nickleby. " All 

down Newgate Street, all down Cheapside, all up Lombard Street, 
down Gracechurch Street, and along Thames Street, as far as Spig- 
wiffin's Wharf. Oh! It's a mile." 

" Yes, on second thoughts I should say it was," replied Sir 1VIulberry. "But you don't surely mean to walk all the way back ?" " Oh no," rejoined Mrs. Nickleby. " I shall go back in an omnibus. I didn't travel about in omnibuses, when my poor dear Nicholas was 
alive, brother-in-law. But as it is, you know" 

" Yes, yes," replied Ralph impatiently, "and you had better get back 
before dark." 

" Thank you, brother-in-law, so I had," returned Mrs. Nickleby. "I think I had better say good bye, at once." 
" Not stop andrest? " said Ralph, who seldom offered refreshments 

unless something was to be got by it. 
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"Oh dear me no," returned Mrs. Nickleby, glancing at the dial. 
"Lord Frederick," said Sir Mulberry, " we are going Mrs. 

Nickleby's way. We'll see lier safe to the omnibus ? " 
"By all means. Ye-es." 
"Oh ! I really- couldn't think of it!" said Mrs. Nickleby. 
But Sir Mulberry Hawk and Lord Verisopht were peremptory in 

their politeness, and leaving Ralph, who seemed to think, not unwisely, 
that he looked less ridiculous as a mere spectator, than lie would have 
clone if he had taken any part in these proceedings, they quitted the 
house with Mrs. Nickleby between them ; that good lady in a perfect 
ecstacy of satisfaction, no less with the attentions shown her by two 
titled gentlemen, than with the conviction, that Kate might now pick 
and choose, at least between two large fortunes, and most unexception- 
able husbands. 

As she was carried away for the moment by an irresistible train of 
thought, all connected with lier daughter's future greatness, Sir Mul- 
berry Hawk and his friend exchanged glances over the top of the 
bonnet which the poor lady so much regretted not having left at home, 
and proceeded to dilate with great rapture, but much respect, on the 
manifold perfections of Miss Nickleby. 

" What a delight, what a comfort, what a happiness, this amiable 
creature must be to you," said Sir Mulberry, throwing into his voice 
an indication of the warmest feeling. 

" She is indeed, Sir," replied 1VIrs. Nickleby ; " she is the sweetest- 
tempered, kindest-hearted creatureand so clever ! " 

" She looks clayver," said Lord Verisopht, with the air of a judge 
of cleverness. 

"I assure you she is, my lord," returned Mrs. Nickleby. " When 
she was at school in Devonshire, she was universally allowed to be 
beyond all exception the very cleverest girl there, and there were a 
great many very clever ones too, and that's the truthtwenty-five 
young ladies, fifty guineas a-year without the et-ceteras, both the 
Miss Dowdles, the most accomplished, elegant, fascinating creatures-- 
Oh dear me ! " said Mrs. Nickleby, "I never shall forget what plea- 
sure she used to give me and her poor dear papa, when she was at 
that school, neversuch a delightful letter every half-year, telling us 
that she was the first pupil in the whole establishment, and had made 
more progress than anybody else ! I can scarcely bear to think of it 
even now. The girls wrote all the letters themselves," added Mrs. 
Nickleby, "and the writing-master touched them up afterwards with 
a magnifying glass and a silver pen; at least I think they wrote them, 
though Kate was never quite certain about that, because she didn't 
know the handwriting of hers again ; but any way, I know it was a 
circular which they all copied, and of course it was a very gratifying 
thingvery- gratifying." 

With similar recollections Mrs. Nicideby beguiled the tediousness of 
the way, until they reached the omnibus, which the extreme politeness 
of lier new friends would not allow them to leave until it actually 
started, when they took their hats, as Mrs. Nickleby- solemnly assured 
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her hearers on many subsequent occasions, "completely off," and kissed 
their straw-coloured kid gloves till they were no longer visible. 

Airs. Nickleby leant back in the furthest corner of the conveyance, 
and, closing her eyes, resigned herself to a host of most pleasing medi- 
tations. Kate had never said a word about having met either of these 
gentlemen ; " that," she thought, "argues that she is strongly prepos- 
sessed in favour of one of them." Then the question arose, which one 
could it be. The lord was the youngest, and his title was certainly 
the grandest ; still Kate was not the girl to be swayed by such con- 
siderations as these. " I will never put any constraint upon her 
inclinations," said Mrs. Nickleby to herself; "but upon my word I 
think there's no comparison between his lordship and Sir Mulberry- 
Sir Mulberry is such an attentive gentlemanly creature, so much 
manner, such a fine man, and has so much to say for himself. I hope 
it's Sir MulberryI think it must be Sir Mulberry !" And then her 
thoughts flew back to her old predictions, and the number of tinies 
she had said, that Kate with no fortune would marry better than 
other people's daughters with thousands; and, as she pictured with the 
brightness of a mother's fancy all the beauty and grace of the poor girl 
who had struggled so cheerfully with her new life of hardship and 
trial, her heart grew too full, and the tears trickled down her face. 

Meanwhile, Ralph walked to and fro in his little back office, 
troubled in mind by what had just occurred. To say that Ralph 
loved or cared forin the most ordinary acceptation of those terms- 
any one of God's creatures, would be the wildest fiction. Still, there 
had somehow stolen upon him from time to time a thought of his 
piece which was tinged with compassion and pity ; breaking through 
the dull cloud of dislike or indifference which darkened men and 
women in his eyes, there was, in her case, the faintest gleam of light a most feeble and sickly ray at the best of timesbut there it was, 
and it showed the poor girl in a better and purer aspect than any in 
which he had looked on human nature yet. 

"I wish," thought Ralph, " I had never done this. And yet it 
will keep this boy to nie, while there is money to be made. Selling a 
girlthrowing her in the way of temptation, and insult, and coarse 
speech. Nearly two thousand pounds profit from him already though. 
Pshaw ! match-making mothers do the same thing every day." 

He sat down, and told the chances, for and against, on his fingers. 
" If I had not put them in the right track to-day," thought Ralph, 

" this foolish woman would have done so. Well. If her daughter 
is as true to herself as she should be from what I have seen, what 
harm ensues ? A little teazing, a little humbling, a few tears. Yes," 
said Ralph, aloud, as he locked his iron safe. " She must take her 
chance. She must take her chance." 
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BEAUT1F ULLY PRINT ED, 
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ON FINE PAPER. 
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113, FLEET STREET. 

EDITIONS 
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of publication, on a plan combining 
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cheap books. Hitherto, CHEAP 

been correspondingly low in execution. 

them low in price, but in every 
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not consist in an issue of merely 
books, though low in price, have 
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respect excellent ; and to enable 

mind, to possess a library 

at a very moderate price. 

published, viz. :- 
S. d. 
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BY Sol W. Foam. . . 1 0 
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OLIVER GoLnsmITH . . I 0 

REV. GEORGE CRABBE . 1 4 

OF THE BOUNTY. Bi LIEUT. 
. 1 4 

WHITE. WITH A BIOGRAPHICAL 
. . 1 0 

BURNS. WITH A BIOGRAPHICAL 
. 2 6 

BER HUSBAND, COLONEL 
Nottingham Castle during the 

. 2 6 

THE LAY OF THE LAST 1VIINSTREL. 

MARMION. BY SIR W. SCOTT 

THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. I3v 

THE BOROUGH. A POEM. BY THE 

NARRATIVE OF THE MUTINY 
BLIGH 

POETICAL WORKS OF H. KIRKE 
NOTICE 

POEMS AND SONGS OF ROBERT 
NOTICE . 
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HUTCHINSON; Governor of 
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PAUL AND VIRGINIA ; AND ELIZABETH. 



WORKS PUBLISHED, BY WILLIAM SMITH. 

From the foregoing list, it will be obvious that no particular arrange- 

ment has been attempted. On the contrary, in making the selection, 

care has been taken that the works produced should be of a miscel- 

laneous character, so that all tastes might in turn be gratified. 

Hereafter, when the number is sufficiently increased, they may be 

formed into volumes, to suit the wishes of the purchaser ; and in 

the mean time, as each work is protected by a wrapper, it may be 

preserved in a fit condition for binding. Many other works are in 

preparation ; and they will be brought forward as speedily as is 

consistent with the care they require. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

"The first real People's Editions we 
have seen, that combine high literary 
merit with a cheapness that places them 
within the reach, we should say, of all 
who can wish for them ; whilst their me- 
chanical execution is such as to render 
them fit for any book shelf where Mr. M u 
RAY'S, Mr. CADELL'S, Or Mr. MOXON'S 
single volume editions are admitted, have 
emanated from the shop of Mr. Smith, of 
Fleet Street."Spectator. 

" We lately copied an article from the 
Spectator, in commendation of the system 
of publishing the Standard Works of Eng- 
land at a cheap rate ; and from the speci- 
mens of the edition before us, we cordially 
join in the opinion of that paper. It is 
surely an object of considerable import- 
ance in times like these, when there is so 
great a struggle for the spread of educa- 
tion and general knowledge, that the 
treasures of English literature should be 
made as generally available as possible. 
This Standard Edition is well calculated 
to insure the general perusal of the best 
English works, from the cheapness with 
which they are now supplied. To show 
the advantages of this edition, it is only 
necessary to state that " Scott's Lay" and 
"The Lady of the Lake," are to be had 
for Is. each, and " Marmion " for Is. 2,1. 
Crabbe's " Borough " is published at 
le. 4d., and "The Vicar of Wakefield" 
at Js. We hear a great deal about cheap 
Continental editions ; but when a work, 
equal in extent to "The Vicar of Wake- 
field," is to be had in a handsome form, 
on good paper, and handsomely printed, 
for One Shilling, we think it will be ad- 
mitted that we manage these things quite 
as well in England."Courier. 

"The elegance with which these works 
are brought out is a strong recommenda- 
tion, and certainly, in point of economy, 
they are not exceeded by any publication 
of the day. The works selected are of the 
highest order, and already stamped with 
fame. The typography is exceedingly 

beautiful, and the press appears to have 
been corrected with more than ordinary 
care. Lieutenant Bligh's Narrative of 
the Mutiny of the Bounty,' is followed by 
an interesting account of the subsequent 
history of the Mutineers, and the colony 
of Pitcairn's Island, which completes a 

tale of startling reality."Atlas. 
"'The Borough,' by the Rev. G. Crabbe, 

LL.B. ; 'The Vicar of Wakefield;" Mar- 
mion ;" The Lay of the Last Minstrel 
At a trifling cost we here have each 
of these works, admirably printed in 
double columns, royal 8vo. ' Nature's 
sternest painter, yet her best,' is a poet 
whose works should be brought within 
the means of the working classes. 
'The Vicar of Wakefield,' everybody's 
favourite, the book for all ages, reads as 
freshly as ever ; and the re-publication, 
in such a form, of the stirring poems of 
Scott, is matter to rejoice over."Sunday 
Times. 

" We have often called the attention of 
our readers to this very cheap and elegant 
edition of the Standard Works of our 
language. The publisher still continues 
this work, and we trust with success, 
for it is a pleasing and very useful acqui- 
sition to the many who are capable 
of enjoying elegant literature, but not so 
capable of paying for dear books. We 
have now before us four numbers of this 
work, containing Marmion," The Lay 
of the Last Minstrel,' the delightful novel 
of The Vicar of Wakefield,' and Crabbe's 
celebrated poem, The Borough.' " 
Weekly Dispatch. 

" Uniform with Murray's single volume 
of Byron, we have here The Lady of the 
Lake," The Lay of the Last Minstrel,' 
and Marmion,' with all the notes, most 
beautifully and correctly printed, at a 
price beyond all comparison cheap. We 
augur that this Standard Library- Edition 
will be one of the most successful and 
popular publications in this country." 
Naval and Military Gazette. 
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WORKS PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM SMITH. 

actainnix Elaogio, 
FORMING. 

ELEGANT AND APPROPRIATE PRESENTS. 

The following editions of the most 
particularly adapted for PRESENTS, 
the very best style, embellished with 
and elegantly bound. Several others 
be published. ---__ 

I. 
Price W. Gd. cloth, and la. ad. morocco elegant, 

IVIARMION. 
BY 

SIR WALTER SCOTT. 

//. 
Price 3.0d. cloth, gilt, and 78.6d. morocco elegant, 

THE 

LADY OF THE LAKE. 
BY 

SIR WALTER SCOTT. 

III. 
Price Er Gd. cloth, gilt, & Cs. 6d, morocco elegant, 

ELIZABETH ; 

OR, 

THE EXILES OF SIBERIA. 

IV. 
Price &. 6d. cloth, gilt, and 7e. Gd. mor. elegant, 

GOLDSMITH'S POEMS 
AND ESSAYS. 

popular and Classical Authors are 
being printed in small octavo, in 
Frontispieces engraved on Steel, 

are in preparation, and will shortly 

v. 
Price 3s. Gd. cloth, gilt, & 78. 6d. morocco elegant, 

ROMANTIC TALES. 
BY M. G. LEWIS. 

CONTAINING 

MY UNCLE'S GARRET WINDOW; 
THE ANACONDA; AND AMORASSAN. 

vr. 

Price 3s, cloth, gilt, and Ts. morocco elegant, 

THE 

VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. 
BY DR. GOLDSMITH. 

TH. 

Price 3s. 6d. cloth, gilt, & Ts, 6d. morocco elegant, 

THOMSON'S SEASONS 
AND 

CASTLE OF INDOLENCE. 

VIII. 

. morocco, ;5si, Fric, 2.5.13,0;,Vsmtzhg)I ,lt;,,tsi,sks,..at 

' THREE CENTURIES OF 
MEDITATIONS & VOWS, 

ant, Elibine Apra'. 
BY JOSEPH HALL, D.D., 

BISHOP OF NORWICH. 

Es Price . 6d. cloth gilt ; 3s. silk ; 5s. morocco, 
royal 331no, with a Portrait, 

SELECT THOUGHTS ; 
OR 

Cfpirr Paps for a Viatto *vita. 
B Y JOSEPH HALL, D D., 

B ISHOP OF NORWICH. 

En ttr 
LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL. 11 

PAUL AND VIRGINIA. 

Vrezo. 

BURNS'S SONGS AND POEMS. 

COWPER'S POEMS. 



WORKS PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM SMITH. 

THE WORKS OF WILLIAM PALEY, D.D., 
ARCHBISHoP OF CARMSLE. 

COMPLETE. 

WITH A PORTRAIT, AND NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIyE NOTES. 

In One Volume, super-royal Svc, price 17s. cloth. 

BISHOP BURNET'S HISTORY OF HIS 
OWN TIMES. 

COMPLETE. 

With a Portrait, and copious Historical and Biographical Notes. 

In One Volume, super-royal 0es, price 170. cloth. 

ON THE BREEDING, REARING, DISEASES, AND 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT OF POULTRY. 

BY WALTER B. DICKSON. 
In foolscap 8vo, with 14 Woodcuts, price 6s. cloth. 

SIR JOHN FROISSART'S CHRONICLES OF 
ENGLAND, FRANCE, SPAIN, &c. 

This Edition will be printed from the Translation of the late Thomas Johnes, 
Esq., and collated throughout with that of Lord Berners ; numerous additional 
Notes will also be given, and the whole vvill be embellished with upwards of One 
Hundred Engravings on Wood, illustrating the Costume and Marine's of the 
period, chiefly taken from the illuminated MS. copies of the Author, in the British 
Museum, and elsewhere. 

Publishing monthly in Parts, price 2s. each. 

THE FLORAL CABINET, 
AND 

Magazine of Exotic Botany. 
Publishing monthly in Numbers, price 2s. 6d. each. Each Number containing 

Four beautiful Plates, accurately coloured from Nature ; with Descriptions of the 
Plants, their Cultivation, &c. ; and other original Articles. 
The First Volume, containing Nos. 1 to 12, may te had, half-bound Morocco, price 360. 

LODGE'S PORTRAITS 
OF ILLUSTRIOUS PERSONAGES OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

Just published, 
Number 21, price 2s. est.; or India Paper, 4s. Part 21, price lis.; or India Paper, 8s. 

Volume 5, price 220.; or India Paper, 34s. 
TO DE CONFLETED IN EIGHTY NUMBERS, OR FORTY PARTS, OR TON VOLS. 

LETTERS FROM A FATHER TO HIS SON, 
On various Topics relative to Literature and the Conduct of Life. 

By JOHN AIKIN, M.D. 
A NEW EDITION. 

In Foolscap Mo, price. 5s. cloth; or tos. morocco elegant. 

[BRADBURY AND EVANS, HRINTERS, TEFRIARS.] 
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nected with civil as well as continental struggles. 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gern-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest 

"The nasse of James Holland is less known than it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works he has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Spectator. "The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful specimens of art."--Ibid. 

" They have been got up with ve,ry great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 

PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION, 
In One Volume, .Demy and Royal 8vo, illustrated with a beautiful Portrait, from a Painting by 

Sir Antonio More, and snany other Engravings, 

THE LIFE AND TIMES 
OF 

FUGAL : 

ATALH A, 3ce. 
STINGS IN LINE, 
ESSLY FOR THIS WORK, 

), ESQ. 

IAM H. HARRISON, ESR 
PROOFS ON COLUMBIER 4TO. 

per, before Writing £3 3 0 
with Writing 2 12 6 
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ive some idea of its reception by the 

year the series is devoted tu Portugal, from 
by Mr. J. Holland. Aey less practised 

'tiling after Mr. Roberts, must work to a 
advantage ; but Mr. Holland has not only 
rd a picturesque eye in the choice of hie 
but a skilful hand in the artistic treatment 
bjects. There is a peculiar and diamond- 
arness of atmosphere over most of the 

"Portugal is a country of which we have known 
little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
becotne extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. II. Harrison, 
and it cannot be in better hands."Sunday Times. 

" The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals ; and when We say, 
as we conscientiously can, that all the plates are 
beautiful, we probably say enouglf."Ibid. 

SIR THOMAS GRESHAM, 
COMPILED CHIEFLY FROM HIS CORRESPONDENCE PRESERVED IN HER 

MAJESTY'S STATE-PAPER OFFICE: 
WITH MEMOIRS OF MANY OF HIS CONTEMPORARIES, 

LAND SOME ACCOUNT OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE AND GRESHAM COLLEGE. 

BY JOHN WILLIAM BURGON. 

LONDON : ROBERT JENNINGS, 62, CHEAPSIDE. 
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THE WORKS OF NV 

ARCHBISHO 

C011, 

WITH A PORTRAIT, AND Ni 

In One Volume, super 

BISHOP BURNET 
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With a Portrait, and copious 

In One Volume, super 

ON THE BREEDING, II 

GENERAL MANAG 
BY WALTE 

,,rsz foolscap 8vo, with 

SIR JOHN FRuri A 

ENGLAND, Fiti"; 
This Edition will be printed from tl 

Esq., and collated throughout with t 
Notes will also be given, and the vvhol 
Hundred Engravings on Wood, 
period, chiefly taken from the illumimmar.6. 
Museum, and elsewhere. 

Publishing monthly7glits, price 2s. each. 

THE FLORAL CABINET, 
AND 

Magazine of Esotic Botany. 
Publishing monthly in Numbers, price 2s. 6d. each. Each Number containing 

Four beautiful Plates, accurately coloured from Nature ; with Descriptions of the 
Plants, their Cultivation, &c. ; and other original Articles. 
The First Volume, containing Nos. 1 to 12, snay be had, half-bound Morocco, price 368. 

LODGE'S PORTRAITS 
OF ILLUSTRIOUS PERSONAGES OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

Just published, 
Number 21, price 20. 82.; or India Paper, 40. Part 21, price ils.; or India Paper, 8s. 

Volume 5, price 22s.; or India Paper, 34s. 
TO BE COMPLETED IN EIGHTY NUMBERS, OR FORTY PARTS, OR TEN VOLS. 

LETTERS FROM A FATHER TO HIS SON, 
On various Topics relative to Literature and the Conduct of Life. 

By JOHN AIKIN, M.D. 
A NEW ED/TION. 

/n Foolscap 8vo, price. 50. cloth; or les. snorocco eZegant. 

[BRADBURY AND EVANS, 'MINTERS, WHITEFRIARS.] 
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Table Cutlery and General 
Cutlery 

Dish-covers 
Tea-Trays in Iron and Paper 
Tea-Caddies 
Every variety of Real Shef- 

field I'lated Goods 
British Plate, or German Sil- 

ver, Forks, Spoons, Sze., 
plated on Steel Goods, Des- 
sert-knives, &c. 

Albion PlateTea and Coffee- 
- pots, Candlesticks, &c. be 

ing a superior description 
of Britannia metal goods. 

Plate-leatbers, Plate-powder, 
and Plate-brushes 

Canteens for large or small 
parties 

Ladies' & Gentlemen's Wood 
and Leather Dressing-cases 

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD 

WHOLESALE, RETAIL, AND FOR EXPORTAT ION, BY 

IVIECH I, 

No. 4. LEADENIIALL STREET 
(Fourth lieuse front Cornhilt, same side CO the India Roue), 

LONDON. 

Writing-cases 
Pocket-books 
Card-cases 
Tablets 
Workboxes 
Writing-desks 
Bagatelle-tables 
Backgammon & Chess-boards 
Chess and Draftsmen 
blair, Cloth, Tooth, Nail, Hat, 

and Shaving-brushes 
Combs 
Hones 
Boot-Jacks 
Razors 
Sirops 
Paste 
Shaving-Powder 
Naples Soap 

&c. &e, &c. 

Any Article made to order at a short notice, without addi. 
tional charge, as Maori manufactures nearly every article b# 
sells, in 

LEADENHALL SKIN MARKET. 

PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION, 
In One Volume, Demy and Royal 8vo, illustrated with a beautiful Portrait, from a Painting by 

Sir Antonio More, and many other Engravings, 

THE LIFE AND TIMES 
OF 

5 

APE ANNUAL, 

FUGAL : 

ive some idea of its reception by the 

I year the series is devoted to Portugal, from 
; by Mr. J. Holland. Aoy less practised 
ming after Mr. Roberts, must work to a 
advantage ; but Mr. Holland has not only 
cd a picturesque eye in the choice of big 
but a skilful hand in the artistic treatrnent 
bjects. There is a peculiar and diamond- 
arness of atmosphere over most of the 

--Athcizceum. 
"Portugal is a country of which vve have known 

little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to ils shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. H. Harrison, 
and it cannot be in better hands."--Sunday Times. " The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals ; and when we say, 
as WO conscientiously can, that all the plates are 
beautiful, we probably say enough;"Ibid. 

SIR THOMAS CRESHAM, 
COMPILED CHIEFLY FROM HIS CORRESPONDENCE PRESERVED IN HER 

MAJESTY'S STATE-PAPER OFFICE: 
WITH MEMOIRS OF MANY OF HIS CONTEMPORARIES, 

.AND SOME ,ACCOUNT OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE AND GRESHAM COLLEGE, 

liv JOHN WILLIAM BUROON. 

LONDON : ROBERT JENNINGS, 62, CHEAPSIDE. 

tfetted with civil as well as continental struggles. 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gern-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest 

"The name of James Holland is less known tban it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works ho has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Spectator. "The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful spechnens of art."ibid. 

" They have been got up with very great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 
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THE WORKS OF 
ARCHBIS 

Cl 

WITH A PORTRAIT, AND 

In One Volume, sup 

BISHOP BURNE' 
nw7 

Cl 

With a Portrait, and copiot 

In One Volume, sup 

ON THE BREEDING, 
GENERAL MANA( 

BY WALT 
In foolscap 200, soit) 

SIR JOHN FROISS. 
ENGLAND, F. 

This Edition will be printed from 
Esq., and collated throughout with 
Notes will also be given, and the wh, 
Hundred Engravings on Wood, ill 
period, chiefly taken from the illumir 
Museum, and elsewhere. 

Publishing monthly in Parts, price 2s. each. 

THE FLORAL CABINET, 
AND 

Magazine of Exotic Botany. 
Publishing monthly in Numbers, price 2s. 6d. each. Each Number containing 

Four beautiful Plates, accurately coloured from Nature; with Descriptions of the 
Plants, their Cultivation, &c. ; and other original Articles. 
The First Volume, containing Nos. 1 to 12, may be had, half-bound Morocco, price 360. 

LODGE'S PORTRAITS 
OF ILLUSTRIOUS PERSONAGES OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

Just published, 
Number 21, price 2s. Cd.; or India Paper, 4s. Part 21, price 5s.; or India Paper, 8s. 

Volume 5, price 200.; or India Paper, 340. 
co BE COMPLETED IN EIGHTY NUMBERS, OR FORTY PARTS, OR TEN VOLS, 

LETTERS FROM A FATHER TO HIS SON, 
On various Topics relative to Literature and the Conduct of Life. 

By JOHN AIKIN, M.D. 
A NEW EDITION. 

In Foolscap 8vo, price 50. cloth; Sr 105. morocco elegant. 

[BRADBURY AND DyANS, HRINTERS, WHITEFREARS.] 

1VLECEM's A DRESS 
To HIS 

CUSTOMERS AND THE PUBLIC. 

lu returning his grateful thanks to his Customers and the 
Public for their extensive and increasing patrenage, with 
which he has been favoured since his establishment M 1827, 

he cannot but feel with honest pride that it is the reward of 

an enlightened community and public to his spirited exertions 
as an individual, in breaking through a monopoly, injurious 
alike to the workmen and the public, and establishing in its 
stead an upright and liberal system of trade adapted to the 
times ; regardless, in so doing, of having raised against him- 
self a host of inveterate enemies in the trade, who, anxious 
to preserve war profits in peaceable times, in opposition to 
right and reason, have limited the labour of the workman by 
diminishing the demand of the consumer. 

To those unacquainted with Mechi's system of doing busi- 
ness, he begs to explain it as follows 
rat. To sell only the very best articles, at a small profit, for 

ready money. 
2d. To exchange or return the money for any article found 

defective,without any reserve or mean objection. 
ad. By punctuality, by civility, and vigilant attention to the 

wants of his customers, to endeavour to identify their 
interest with his own, and thereby merit and increase the 
extensive trade, patronage, and confidence with which ha 
has already been honoured. 

In alluding to the leading articles in his extensive stock, he 
would particularly roquent attention to- 
at. His good Penknives at One Shilling each, and Scissors, 

Two Shillings per pair, vvhich, in quality of the steel, axe 
quite equal to those of the most expensive kind. 

s. d. 
id. His celebrated Pair of Razors .. .. 7 0 

Ditto, ivory handled ditto .. 10 (' 

His Magic Razor Strop .. .. 5 0 
His Magic Strop Paste ........1 0 

Those gentlemen who ,find shaving a painful operation are 
particularly referred to Mechi's celebrated Remarks on Shay. 
tug, &c., at pages 16, 17, and 18; and also please to observe, 
that the Magic Paste and Magic Strop are vended by 5,000 
Perfumers, Stationers, and Druggists throug-hout the country. 

Generally speaking, the London entiers (and some of the 
country ones too) decline vending those articles from motives 
of jealousy. Indeed, some of the most illiberal inake a prae- 
'lee of abusing Mechi and his manufactures, wfienever they 
lave an opportunity of doing so, in no measured terms, for. 
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that their customers have not the same interest as 

pf!p, themselves in believing what they say. 
tratefti Any gentleman, however, requiring a Strop, Razors, or the 

anka Magie Paste, has only to give the order to his Stationer, Per- 
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4516, quor-bores, Card-cascs, Sx., as per subsequent particu.ars. 
5th. Every pattern in Leather, Dressing, and Writing-cases, 

a Portfolios, Portable Pocket Dressing-cases, 4c., from the 
smallest to the largest. 

tith. His celebrated Cushioned Bagatelle-tables (affording 
constant employment to several workmen in his factory). 

ID 
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4010, to : Prices at page 12. 
jon,tottbei"rourtidetunio 7th. His general assortment of articles necessary- for the 
reste,too,1!184/1¢2teto, table, such as real Sheffield Plated Goods and British Plate, 

li,/otted, """neliitheithh, or German Silver Articles, of every description; including, 

QinttrtOenakg,,6al 
Dish-covers, Teapots, Bread-baskets, Coffee-pots, Forks, 

slso,tosS'poons Dessert-knives in cases, Tea-trays, Waiters, Cork- 
irttnt*°- 'screws:Snuffers, Candlesticks, &c. Prices at pages- 

Sth. His renowned Patent Castellated Tooth-brushes, at od. 
'7,74./i1alittoMism, each, either with real silver wire or solid backs, finished in a 

- manner superior to those usually sold at la. Also his general 
id, stock of Flair, Clothes, and Hat Brushes, Soap, and ,every 

ocktot':, thing requisite for the Dressing-table. 
71/71, Ness Married Couples, Families, Captains, Military, 
1110, p and Nautical Gentlemen, proceeding to India or the Colo- 
Ws ilminapinpl (Tern nies, will 'find Mechi's a very Emporium, in which they 
tohteakelantalitosh/i can instantly procure almost every article (except clothing Meld %Mist pleitIVi 
Pisa talk, and furniture) that a protracted absence fronktheir native 
,,,",Dr4stsbn0outtiv; country rendors necessary. 
evittta loyin ems i*ut 

talitenittlinsaiffisii WARRANTED CUTLERY. 
4(117,2`1,,a71;; Table, Dessert, & Carving Knives & Forks 

sgsradent,inaisseP: As per List of Pelles at pages s and 9. 

si fumer, or Druggist, in an)' part of the United Kingdom, and 
;,"!, lie may have them as cheap as if purchased at Meche s ware- 

house, because he allows the trade a liberal profit, and the 
latter can readily procure them tli,rough their London whole- 

, sale house, at a very short notice. 
sd. His extensive stock of Table Cutlery, as per List at 

page 13. Leading articlesfine Balanced Ivory-handled Table 
Knives and Forks, at £3. /Os, the complete set of Fifty Pieces 
(say Twelve each large and small Knives and Forks, and One 
Pair of Meat Carvers). Neat Black-handled Knives and Forks 
...f1.5,S. the set of Fifty Pieces. 

4th, His splendid assortment of Ladies' and Gentlemen's 

nécted with civil as welfas COTinZiar STI;gles 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gem-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest praise."Ibid. 

"The name of James Holland is less known than 
it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works ho has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Speetater. 

"The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful speciniens of art."Ibid. 

" They have been got up with very great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 

LONDON : ROBERT JENNINGS, 62, CHEAPSIDE. 
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"Portugal is a country of which we have known 

little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. H. Harrison, 
and it cannot be in better hands."Sunday Tintes. 

" The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi. 
dious to single out individuals ; and when we say, 
as we conscientiously can, that all the plates arc 
beautiful, we probably say enough:"Ibid. 
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In One Volume, Demy and Royal 8vo, illustrated with a beautiful Portrait, from a Painting by 

Sir Antonio More, and many other Engravings, 
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This Edition will be printed from 
Esq., and collated throughout with 
Notes will also be given, and the wh 
Hundred Engravings on Wood, ill 
period, chiefly taken from the illumi 
Museum, and elsewhere. 

Publishing monthly in Parts, price 20. each. 

THE FLORAL CABINET, 
AND 

Magazine of Exotic Botany. 
Publishing monthly in Numbers, price 2s. M. each. Each Number containing 

Four beautiful Plates, accurately coloured from Nature ; with Descriptions of the 
Plants, their Cultivation, &c. ; and other original Articles. 

The First Volume, containing Nos. I to 12, may be had, half-bound Morocco, price 368. 
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OF ILLUSTRIOUS PERSONAGES OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

Just published, 
Nunaber 21, price 2s. 64.; or India Paper, 4s. Part 21, price 25.; or India Paper, 85. 

Volume 5, price 22e.; or India Paper, 34S. 
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LETTERS FROM A FATHER TO HIS SON, 
On various Topics relative to Literature and the Conduct of Life. 

By JOHN AIKIN, M.D. 
A NEW EDITION. 

In Foolscap 0es, price, 5s. cloth; or 100. morocco elegant. 
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4 
IYIECIIPS PECULIAR STEEL RAZORS. 

Plain and Black Handles .. each £0 3 6 
Ivory Superfine ........O a 0 
Ditto Silver Mounted .. . 0 9 . 
Seven-day Razors, in Cases £1. 50. to 2 10 0 

The character of MechPs Razors being (during the last six years) so well established, it may be merely necessary to ce. 
mark, that every razor is stamped " Etchanged, tif not ap. 
prayed," with the addition of "Mechi's Peculiar Sleet ;" and 
5t is most particularly requested that no gentleman who has% 
detective Razor of Mechta will hesitate to return it al any pe. 
riod of Close; for the loss of recommendation from such a cause 
as of infinitely greater importance than the value of a Razor. 

WIECIII'S MAGIC Rtizort sTnops, 
The largest, nest, cheapest, and most finished ever yet gre. 
sented'to the public. Sold by nearly all Stationers, Perfumers, 
and Diliggists throughout the kingdom. 
Small size for Pouches & Dressing nases, 2s, 2s 64, 3s 6d, 4e 6d. 

Large size, best, 30,50 6d, fis 6d,Ss 6d, 125, and 155. 
99t9- 

The sizes most recomrnended are the double handle at 6s. Gd. tri and the single h andle at 5s. and Ss .601 .; because they are larger, 
andthe larger the Strop the more readilyis the Razorsharpened. 

Nil. Most of the London Cutlers and Dressing-case Makers 
(from jealous motives) decline vending Mechi's Strops &Paste. 

WARRANTED PENKNIVES. 
Desk, I. Blade, Cocoa Handle 
Ditto, 1 " Bone 
Ditto, 1 " Ivory 
Elegant Pearl Handle .. 
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3 Ditto, ditto 
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suited to the economical or erpensive. 
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.. leates ure exchanged. Mechi's object being in this, as in all other 

cht,Rau, ta.j t.),,,,gs, to g,ive perfect satisfaction. 
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l'ei°"clets,.] SPLENDID REAL SHEFFIELD PLATE, 
'04174,40, Warranted ta wear from Nino to Fifteen Years, according to 
p the care taken, the edges and ornamental work being al_ 

made of solid silver, and finished by first-rate worlcmen. The 
Patterns comprise all that is most fashionable in silver, and 

a kf will well repay the trouble of inspection, vvith au immense 
th -04a,, variety to choose froin. 

6GIC RAZoil Splendid Tea-urn, silver mounting-s 
aPtst, 811104 1)105to ditto 
ko most 51,0d ,, Ditto Coffeepots 
ttut yneth,tl/ 400,0 ,'0'1, Ditto Teapots '" 

Ut ''''R Ditto Sugar-basin 
7411,050g.04 Ditto Cream-ewer 

Z1M 
ki2elsels'e' cut bottles .. 

Crt-frames, with six to eight bottles 

'5,004 6,6"4456I3cS0 Ditto Liqueur-frames, with three rich 

anothnock 
isl000m lcd 

aaleafitt ucDitto Waiters, richly chased &embossed 

)Ptte;4" 
tdersolav Ditto Table canalesticks, per pair .. 

Indoke5-27isharpcied, Ditto Chamher- 
clersandlesticks, 

per pair .. 
Ditto Butter-coo 

Ditto,with shades, for the East and West 
, Indies, per pair 

ls, tat, , A set of four fulLMze Hash-dishes and 
Co-vers, with solid silver edges and 

' , handles; the handles made to take off, 
, that the Covers may form an extra 

dish, at various prices according to 
pattern 

',Splendid Hollyhock & Acanthus Leaves 
ktalkfli!IfitillEadeup to perfectly novel, for dessert, fruit, &c. 

16, attliittehos,00 L.Sn uffer-trays 
.. ls,,18.61, to !Snuffers 

!TOastilacks . 
lifplAsparagus-tongs 

, 1,10d,,,,Grape-scissors 
Negetable-forks h. 
linteracks 
Knife-rests, per pair 

million tuil0q sP10400Decanter-labels, each 
012 iftiOnita I 011 erpinkt chege,c,,,opF, 

ticIstIat0. 

DIEs, Candlesticks, with branches, per pair 

Ditto Bread-baskets 
ubD pzu Ditto Egg-frames 

El, 
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s. d. L. s. 
14 2 
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nected with civil as well as Continental 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gem-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest 
praise."Ibid. 

"The name of James Holland is less known than it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works ho has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Spectator. 

"The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful specimens of art."Ibid. 

" They have been got up with very great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 
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year the series is devoted to Portugal, from 
, by Mr. J. Holland. Aoy less practised 
ailing after Mr. Roberts, must work to a 
advantage ; but Mr. Holland has not only 
cd a picturebque eye in the choice of his 
but a skilful hand in the artistic treatment 
tbjects. There is a peculiar and diamond- 
)arness of atmosphere over most of the 

- 
"Portugal is a country of which we have known 

little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for if. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. II. Harrison, 
and it cannot be in better hands."Sunday Tintes. 

" The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals ; and when we say, 
as we conscientiously can, that all the plates are 
beautiful, we probably say enouglf."Ibid. 
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The fact is, that some discredit has been attached to the Gennan Silver goods, owing to unprincipled vendors having imposed on the public base compositions, in lieu of the genu- ine admixture of nickel, the whole affair being (like rea. 

Sheffield Plate) entirely a matter of confidence. 
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N.B. Old Patent Corkscrews fitted with New Serews, at 

Is. get.eaclt. 
PATENT NEC RINGS, Gd. tO 19. 6d. 

ENGRAVING NAME and ADORE,S OR DITTO, 18. 3d. 

INSTRUMENTS- 
L. s. d. L. s. 
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1 o to o 

Folding Boot-hooks .. 
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it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works ho has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Spectator. 

"The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
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" They have been got up with very great effect, 
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little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. H. Harrison, 
and il cannot be in better hands."Sunday Times. 

" The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, Sm. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals ; and when we say, 
as we conscientiously can, that all the plates are 
beautiful,,we probably say enough:"Ibid. 
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MECH1AN DRESSINC CASES. 
A splendid assortment for I,adies and Gentlemen, elegantly and strongly finished, in Mahogany, Rosewood, Coromandel 

wood, &c. Brass bound, or inlaid with Pearl. 
Nid. Old ones repaired and re-poltshed. 

It has ever been a general complaint that, owing to the In- 
experience of Dressing-case Makers in the manufacture of 
Cutlery, the instruments in dressing. cases (particularly Razors) are mostly of an inferior quality, and totally unfit for use. The well-established character of Mechi's Razors, 
Penknives, Scissors, &c. will be a sufficient guarantee against the possibility of this being the case with those Dressing-cases 
manufactured by him. 
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Gentlemen's upwards to f50. 

They are of the most complete description, fitted with 
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cheaper than at any other shop, where credit and ready 
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In Foolscap Soo, price as. cloth; or 10s. morocco elegant. 
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scale, are more complete. The prices begin 20$.: 208., 325., 
4o., 50s-, 60s., 70s., 80s., 95s., and go upwards to ; there 
ore, gentlemen abroad, or in the country, who wish their 

friends'to purchase for them, should state the price they wish 
to go to, and, particularly, whether the Hat, flair, or Clothes- 
brushes are required, because these very mmh increase 
the size and cost of the Casesand it may be well to 
mention also, which of the above-named instruments are 
relquhie Dredr. 

essing-cases at .e4. 6s. are very complete, and gene- 
rally approved for their convenient arrangement. 

WHITING CASES, 
IN EVERY VARIET Y OF PATTERN. 

plain Roan or Mock Russia Cases, with s. d. E e. d. 
Inkstand and Plain Locks .. 0 18 0 to 1 15 0 

Ditto in Russia Leather, with Bramah's 
Patent Locks .. 2 0 0 to 5 0 0 

furkey Morocco ditto 2 0 0 to 6 0 0 
some of the above are made to combine Dressing Apparatus, 

sdhich, of course, enhances the price, according to the num- 
der of instruments. 
Blotting-books (Paper Cases) Plain, Em- 

bossed, and with Locks 
Pocket-books 
Note-cases .. 
Brush-cases, furnished or unfurnished 
Blacking-bottle Cases, various poires, 

complete, with Pewter Blacking- 
bottles, and Shoe-brushes for tra- 
velling 

Mechi's Box Razor-strop, containing FL 

Pair of best Razors 

s. d. Le. 
3 6 to 0 10 6 
1 6 0 3 6 
1 6 0 3 6 

1 0 0 

RAZOR AND PENKNIFE HONES. 
A great variety from le. to 10s. 6d., comprising some beau- 

liful specimens of Old Rock and German Hones. Some ele- 
gantly mounted in Rosewood and Satinwood-cases. It may 
be haferred from Mechi's extensive practice in Razor and 
Penknife Setting, that he will be able and willing to give 
bis customers the best Hones. 

Solid Mahogany and Rosewooi Portable 
Writing Desks. 

The prices vary trom 12s. to £10. 
Secrets and other Drawers in some of the above ; others 

elegantly inlaid with Pearl, and suitable for presents to Lan 

nected with civil as well as continental struggles. 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gem-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest 
praise."Ibid. 

"The name of James Holland is less known than 
il deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works he has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Speetator. 

"The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful specimens of art."Ibid. 

" They have been got up with very great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 
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ve some idea of its reception by the 

year the series is devoted to Portugal, from 
by Mr. J. Holland. Auy less practised 

ming after Mr. Roberts, must work to a 
dvantage ; but Mr. Holland has not only 
d a picturesque eye in the choice of his 

but a skilful hand in the artistic treatment 
bjects. There is a peculiar and diamond- 
mess of atmosphere oves most of the 
Athenceum. 

" Portugal is a country of which we have known 
little, save when the desolating wars of Fiance 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. H. Harrison, 
and it cannot hein better hands."Sunday Tintes. 

" The Engravings are by Cousins Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Artnytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals ; and when we say, 
as we conscientiously eau, that all the plates are 
beautiful, we probably say enouglf."Ibid. 

PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION, 
In One Volume, Demy and Royal 8vo, illustrated with a beautiful Portrait, from a Painting by 

Sir Antonio More, and many other Engravings, 

THE LIFE AND TIMES 
OF 

SIR THOMAS GRESHAM, 
COMPILED CHIEFLY FROM HIS CORRESPONDENCE PRESERVED IN HER 

MAJESTY'S STATE-PAPER OFFICE: 
MUTH MEMOHM OF MANY OF HM CONTEMMORAMES, 

.A.Ivp SOME ACCOUNT OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE AND GRESHAM COLLEGE. 

By JOHN WILLIAM BURGON. 

:APE ANNUAL, 
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In One Volume, s 
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In foolscap 87t0, tit 

SIR JOHN FROIS 
ENGLAND, 

This Edition will be printed fror 
Esq., and collated throughout witl 
Notes will also be given, and the w 
Hundred Engravings on Wood i 

1.S 

dies. The quality of the above, in regard to wood and work. 
manship, may be relied on. 

Some of the Desks have Drawers fitted up as Work-boxes, 
others as Gentlemen's Dressing Cases.; 

WORK BOXES 
A great variety in Rosewood, Mahogany, and Leather, plain 

and inland with Brass, Pearl, and Ivory-. 

They are all warranted to stand well ; the style of lining is 
tastefid, and the Instruments of warranted quality-. The 
liciogs are varions, mien as Blue, Amber, Crimson, &c. 

.N.B. Old on es re-lined, re-ritted, and polished. 

The Basins richly cul and the work durable. 

CARD BORES, 
IN ROS.EWOOD, PLAIN AND INLAID, 

To hold four and six Packs, with Cribbage-boards, 120. to £2. 

INKSTANDS. 
Common le. Od. to 2s. 6d. 
Patent Screw .. .. 2s. 6d. 100. 6d. 
Mahogany, Rosewood, Ebony, and Bronze Table-inkstands, 

from 105. Cd, tu £5. 5s. 

INTERESTIVG AMUSEMENT 

BAGATELLE versus BILLIARDS. 
MECHI invites attention to his celebrated BAGATELLE: 

TABLES, Wilieli, from the accuracy of their finish, and being 
cushioned in a most superior manner, render the game capa- 
ble of such nice calculations as to corne into competition with 
Billiards. They are made on the most durable style of solid 

[BRADBURY AND EVANS, HRTNTERS, WHITEFTUARS.] 
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L. a. d. L. a. d. 
Small sizes .. 0 8 0 to 0 14 0 
Larger .. 015 0 1 5 0 
Orn amented / 10 0 6 0 0 

TEA CADDIES. L. s. el. 

Sman, without Basin .. 0110 
.. Ditto .. 102. 6d. to 1 6 o 

With Basin .. 18 
.. Ditto .. .. 110 

Ditto .. .. 1 10 0 
Elegant Patterns 

Ditto .. .. 2150 
Beautiful inlaid and modern patterns .. £4 to 4 10 0 

period, chiefly taken from the ilium 
Museum, and elsewhere. 

Publishing monthly in Parts, price 2s. each. 

THE FLORA L CABINET, 
AND 

Mai;azine of Exotic Botany. 

Publishing monthly in Numbers, price 2s. 6d. each. Each Number containing 
Four beautiful Plates, accurately coloured from Nature ; with Descriptions of the 
Plants, their Cultivation, &c. ; and other original Articles. 

The First Volume, containing Nos. 1 to 12, may be had, half-bound Morocco, price 360. 

LODGE'S PORTRAITS 
OF ILLUSTRIOUS PERSONAGES OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

Just published, 
Number 21, price 2s. 6d.; or India Paper, 4s. Part 21, price 5s.; or India Paper, 8s. 

Volume 5, price 228.; or India Paper, .34s. 

TO BE COMPLETED IN EIGHTY NUMBERS, OR FORTY PARTS, OR TEN VOIS. 

LETTERS FROM A FATTIER TO HIS SON, 
On varions Topics relative to Literature and the Conduct of Life. 

BY JOHN AIKIN, M.D. 
A NEW EDITION. 

In Foolscap Sao, price 50. cloth; or /Os. morocco elegant. 
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well-seasoned Mahogany ; they are complete ̀ vvith superior cue, Mace, Bridge,- and Nine Balls, for playing the four gaines, and are accompanied with Meal's directions, printed on card-paper. The following prices will be found at least Os per cent. cheaper than elsewhere, and to save trouble. they are for ready cash, without any abatement. The Board should always be accompanied by one of MECHI'S Mahogany-stands, with screw legs, so as to adjust the Boards to a perfect level, let the floor be ever so uneven. 10-feet long, by 3-ft. 0-in. wide, IT,inca Balls .e10 0 0 g-feet long, by 2-ft. 0-in. wide, 1S-inch Bails g 0 0 8-feet long, by 2-ft. 4-in, wide, lb-inch Balls 6 10 0 Small Sizes in proportion. 
There are I Or Public Booms, Cigar Divans, 6.e. 
The price of the Stands varies from ES. to £3. 

FOLDING-BOARDS (for Family use), richly French Polished. 8-feet long, by 2-feet wide .. £3 10 0 7-feet long, by 20-inches wide .. 4 10 0 6-feet long, by 10-inches wide .. 3 10 0 Country orders (with a rernittance) PunctuallY attended to. Billiard-tables made to order ; old Billiard-tables and Baga- telle-tables re-cushioned and properly repaired. New Cues, Maces, Balls, and Spirit Levels. 

BACKGAMMON BOARDS 
COMPLETE, WITH DRAFTSMEN, AND BOXES. 

FLAT DRAFT AND CHESS BOARDS. 
CRIBBAGE BOARDS, 5s. to 15s. 

POPE JOAN BOARDS, Cs. 6d. to 30s. 
A great variety of Ivory, Bone, and Wood Chessmen, plain or richly carved, at all prices, from 50. to .efl. 8s. 

MECHI'S-PATEINT PEN-MAKING MACHINE 
That make a Perfect Pen (slit and all) at one pressure of the 

thumb, prive only 10s. 66. to 120 66., usually sold at £1. 

MORDAN'S EVER-POINTED PENC/LS AND 
LEADS. 

PEEWIT'S AND OTEIER PENS. 
Sporting and Travelling Drinking Borne and Case.Battles from 30. to 253. in great variety. 

fretted with civil as well- -"c'ci=r7trugiTe74-. 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gem-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest 
praise."Ibid. 

"The name of James Holland is less known than 
it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works ho has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Speetator. 

" The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful specimens of art."Ibid. 

" They have been got up with very great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 
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In One Volume, Demy and Royal 8vo, illustrated evith a beautiful Portrait, from a Painting by 
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sadvantage ; but Mr. Holland has not only 
ted a picturesque eye in the choice of his 
, but a skilful hand in the artistic treatment 
ubjects. There is a peculiar and diamond- 
earness of atmosphere over most of the 
'Athencsum. 

"Portugal is a country of which we have known 
little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
becorne extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. II. Harrison, 
and it cannot be in better hands."Sunday Tintes. 

" The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals ; and when WO say, 
as we conscientiously eau, that all the plates are 
beautiful,:we probably say enouglf."Ibid. 
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NEEDLES, 

Of the best quality that can be produced, with Drilled, Gold, 
and .illver Eyes, warranted of well-tempered Steel. Ladies 
and Gentlemen connected with France (where the Needles 
are much esteemed) will do well to try MECHI'S, price 6d. per 
Packet of 25. 

Portable Looking and Shaving Glasses, 
Plain or tastefully fitted in Rosewood, polished, 35. up to les. 
They are made on a principle entirely different and superior 

to the old system. 

SMALL POCKET AND IVIOUTH GLASSES, 
Which, by being placed in the mouth, reflect in another 
mirror any defects in the Teeth, which could not otherwise 
be discerned. 

SILVER GUARDS AND SILVER THIMBLES. 
IVORY AND TORTOISESHELL WORK. 

s. d.£.o.d. 
Shell Card Cases .. .. 3 0 to 1 2 0 
Ivory ditto .. .. 3 0 1 10 0 
Needle Cases,. 2s, 6d., 3s., 3 6 0 7 6 
Spectacle Cases .. 7 0 1 3 6 
Cucumber Slicers 
Shoe Lifters .. 1 0 0 10 0 
Cotton Winders - 

Indian Fans, Boues, and ivory Work of every description 
tastefully repaired, or made to order. 

Comfort in Shaving for 6d. a Year, 
by using Mechi's Magic Razor Strop Paste. 
In Packets at 6d. and ta. each, with printed Instructions for 

use, and for easy shaving. 
This in the cheapest and most effective Composition ever 
invented for giving a perfect, keen, and smooth edge to 
Razors, Penknives, and Surgirai Instruments. It may be 
applied to the oldest Razor Strops in an easy mariner, and 
a lu. Cake will last for two or three years. By using it, tens 
of thousands have been relieved from pain, inconvenience, 

Esq., and collated throughout wit 

Hundred Engravings on Wood, i 
Notes will also be given, and the 

This Edition will be printed froc judges in various parts of the world. 
and loss of time ; and it is patronized by the most eminent 

Sold by 5,000 Perfumers, Stationers, and Druggists 
N.B.The money returned if not approved. 

period, chiefly taken from the Muir 
Museum, and elsewhere. 

Publishing monthly in Parts, price 21. each. 

THE FLORAL CABINET, 
AND 

Magazine of Exotic Botany. 

Publishing monthly in Numbers, price 2s. 6d. each. Each Number containing 
Four beautiful Plates, accurately coloured from Nature; with Descriptions of the 
Plants, their Cultivation, &c.; and other original Articles. 
The First Volume, containing Nos. 1 to 12, may te had, half-bound Morocco, price 360. 
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OF ILLUSTRIOUS PERSONAGES OF GREAT BRITAIN. 
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Number 21, pries 2s. 6d.; or India Paper, 4s. Part 21, price 5o.; or India Paper, 8s. 

Volume 5, price 22s. ; or India Paper, 340. 
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LETTERS FROM A FATHER TO HIS SON, 
On various Topics relative to Literature and the Conduct of Life. 

BY JOHN AIKIN, M.D. 
A NEW ED1T/ON. 
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Health without Physic, price 25s. 
Ti e Domestic Enema so much recommended, and which 

no family should be without, for the removal of obstructions 
of the Bowels, by the injection of warm water only. It is 
neatly inlaid in a Mahogany Case, with Lock and Key, per- 
fectly portable. No person in the East or West Indies should 
be without one. By preservingthe regularity of the system, 
it is considered as a preventive of the Cholera Merdas, and 
many other diseases. 

Remarks osiMable Knives. 
The same Rule applies to Table Cutlery as to alrother 

Cutting Instruments, viz that they must be frequently 
sharpened. A servant who understands knife cleaning, will, 
before taking them off the board, draw them briskly a few 
times from back to edge (raising the back a little) first on 
one side, then on the other, and thus produce an excellent 
edge r whereas a clumsy inexperienced hand will (by not 
holding them flat to the board) contrive to give the best steel 
so dull an edge., that one might almost "ride to Rumford" 
on it. fleure the necessity of an efficient Steel, in using 
which, care should be taken to raise the back of the knife a 

err, Stionera, UZI Duels quarter of an inch from the Steel. 
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RUSHES, COMBS, &c. 
OF WARRANTED QUALITY, 

Manufactured by MECHI'S best workmen, upon the most 
approved principles. In fact, it is vvorthy of remark, that 
his Tooth-brusl.es (which are only charged gd. whilst others 
charge lu.) are, in appearance as well as wear, of a quality 
rarely to be met with. 
Shaving Apparatus 
Shoe, Clothes, Hat and flair 

Brushes 
Patent Hair ditto 
Idechi's Taper Shaving ditto, 

of Pig, Camel, Badger, and 
Horse-hair 

Flesh, Plate and Curl-brushes 
Nail and Comb ditto 
Tooth ditto, solid back bd. sil- 

ver wire f a. brass ditto 6d. 

Braid and Side-combs 

Dressing, Pocket, and Tail 
Combs, in Tortoiseshell, 
stained Horn, and varie- 
gated ditto 

Superfine Ivory, and Tortoise- 
shell Tooth-combo 

Fine Turkey Sponge 
Very superior Soap for shaving 

and washing 
Tongue scrapers, in Silver, 

Ivory, and Tortoiseshell 
Shaving - dishes, Glass and 

Pewter, with Plated anti 
Japanned Tops 

acted with civil as 11W7rEentinental struggles. 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gem-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest 
praise."Ibid. 

"The name of James Holland is less known than it deserves to be, for though lie has done but little 
as yet, the few works ho han produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Spectator. "The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful specimens of art."Ibid. 

" They have been got up with very gre2.t effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 
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" Portugal is a country of which we have known little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. H. Harrison, and it cannot be in better hands."Sunday Times. " The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals; and when we say, 
as wo conscientiously can, that all the plates are 
beautiful,,we probably say enough:"Ibid. 
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IGEMATIKS ON SHAVING. 
Most gentlemen who travel particularly in foreign parts) 

are oestrous tu be as little encumbered as possible. 
The Sirop Dish is a nuisance, and generally renders a Dress. 

Mg Case inconveniently large. This may be easily dispensed 
with (and advantageously too) by first wetting the beard with 
the shaving-brush, then rubbing a cake of soap over it, and 
afterwards, by means of the brush and a little more water, 
raising a lather which, in efficacy and facility of shaving, will 
far surpass ail others. 

A small piece of Naples Soap, the size of a pea, spread on the 
chin will, with the assistance of the brush and a little water, 
produce a similar result. 

Indeed, to all shavers. I recommend this, whether travelling 
or not, as the hest means of easy shaving ; for how frequently 
is time wasted in raising a lather in the dish (where it is not 
wanted) in lieu of doing it 071 the face, where a gout deal of 
friction and soap is indispensably necessary. 

One trial alone of the above plan will bring conviction to 
the naist strenuous advocate of the dish system. 

It may be well to remark, that to avoid having the lather 
thick or thin in the extreme, I dip my brush in water, giving 
it a gentle shake, which throws off the superfluity, and leaves 
enough to raise the soap on the face to a consistent lather. 

Where the soap is glutinous, the surface of beard extensive, 
or the brush small, a second or even a third recourse to the 
basin may be necessary during the process. The cake of 
soap quickly rubs away on the face, the beard acting as a file. 

I think I may remark that, generally speaking, there is too 
much rubbing in the dish, and too little on the lace. 

A GOLDEN RULE IN SHAVING. 
Always rub your beard well with your naked hand, soap, 

and water, before you lather. The Spanish barbers, who are 
allowed to be artists in easy shaving, invariably do this, so 
do the East Indian barbers. The result is, you soften your 
beard, save your skin from irritation, and prevent injury to 
the Razor ; for remember, it is much easier to cut a soaked 
bristle than a dry harsh one. 

If you will not take the trouble of doing this, you vvill 
find your Razor hang against the and drag (not a 
pleasant sensation, although a very common one). Always 
ztrop your Razor after shaving to prevent rust on the edge; 
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taking care tc) prcha Most on the back. Fresh ratite fshonld 
le applied once a month. 

In turning the Racer in stropping, be sure to keep the book 
down ou the Strop, changing at the same time the position of 
your hand and arm, both of which much act freely as high as 
the elbow. A cramped hand does not answer for stropping a 
Razor properly a light, free, brisk action far surpasses a duff 
heavy stroke. 

When the Strep becomes notched or uneven, it is no longer 
fit for use. In fact, so easily are the Teeth of a good Razor 
disturbed, that may ogee stropping it on an improper compo- 
sition will destroy its fine edge and make it painful tu shave 
with. If you shave from heel to poinflof the Razor, strop it 
from point to heel ; but if you begin with the point, then strop 
from heel to point. Those who have not one of MECHI'S 
MAGIC STROPS, will do well before shaving to strop 
the Razor on the fleshy part of the band, and then upon a 
small piece of dry clean wash leather (plate-leather). 

A Razor that is badly tempered, can never rnaintain its fine 
edge even during one shaving. The practice of pressing on 
the edge of a Razor in stropping. generally rounds it ; it should 
be directed to the back, which must never be raised from the 
Strop. It would be better not to strop your Razor at all, than 
to do so hastily or carelessly ; when the Razor is once in good 
condition a few strokes on the Strop Wiil keep it so, with a 
stiff beard, but for a light and tender face, stropping once or 
twice a week is sufficient; but the band or wash-leather should 
be used every day. If yuan only on ce put away your Razor 
without stropping, you must no longer expect to shave well, 
the soap and clam;) so soon rust the fine teeth. A piece of 
plate-leather should be always kept with the Razors. 

The operation of shaving is in effect precisely that of mow- 
ing-. We may compare the stiff beard to coarse grass, and the 
Razor to the scythe. The mower would cut but little did he 
not, frequently by using the stone, renovate the edge of the 
instrument : the same remark applies to the shaver. Expe- 
rience convinces rne, however, that many have never drawn 
the comparison, or they would not continue to labour away 
for years on an old disfigured Strop, from which every par 
gicle of composition must have long since been worn off, or 
at all events have lost its cutting properties r for the compo- 
sition, which should consist of sharp cutting angles, wears 
away as well as the Razor. Besides, the Strop, by being 
frequently laid down without its case, absorbs all sorts of 
dust and grit (injurious in the extreme to a smooth edge), 
and requires occasional scraping, which may be best done by 
the back of a knife. Light silky beards require a keen, thin, 
elastic edge stiff gristy beards, on the contrary, require a 
stronger edge, with but little elasticity. 

!fitted vrith civil as well sp.77ontinental struggles. 
They are Eighteen in number, and, az works of art, 
the getn-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest 

"The name of James Holland is less known thon 
it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works he hua produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Spectator. 

"The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful specimens of art."Ibid. 

" They have been got up with very great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 
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give some idea of ils reception by the 

no year the series is devoted to Portugal, from 
gs by Mr. J. Holland. Aoy less practised 
cooling after Mr. Roberts, must work to a 
isadvantage ; but Mr. Holland has not only 
sted a picturesque eye in the choice of big 

but a skilful hand in the artistic treatment 
subjects There is a peculiar and diamond_ 
learness of atmosphere over most of the ,."Athenaum. 

"Portugal is a country of which we have known 
little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to Mr. W. H. Harrison, 
and it cannot be in better hands."Sunday Times. 

" The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals ; and when we say, 
as we conscientiously con, that all the plates are 
beautiftkwe probably say enouglr."Ibid. 
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Those who have very thin irritable skins, g reconamen 
to rub their beards with sweet oil before lathering, the al. 
kali will then act on the oil instead of the skin, and assist 
in producing a more durable lather. Besides, the skin will 
northen absorb the liquid part of the lather too quickly , as 
it otherwise does. 

Never fail to well wash your beard with soap and cold 
water, immediately before you apply the lather, of which 
the more you use the easier you will shave. Never use 
warm water, which makes a tender face. Place the Razor 
(closed of course) in your pocket, or under your arm, to 
warm it. In order to shave very clean, it is sometimes ne- 
cessary to lather and go over your beard a second time. The 
moment you leave your bed is the best time to shave; always 
putting your shaving brush away with the lather on it. 

The Razor (being only a very fine saw) should be moved 
in a sloping or sawing direction, holding it nearly flat to 
your face, care being taken to draw the shin as tight as 
possible with the left hand, so as to present an even surface 
and throw out the beard. 

Merchants, Captains, and Dealers, desirous of making 
advantageous foreign investments, will find that MECUI'S 
STROPS, CUTLERY, DRESSING-CA SES, BAGATELLE-TABLES, 

and other articles, are in extensive deinand in every British 
Colony, and in almost every capital city in the World. 

Parcels delivered at the west-end of London twice 
a-day. 
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iiected with civil as well as continental: stiuggles. 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gern-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest praise."Ibid. 

"The name of James Holland is less known than 
it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works ho has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more, original."Spectator. "The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful specimens of art."Ibid. 

" They have been got up with very great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 
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' give some idea of its reception by the 

his year the series is devoted to Portugal, from 
ags by Mr. J. Holland. Ady less practised 
coming after Mr. Roberts, must work to a 

disadvantage ; but Mr. Holland has not only 
ésted a picturesque eyo in the choice of his 
d, but a skilful hand in the artistic treatrnent 
subjects. There is a peculiar and diamond- 

clearness of atmosphere over most of the 
s.",AtIzenoeum. 

"Portugal is a country of which we have known 
little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted to 1VIr. W. H. Harrison, 
and it cannot be in better hands."Sunday Times. " The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi. 
dious to single out individuals ; and when WC say, 
as we conscientiously can, that all the plates are 
beautifulwe probably say enougli."--Ibid. 
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Bound in Green Morocco £1 1 0 
Royal Octavo, India Proofs of the 
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The following quotations from various Reviews, will give some idea of its reception by the 
Public Press. 

" It is fortunate for art, as well as literature, 
when judgment and taste are exercised in selecting 
those who are well qualified for the task assigned to 
them ; and this, we think, vvill be found to be the 
case in the present as well as former occasions con- 
nected with the LANDSCAPE ANNUAL."Literary 
Gazette. 

" The views in Portugal are no less interesting 
from their pictorial character, tison as scenes con- 
nected with civil as well as continental struggles. 
They are Eighteen in number, and, as works of art, 
the gem-like labour and finish bestowed on their 
execution as engravings, are deserving of the highest 
praise."Ibid. 

"The name of James Holland is less known than 
it deserves to be, for though he has done but little 
as yet, the few works ho has produced have been 
excellent, and what is more original."Spectator. 

"The engravings are, with scarcely an exception, 
beautiful specimens of art."Ibid. 

" They have been got up with very great effect, 
and are exquisitely engraved." Weekly Dispatch. 
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" This year the series is devoted to Portugal, from 
drawings by Mr. J. Holland. Lay less practised 
artist, coming after Mr. Roberts, must work to a 
great disadvantage ; but Mr. Holland has not only 
manifested a picturesque eye in the choice of bis 
ground, but a skilful hand in the artistic treatment 
of his subjects. There is a peculiar and diamond- 
like clearness of atmosphere over most of the 
scenes."Athenceum. 

"Portugal is a country of which we have known 
little, save when the desolating wars of France 
carried us to its shores. The volume will no doubt 
become extensively popular ; a result which the en- 
gravings alone may ensure for it. The literary 
department is intrusted ta Mr. W. H. Harrison, 
and it cannot be in better hands."Sunday Times. 

" The Engravings are by Cousins, Bradshaw, 
Goodall, Allen, Armytage, &c. When so much 
talent has been displayed, it appears almost invi- 
dious to single out individuals; and when we say, 
as WO conscientiously can, that all the plates are 
beautiful,_.tve probably say enough-."Ibid. 
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Superfine Dress Coat - - 2 7 G 

-Extra Saxony, the best that is 

male - - - 2 
Superfine Frook Coat, silk 

facings - - 
Buckskin Trousers - - 1 

Cloth or double-milled Cassi- 
mere ditto - 175. 6d. to 1 

New Patterns, Surnmer Trou. 
sers, 10s. Ed. per pr. Or 3 pr. 1 

Sommer Waistcoats, 7s.; or 3, 1 

Spiendid Silk Valencia Dress 
Waistcoats, /0s.fid. each, or 3, 1 10 0 

15 0 

10 0 
1 

5 0 
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THE CELEBRITY THE 

CITY CLOTHING EST BLISHMENT 
lias so many years maintained, being the 

12--Anu Le, wamm .&e uzz IZEM&YqpiI2F2 EOUSX, 
Ilentars any Assurance as to STYLE and QUALITY unnecessary. The NOBILITY and GENTRY are invited tu the 

sHow-Rooms, -ro VIEW `THE IMMENSE &SPLENDID STOCK. 

The nurnerous Applications for 

REGIMENTALS & NAVAL UNIFORMS 
Itave induced E. P. D. Sc SON to make ample Arrangements for an extensive Business in this 

r articular Branch: a perusal of their List of Prices (which can be had gratis) wil/ show the 

EXORBITANT CHARGES to which OFFICERS OF THE ARMY AND NAVY HAVE 

SO LONG BEEN SUBJECTED. 

COIXTRACTZ B°17 7EAB., 
Originated by E. P. I). Ss SON, are universally aclopmd by CLERGYMEN and 

PROFESSIONAL GENTLEMEN, as being MORE REGULAR and EGO- 

NOPA ICAL. THE PRICES ARE THE LOWEST EVER OFFERED: 
Two Suits per Year, Superfine, 7 7Extra Saxony, the best that is made, 8 5 

Three Suits per Year, ditto 10 17Extra Saxony, ditto - 12 6 

Four Suits per Year, ditto 14 6Extra Saxony, ditto - - 15 18 

(THE OLD SUITS TO BE RETURNED.) 

Catital Shooting Jackets, 21s. Thu new Waterproof Cloak, 21s. 

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, 
Preferring their Clothes Fashionably made, at a FIRST-RATE LON DON HOUSE, 

are respectfully informed, that by a Post-paid Application, they wil/ receive a Pros- 

pectus explanatory of the System of Business Directions for 51easurernent, and a 

Statement of Prices. Or if Three or Four Gentlemen unite, one of the Travellcis 

will be dispatched immediately to wait on them. 

STATE LIVERIES SPLENDIDLY MADE. 
Footman's Suit of Liveries, £3 3. Scarlet limiting Coat, £3 3 
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TREET. 
Es'tablished 

Lately published, price 2s., vvith neat Engravings, an entirely new Work, entitled 

PREWITIIRE MARRIAGE; 
OR, THE HISTORY OF FREDERICK AND _SOPHIA. 

A TALE OE TRUTH. By AN OBSERVER. 

Also, price 2s. Csl , beautifully pintcd, 

THE BREAKFAST-TABLE OSPidPANI 
DARTON AND CLARKE, HOLBORN HILL; AND AM., BOOKSELLERS. 

Skeleton Dresses - . £0 15 0 
Tunic and Hussar Suits, . 1 10 0 
Cainlet Cloaks - 0 8 6 
Cloth Cloaks - - - 0 15 6 

egAIPXTereXTNA,AT, 
Morning Coats and Dressing 

Gowns - - 
- - 

0 19 0 

Petersham Great Coats and 
Pilot P Jackets, bound, and 
Velvet Collar -- .. 1 10 0 

Canalet Cloak, lined all through 1 1 77 

Cloth Opera Cloak - I 10 0 
Army Cloth Blue Spanisli 

Chink, 0% yards round . 2 10 0 
Super Cloth ditto - 3 3 0 

Cloth or Tweed Fishing or 
Travelling Trousers . 0 13 6 
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